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FOREWORD 
 
 
Already in 1913, the Nobel Prize winner Victor F. Hess discovered and described the 
ionising radiation of cosmic origin. The technical developments of civil aviation, 
supersonic flights and space travel, together with more accurate knowledge about 
cosmic radiation, motivated in 1966 the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection, ICRP, to consider the biological effects of the varying solar radiation and 
the relatively constant galactic radiation, and to recommend for aircrew preventive 
measures in specific cases. The 1990 ICRP Recommendations stated that exposures to 
cosmic radiation during flight in jet aircraft should be included as part of occupational 
exposure of aircrew.  
 
With the protection of aircrew, a new occupational radiation protection area was 
opened with many unknown parameters. Therefore, in 1991, the Radiation Protection 
Unit jointly with scientific experts in this field, the aviation companies, regulatory 
bodies and the social partners developed a work programme aimed at laying down 
appropriate European radiation protection legislation and to ensure its uniform 
conversion into practical radiation protection measures. From the beginning of this 
work programme, the association of institutes in the European Dosimetry Group, 
EURADOS, provided considerable expertise and co-ordinated important research 
projects. 
 
The 1996 European Council Directive on the protection of the workers and the 
general public against the dangers arising from ionising radiation allows for the 1990 
ICRP recommendations. Specific requirements are incorporated into this European 
radiation protection legislation aimed at establishing a radiological protection system 
for aircrew.  
 
This report, prepared by a specific EURADOS Working Group delivers the successful 
conclusion of the above mentioned work programme. 
 
The European Commission thanks EURADOS for the intensive support and in 
particular the scientists and experts for their personal efforts. Their strong 
commitment was essential for the success of the entire work programme. 
 
Indispensable for achieving the envisaged objectives was also the constructive 
dialogue between the group of experts established pursuant to Article 31 of the 
Euratom Treaty and EURADOS. As a result of this fruitful co-operation, the now 
presented publication provides guidelines, recommendations and practical solutions 
for applying radiological protection measures for air crew exposed to cosmic 
radiation, based on the most recent scientific knowledge. 
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      Preface              
 
The knowledge of cosmic radiation dosimetry onboard aircraft has increased dramatically during the 
last ten years and new results are continuously being reported. To guide authorities as well as 
companies concerned with exposure to cosmic radiation, the Article 31 group of experts
1, proposed in 
February 2000 to the Directorate DG XI Environment. “that a EURADOS working group is installed 
with the aim to validate the existing dose rate data in flight altitudes and to evaluate a data set which 
might become the basis for a recommendation of the Article 31 experts group”.  
 
In 2002, taking into account the experience acquired by the members and first analysis of data, the 
following objective was agreed: 
 
“ The objective of the working group is to bring together all recent, available, preferably published, 
experimental data and results of calculations, with detailed descriptions of methods of measurement 
and calculation, in particular from European research groups. 
 
The purpose is to provide a data set for all Member States for the assessment of individual doses 
and/or to assess the validity of different approaches, and to provide an input to technical 
recommendations by the Article 31 group of experts and the EC.  
 
The quantity of interest is effective dose, E(ISO), but the comparison of measurement results obtained 
by different methods or groups, and comparison of measurement results and the results of calculations 
will be done in terms of the operational quantity ambient dose equivalent, H*(10). 
 
The report giving the results of the investigations is to be published by the EC DG ENV.” 
 
In May 2000 the chairman of EURADOS invited a number of experts with experiences of cosmic ray 
dosimetry to form a working group (WG 5) on Aircrew Dosimetry. Three observers from the Article 
31 Group of Experts as well as one observer from the Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) were also 
appointed. The European Commission funded the meetings. Full meetings were organised in January 
2001 and in November 2001. An editorial group started late in 2002 to finalise a draft report, which 
was submitted to the Group of Experts under Article 31 in June 2003.  
  
The European Radiation Dosimetry Group (EURADOS) is an international society, which has the 
objectives to advance the scientific understanding of the dosimetry of ionising radiation and to ensure 
compatibility of the dosimetric procedures used within the EU. EURADOS in co-operation with the 
Directorates General XI and XII 
2 published a report in 1996 titled “Exposure of air crew to cosmic 
radiation” (European Commission, DG Environment, Nuclear Safety and Civil Protection Radiation 
Protection 85;ECSC-EC-EAEC, Brussels, Luxembourg, 1996 (ISBN 92-827-7994-7) EURADOS 
report 1996-01.  
 
The methods and results now reported have been obtained through the work of a number of scientists 
within EU, USA and Canada. Some of the work has been supported by Contracts with the European 
Commission, Directorate General XII, Science, Research and Development, Radiation Protection 
Research Action such as Contracts F13P-CT92-0026, F14P-CT950011a and FIGM-CT2000-00068. 
EURADOS is currently partly supported under Contract no FIR1-CT-2000-20104. 
 
 
Ian McAulay          Pascal Pihet  
Chairman of the Article 31 Group of Experts    Chairman of Eurados 
                                                 
1 The Group of Experts is established under Article 31 of the Euratom Treaty 
2 Currently DG TREN and DG RTD respectively  
 
 
 
 
 
  
I Introduction                                                        
 
I.1 General  introduction 
 
The exposure of aircraft crew to cosmic radiation has received a great deal of attention during the last 
decade. The recommendation by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in 
1990, that exposure to cosmic radiation in the operation of jet aircraft should be recognised as 
occupational exposure, initiated a number of new dose measurements onboard aircraft. Computer 
programs suitable for predicting route doses were further developed and new ones were designed. (For  
reviews see the proceedings of the workshops in Luxembourg, 1991 [WRE93] and in Dublin, 1998 
[WRE99]). A large fraction of the available dose measurements results published during the last ten 
years is compiled in this report and descriptions of the instruments and techniques used are also 
included. The measured results are compared with results calculated for the same routes using 
different computer programs designed for this purpose. One aim of this report has been to investigate 
whether estimates of route dose agree within the uncertainties accepted for work in radiation 
protection generally. 
 
The report is written at the request of the radiation protection expert group established under Article 
31 of the Euratom treaty. It does not deal in detail with the quantities used in radiation protection or 
with background information on radiation protection principles. Basic reports dealing with those 
matters are from the ICRP [ICRP91] and the ICRU [ICRU1993], [ICRU98], and also others [BAR99]. 
Some information on the radiation fields at cruising altitudes as well as the influence of solar activity 
on the dose rate is included. More detailed information can be found in the literature, for instance 
[EUR96] or [HEI99].  
 
Although the report is written for radiation protection experts, the intention has been to make the 
content understandable for a broader audience of interested persons such as those working in the 
aviation industry or as members of aircraft crew. 
 
 
I.2   Working Group 5 progress 
 
The working group members (WG) were recruited from groups which had been engaged in this 
dosimetry field during the period to 2000. Other groups became interested in participating, and a few 
additional members joined the WG in late 2000 and early 2001. Groups identified after this time were 
invited to report their values together with information on the flight routes to the WG. From late 2002, 
it was not possible to accept data from new groups for practical reasons.  
 
Four subgroups were set up in 2001 (the name of the coordinator of each group is underlined):  
Codes and Measurement Methods for Air Crew Dose Assessments, 
D. Bartlett, W. Heinrich, D. O’Sullivan and Ulrich Schrewe 
Route Dose Tabulation, 
P. Bilski and L. Tommasino 
Comparison of Dose Rates at Different Flight Altitudes and at Different Geomagnetic Latitudes, 
P. Beck, L. Lindborg, Fr. Spurny, W. Reitz and Fr. Wissman 
A Comparison of Route Doses calculated with Different Computer Codes,  
J.-F. Bottollier, E. Felsberger, B. Lewis and H. Schraube 
 
In 2002, the work had proceeded to the stage that an editorial group was suggested with the 
coordinators as members. All coordinators with the exception of P. Bilski were able to accept. 
Additional members of the editorial group were F. Spurný and L. Lindborg. E. Felsberger resigned as 
member of the working group in 2002. A draft version was presented to the Article 31 group of 
experts and this was accepted in late October 2003. A final draft was presented to the EURADOS 
General Assembly in March 2004. 
 
1 
I.3  Legal considerations  
 
Cosmic radiation has been known for almost a century and for many years airlines cruising at very 
high altitudes have had their aircraft equipped with instruments to detect possible sudden increases in 
the dose rate due to solar activities [BAG99]. The annual average dose to aircraft crew may become 
similar to or even larger than that of other occupationally exposed groups [BAR99], [SPU02], 
[JWD03]. In Publication 60, the ICRP suggested the inclusion of exposure to elevated levels of natural 
radiation as occupational exposure. 
 
The legal consequences of the ICRP recommendation were considered by the European Council in its 
Basic Safety Standards (Directive 96/29/Euratom) [BSS96]. The protection of air crew (Article 42) is 
therein formulated as 
 
“Each Member State shall make arrangements for undertakings operating aircraft to take account of 
exposure to cosmic radiation of air crew who are liable to be subject to exposure to more than 1 mSv 
per year. The undertakings shall take appropriate measures, in particular: 
  
  to assess the exposure of the crew concerned, 
to take into account the assessed exposure when organizing working schedules 
   with a view to reducing the doses of highly exposed aircrew, 
to inform the workers concerned of the health risks their work involves, 
to apply Article 10 to female air crew.” 
 
Article 10  deals with special protection during pregnancy and breastfeeding. Its first paragraph reads: 
 
“As soon as a pregnant woman informs the undertaking, in accordance with national legislation 
and/or national practice, of her condition, the protection of the child to be born shall be comparable 
with that provided for members of the public. The conditions for the pregnant women in the context of 
her employment shall therefore be such that the equivalent dose to the child to be born will be as low 
as reasonably achievable and that it will be unlikely that this dose will exceed 1 mSv during at least 
the remainder of the pregnancy.” 
 
Technical guidance on ways to include in regulations “a significant increase in exposure due to natural 
radiation sources” was issued by the Commission in 1997 [EUR97]. A special section is concerned 
with the protection of air crew. Three paragraphs are cited from that document. Part of paragraph 66 
reads:  
 
“For air crew whose annual dose falls in the range 1-6 mSv there should be individual estimates of the 
dose. These estimates of dose should be made available to the individual concerned. For flights below 
15 km these may be carried out using an appropriate computer program and internationally agreed 
information.”  
 
Paragraph 67 deals with situations when a larger dose may occur and reads: 
 
“It  will normally be possible to adjust rostering so that no individual exceeds 6 mSv per year. 
However, for air crew whose dose is likely to exceed 6 mSv, record keeping in the sense of the 
Directive is recommended with appropriate medical surveillance.” 
 
Paragraph 68 finally concludes:  
 
“It would be unnecessary and unhelpful to declare supervised or controlled areas in aircraft” 
 
Civil aviation is an international business and it is essential that it be regulated in a similar way in 
different countries. The civil aviation authorities co-operate through an organisation called the Joint 
2 
Aviation Authorities (JAA)
1. It is an associated body of the European Civil Aviation Conference 
(ECAC) representing the civil aviation regulatory authorities of a number of European States, which 
have agreed to co-operate in developing and implementing common safety regulatory standards and 
procedures. It issues Joint Aviation Requirements (JARs), which usually are implemented as national 
regulations. The European radiation protection Basic Safety Standards Directive [BSS96] is 
considered in JAR-OPS 1.390 [JAR01]. 
 
  
I.4 Quantities 
 
There are two quantities used in this report. One is the protection quantity effective dose (E), which is 
most often used in regulations. This quantity is related, through probability coefficients, to the 
stochastic health effects in humans that ionising radiation might cause. E may be used to quantify the 
degree of protection a regulatory body considers reasonable. E is, however, not a measurable quantity. 
Therefore, for measurements a quantity called ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), is defined. The two 
quantities  can be related to each other. However, while H*(10) is independent of the irradiation 
geometry, E is not. . To be able to convert a value of H*(10) into a value of E, and in some instances 
to be able to correctly interpret the indication of an instrument, the direction distribution of the 
radiation field has to be known. In this report, as a simplifying assumption, the radiation field onboard 
aircraft is taken to be isotropic. The movement of crew may tend to make the field approximately 
isotropic and the high energies of some radiation components will result in the radiation field 
geometry being a less important parameter. However, the possible error introduced needs to be 
quantified. Both E and H*(10) have the same unit, sievert (Sv). Sometimes, when it is less important, 
or when it is obvious which quantity is meant, the general word dose is used instead of the precise 
names. The cosmic radiation exposure of the body is essentially uniform and the maternal abdomen 
provides no effective shielding to the foetus. As a result, the magnitude of equivalent dose to the 
foetus can be put equal to that of the effective dose received by the mother. 
 
Doses on board aircraft are generally predictable, and unforeseen exposures such as may occur in 
other radiological workplaces cannot occur (with the rare exceptions of the extremely intense and high 
energy solar particle events) [ICRP97]. 
  
Calculations can be made directly of effective dose per unit time as a function of geographic location, 
altitude and solar cycle phase, for the assumed field geometry (taken as isotropic). When folded with 
flight and staff roster information, estimates of effective dose for individuals are obtained. The role of 
calculations in this procedure is unusual in routine radiation protection. Because effective dose is not 
directly measurable, in order to validate assessed values of effective dose based on calculations, 
calculations are also made of ambient dose equivalent rate or ambient dose equivalent and these 
compared with values determined by measurements traceable to national standards. The validation of 
calculations of ambient dose equivalent calculations for a particular calculation method or program 
can be taken as a validation of the calculation of effective dose by the same computer code. This step 
in the process may need to be confirmed 
 
The alternative is to establish, a priori, that the operational quantity ambient dose equivalent is a good 
estimator of effective dose and equivalent dose to the foetus for the radiation fields being considered, 
in the same way that the use of the operational quantity personal dose equivalent is justified for the 
estimation of effective dose for radiation workers. For most workplace fields, H*(10) overestimates E, 
but for exposure of cosmic radiation the reverse is the case. This is principally a result of the radiation 
weighting factor of 5 for protons. Changes of the values of radiation weighting factors are under 
discussion. If a proton weighting factor of 2 is adopted as proposed [ICRP 03], H*(10) would be an 
acceptable estimate for E for air crew exposure. However, a change to the weighting factor for 
neutrons is also proposed: the effect of this proposed change needs to be evaluated (see, for example, 
FER04). Ambient dose equivalent rate as a function of geographic location, altitude and solar cycle 
                                                 
1 For further information see www.jaa.nl 
3 
phase is then calculated and folded with flight and staff roster information. The calculations of 
ambient dose equivalent rate or route doses have to be validated by measurements traceable to national 
standards. 
 
 
I.5  The collection of material for the report 
 
Groups engaged in dosimetry onboard aircraft, with preferably published results, were invited to 
report their values together with information on the flight routes. They were also asked to describe 
their instruments and measurement procedures. Most groups submitted the requested information, and 
their measurement procedures supplied are presented in Appendix A. For practical reason a deadline 
for inclusion of groups had to be determined as late in 2002.  Results from the groups cover the period 
from 1993 to 2003. 
 
All computer programs, which were known to the WG for calculation of effective dose and/or ambient 
dose equivalent on board aircraft, were identified.  Descriptions of the programs were requested, and 
these are presented in Appendix B as supplied by the originator of the program. Those programs were 
then used to calculate the dose for the flights for which measurement results had been reported. It was, 
however, not practical to use this procedure for all flights. Originally it was hoped to have all 
programs available in such a way that an independent check could have been made. However, this did 
not prove possible. 
  
 
I.6  Content of the report 
  
Chapter II contains an introduction to the cosmic radiation fields and to cosmic radiation dosimetry. 
The influence of solar activity on the dose rate is also considered.  
 
In Chapter III experimental and calculated dose rate values are compared and presented in a few 
different ways to demonstrate the dependence on flight altitude, geomagnetic co-ordinates and solar 
potential.  
 
Chapter IV presents a comparison of measured and calculated route dose values. The agreement 
between calculations and experiments as well as between different codes is discussed. 
 
Chapter V summarises the uncertainties in dose measurements, which are accepted by the radiation 
protection community. The methods and procedures used to obtain the experimental results in Chapter 
III and IV are summarised and the experimental uncertainties as well as those connected with 
calculations are also reviewed. The interpretation of the results in Chapter III and IV depend of course 
on them. 
 
Chapter VI gives a summary, recommendations and requirements for future work. 
 
The two Appendices describe the measurement methods (Appendix A) and the codes used for 
calculation of route dose or route dose rate values (Appendix B). The descriptions should be relevant 
for the time period when the results were reported to the working group. It is realised that during the 
period improvements have been made in the methods and those have sometimes been added in the 
appendices. 
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II        Cosmic radiation environment at aircraft altitudes and dosimetry            
 
II.1   Cosmic radiation 
 
The earth is continuously bombarded with high-energy ionising radiation from outer space. The 
intensity of the cosmic radiation is partly decreased by the magnetic field associated with the Sun’s 
solar wind and by the Earth’s magnetic field. Many important data on the cosmic radiation in general 
and near the Earth’s surface were presented in a previous EURADOS Report on the topic [EUR96]. 
Some basic characteristics are repeated here and some further information is added on the influence of 
solar particle events and magnetic disturbances. 
 
The cosmic radiation field (in the Earth´s atmosphere), to which aircraft crew members are exposed, 
has two different origins: energetic particles from the universe in general (usually referred to as 
galactic cosmic radiation) and from the Sun.  
 
Galactic energetic charged particles (galactic cosmic radiation (GCR)) are mostly protons (~85 %) 
and helium ions (~12 %), the rest includes nuclei of all known elements and some electrons. Their 
energy extends up to about 10
20 eV. The GCR interacts with the atmosphere producing secondary 
radiation, which together with the primary incident particles give rise to radiation exposure throughout 
the atmosphere decreasing in intensity with depth from the altitude of supersonic aircraft down to sea 
level. 
 
The dose from GCR varies not only with altitude but also with the geomagnetic coordinates (longitude 
and latitude) being larger towards the poles and smaller near the equator. It also depends on the solar 
activity, which varies according to a cycle about 11 years long. The GCR contribution to the aircraft 
crew exposure is about 95 %. GCR exposure is fairly stable and predictable. 
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Figure II.1   Calculated ambient dose equivalent rate, dH*(10)/dt, for conditions close to solar maximum 
activity (Jan.1990) and close to solar minimum (Jan. 1998), both at zero-meridian (λ=0°) and 
geographic latitude φ of 0° (red lines) resp. 90°(blue lines).(For uncertainties in calculated values 
see CH.IV.6 and Ch.V.5) 
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Figure II.1 shows the variation of the ambient dose equivalent rate as a function of flight altitude. The 
calculations were made for conditions close to solar maximum activity in January 1990 and close to 
the solar minimum activity in January 1998. The calculations were made with EPCARD and show 
results for both the equatorial and polar regions.  
 
Solar energetic charged particles can contribute to the aircraft crew exposure through occasional so-
called solar particle events (SPE’s). These are produced by sudden, sporadic releases of energy in the 
solar atmosphere (solar flares), and by coronal mass ejections (CMEs). During such events a large 
number of mainly high-energy protons is produced and an increased fluence of particles at aviation 
altitudes may be observed. Only a small fraction of the SPEs, on average one per year, causes an 
increased dose rate at aviation altitudes. Those events can be observed with neutron monitors at 
ground level: ground level events (GLEs). The largest events often take place on either side of the 
period of maximum solar activity as measured by sunspot number. Any rise in dose rate associated 
with an event is quite rapid, usually taking place in minutes.  The duration may be hours to several 
days. The prediction of which events will give rise to significant increases in dose rate at aircraft 
altitudes is not currently possible. Estimation of the doses to aircraft crew in the event of a GLE must 
be made retrospectively. Principally it is possible due to the existence of a number of geomagnetically 
dispersed, ground level neutron monitors, and because the observed neutron fluence at ground level is 
primarily caused by the cosmic radiation.  
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Figure II.2     Sunspot number (lower curve) and monthly averaged Climax neutron monitor count rate per hour 
(divided by 100) for solar cycles 20 through 23 (from 1964 to begin of 2002). Solar cycle 23 is 
expected to last until approximately the year 2008. The vertical dashed lines indicate the periods 
(around 2 years each) of solar reversal; +/- specifies the respective polarity of the field model of 
NASA Johnson Space Center (Badhwar, 1997). The shaded area is the solar activity predicted by 
the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. 
 
 
Figure II.2 shows how the neutron monitor count rate has varied with the number of sunspot during 
the time period from1960 to the present. The sunspot number reflects the actitiy of the sun and a 
smoothed curve is used to identify the maxima and minima of the sun activitity. The neutron fluence 
sometimes also decreases as an effect of increased solar wind and the increases in associated magnetic 
field. Those effects decrease the intensity of the GCR at the top of the atmosphere. Such events are 
called “Forbush decreases”, they may occur a handful of times each year [FOR37], [CRR96] and 
[CAN00]. They may last for several days. 
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While the GLEs may increase the dose to aircraft crew, the dose is diminished during Forbush 
decreases. Reductions of more than 20 % of the normal dose rate have been reported.   
 
The effect of Forbush decreases on route doses can be calculated as they happen by FREE, which can 
also be used to calculate retrospectively the effect on route doses of a solar particle event, Appendix B 
5.  Contributions to route doses from GLE´s are regularly estimated by Lantos and co-workers 
[LAF03] and their results made available to users of SIEVERT and EPCARD, within an inter-
institutional cooperation. The validation of these procedures is not within the scope of this report. 
 
The short term of increase of the dose rate due to solar particle events can be quite substantial. The 
uncertainties related to them, when assessed by calculation, were recently reviewed by Lantos and 
Fuller [LAN03]. They use in their analysis a semi-empirical model mostly based on Concorde 
measurements, particularly those obtained during GLE 42 (29/09/89) and GLE 59 (14/07/00). They 
state, as some other authors have previously, that the estimation of the increased dose rate due to a 
SPE for a given flight, in absence of experimentally measured data, is affected by a large relative 
uncertainty of at least several tens of percents. The large uncertainties mostly result from the 
anisotropy and localised nature of the events and the variability of the energy spectra of the protons. 
The more important a solar flare is, the higher is the uncertainty in the estimate of the increased dose 
rate. It should, however, also be mentioned that the estimation of the increased dose during GLE 60 
agrees well with the estimation deduced from on-board measured data (Chapter V). 
 
When all 64 GLE’s observed since 1942 are considered, Lantos and Fuller conclude that only 18 have 
presented a likelihood of an increase in the effective dose of more than 30 µSv and only 4 by more 
than 1 mSv. The importance of the contribution of SPEs to the total exposure of air crew to cosmic 
radiation is, according to these authors, therefore rather limited.  
 
Long-term monitoring onboard a Czech Airlines aircraft permitted the registration during 2001 several 
Forbush decreases and one solar flare – GLE 60. The extent of their influence is shown in Table 1 
[SPD01], [SPD03] and [SPU04], where the ratios of the experimental values divided by values 
calculated with the EPCARD code are shown, EPCARD does not include effects of SPEs for these 
extreme situations. The measurements were made by means of a Si-spectrometer MDU (see Annex I – 
A.4). 
 
Table II.1   Influence of  SPE and Forbush decreases on the dose measured onboard aircraft during 2001 
and 2003.  
 
Flight route  Ratio MDU/EPCARD,  H*(10) 
 “low  LET”  “high  LET”  Total 
PRG-JFK          01 04 14            no extreme  1.00  0.96  0.98 
JFK-PRG          01 04 16            no extreme  1.01  1.01  1.01 
PRG-JFK           01 04 15            GLE 60  1.24  1.68  1.44 
PRG-JFK           01 04 12            Forbush  0.92  0.78  0.84 
PRG-JFK           01 11 06            Forbush  0.89  0.85  0.87 
PRG-SOF          03 10 25                 no extreme  0.95  1.00  0.98 
SOF-PRG          03 10 29                 Forbush  0.88 0.62 0.74 
 
The ratio is larger than one in the case of the solar flare, and lower than one during the Forbush 
decreases. Measurements during Forbush decreases have also been reported by Kyllönen et al. 
[KYL01], Figure II.3. They report reductions of the dose equivalent rate with up to 20% similar to the 
results in the table. 
 
The typical total effective dose for a trans-Atlantic flight is about 50 µSv. The additional dose during 
GLE 60 corresponds therefore to about 20 µSv, which is small as compared to the typical annual 
effective dose of aircraft crew (∼2 mSv). The maximum estimated value of the dose equivalent rate 
during a GLE of several mSv per hour occurred in February 1956 [ARM69] at a subsonic flight 
9 
altitude, i.e. 10
3 times higher than during GLE 60 [SPD01]. The extra dose at aircraft altitudes for a 
flight during this event might have been a significant fraction of the annual dose limit for occupational 
workers. However, for the largest event, which has occurred since 1956, GLE 42 on 29
th of September 
1989, the estimated additional dose equivalent for a flight was a few hundred µSv [OBR96, LAN03]. 
It must always be noted that solar particle events can produce markedly anisotropic particle fluence 
rates, and therefore large local differences in the dose rate.  
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Figure II.3  The influence of Forbush decreases on the ambient dose equivalent rate. The curve shows the 
relative count rate as measured by the Climax neutron monitor on ground. The red squares show 
the observed ambient dose equivalent rate for comparable geomagnetic positions normalised to the 
same flight level. The measurements were made in 1998. When the fluence reduces the dose rate 
also reduces.  
 
 
II.2   Radiation dose components at aviation altitudes  
 
The relative contributions to H* and E due to the different particle types are depicted in figures II.4, 
II.5, II.6 and II.7. The calculations were made for civil flight routes at approximately solar maximum 
and minimum conditions [SHL02]. The data of ambient dose equivalent and effective dose are given 
for a number of destinations from Munich and Frankfurt.  
 
For both quantities, the hadron (neutrons and protons) component contributes more than fifty percent 
to the total dose. Due to the radiation-weighting factor of 5 for protons (ICRP60, Council directive 
96/29/EURATOM and European Member State national regulations), the proton contribution to the 
effective dose is the next most important after the neutrons, and the total hadron component may be up 
to 80% of the total effective dose. When considering ambient dose equivalent, neutrons are the major 
contributor followed by electrons. 
 
The change from solar maximum to solar minimum condition does not change the relative dose 
contributions greatly. The dose fractions are also relatively constant for different flight levels and a 
particular location [SHL00] at normal flight altitudes. The contribution to the two quantities from 
energetic primary heavy charged particles (HZE) or fragments is not significant [DOS99]. 
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Figure II.4    Relative contribution to ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), for various destinations near solar 
maximum condition (1991) for 37000 ft flight altitude, as calculated with EPCARDv3.2. Data are 
shown in alphabetic order. 
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Figure II.5   Relative contribution to effective dose, E, for various destinations near solar maximum condition 
(1991) for 37000 ft flight altitude as calculated with EPCARDv.3.2. 
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Figure II.6   Relative contribution to ambient dose equivalent for various destinations near solar minimum 
condition (1998) for 37000 ft flight altitude. 
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Figure II.7    Relative contribution to effective dose for various destinations near solar minimum condition 
(1998) for 37000 ft flight altitude.  
 
 
II.3  Measurement requirements 
 
It is recommended that instruments for dose measurements on board aircraft determine the operational 
quantity, ambient dose equivalent, H*(10). Instruments sensitive to neutrons as well as to low-LET 
radiations are required. Some instruments, such as tissue equivalent proportional counters (TEPC), 
silicon semiconductor LET spectrometers and recombination ionization chambers [ZIE96] [GOL99], 
are capable of measuring both high and low-LET dose components, as well as the approximate LET 
distribution or mean LET, and therefore dose equivalent using the quality factor, Q(L),  [ICRU93]. For 
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this reason such instruments, in particular the TEPC, have been suggested as reference instruments for 
cosmic radiation measurements [LKB99].  
 
Alternatively, for dosimetric purposes the field can be divided into low (< 5 keV µm
-1) and high (> 5-
10 keV µm
-1) LET particle components, or into two slightly different components, the non-neutron 
component and the neutron component, which includes the dose equivalent contribution by high-
energy protons.  The deposition by low-LET particles can be determined using ionization chambers, 
scintillation counters, silicon-based detectors, or passive luminescence detectors (OSL, RPL and TL) 
or ion storage device. The high-LET component can be measured using special neutron survey meters 
(with an extended energy range response), passive etched track detectors, bubble detectors 
(superheated drop detectors) or fission foils with damage track detectors.  
 
It is essential for the measurement of complex radiation fields that the instruments used are fully 
characterized for measurements of H*(10). Ideally, an isotropic instrument response and little energy 
dependence of response for the different particle types to be measured are required. For instruments 
not responding to all radiation components, the influence on the signal from other radiations should be 
understood. Response characterization is usually made at national standards laboratories. For some 
particles, such as protons, high-energy neutrons and high-energy electrons those laboratories have  
limited possibilities to offer services, and calculations may be used as an alternative, or in conjunction 
with measurements. Traceability to international standards is achieved through measurements at 
national dosimetry standards laboratories. 
 
At present little information is published concerning instrument responses to electrons and protons 
mainly as a lack of suitable high-energy radiation fields. For neutrons, characterization may be carried 
out for neutron energies up to 19 MeV in ISO reference fields, supplemented at higher energies in the 
quasi- monoenergetic high-energy neutron fields at  iThemba LABS, Capetown, The Svedberg 
Laboratory, Uppsala, and Université Catholique, Louvain-la-Neuve.  The CERN/European Union 
high-energy Reference Field (CERF) facility offers a neutron radiation field similar to the neutron 
component in aircraft [SAA99].  It has allowed comparisons of response characteristics of different 
instruments, dosemeters and spectrometers as well as comparisons of measured and predicted 
responses. The distribution of the cosmic radiation in energy covers a very wide energy range. The 
distributions apparently do not change very much with geographic position and flight level [GCW03], 
[SHL00] and this is probably one reason why so many different types of instruments can be used, if 
they are correctly calibrated. 
 
 
 II.4   Dose calculations 
 
There are a number of radiation transport codes used to calculate the radiation field at aircraft altitudes 
and at sea level produced by galactic cosmic radiation, for example LUIN, FLUKA, GEANT, 
LAHET, MCNPX and MARS. There are similar number of methods in current use, which are based 
on the results of such calculations to compute dose to aircraft crew, for example CARI (using LUIN), 
EPCARD (using FLUKA), FREE (using PLOTINUS related to LUIN), PC-AIRE (using experimental 
measurements with fitting), SIEVERT (using the data from CARI, and since January 2004 from 
EPCARD), and the algorithm of Pelliccioni (using FLUKA). At present, none of these consider the 
influence of the aircraft on the particle fluence. (But see FER04) 
 
The radiation transport codes take as input the cosmic radiation field at the top of the atmosphere and 
solve, either analytically or by Monte Carlo simulation, the radiation transport equations which 
describe the interactions of each particle with the constituents of the atmosphere, in order to calculate 
the field at a given aircraft altitude and geographic location. The effect on particle trajectories of the 
Earth’s magnetic field is included in approximations using tables of rigidity cut-offs. The CARI and 
FREE program takes account of the variation in the Sun’s magnetic field on the intensity of the 
cosmic radiation at the top of the atmosphere by applying an equivalent heliocentric 
electrostatic field- the heliocentric potential, the magnitude of which is related to the instantaneous 
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value of the count rate of ground level neutron monitors. In EPCARD the solar cycle modulation is 
taken into account by deriving a solar deceleration potential based on ground level neutron monitor 
count rates averaged over 28 days. This is then used to modify the intensity and energy distribution of 
cosmic radiation at a distance from the Sun of 60 to 100 AU (an AU, astronomical unit, is the average 
Sun to Earth separation) with a time-lag of 95 days which is approximately the travel time for this 
distance for the lower energy component of the galactic cosmic radiation, which is most affected. The 
programs, which calculate dose rates and route doses, use the results of the transport calculations 
together with details of an aircraft’s flight path. The route doses can be used for the dose assessment 
for a crew member. 
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III  Measured and calculated ambient dose equivalent rate data at 
aircraft altitudes 
 
III.1  In-flight measurements  
 
The in-flight radiation exposure depends on the latitude, longitude and altitude. This dependence is 
caused by the influence of the Earth’s geomagnetic field on cosmic rays and their subsequent transport 
through the atmosphere. The additional influence of the Sun’s varying activity during the eleven-year 
solar cycle also affects the radiation exposure. The parameters used describing these effects are the 
heliocentric potential (HCP), and the solar deceleration potential (SDP), both in units of megavolts 
(MV). The differences between the two approaches are described in Ch IV.5. The comparison of time 
differential in-flight data has ideally to be done exactly at the same flight position (altitude, longitude 
and latitude) and under the same solar condition (HCP or SDP). Usually the UTC time combines the 
link from all in-flight measurement data. Because of insufficient experimental data, the influence of 
solar events - which can lead to higher radiation exposure at flight altitudes - is not analysed.  
 
Time differential results from measurements on board aircraft as reported for thirteen active and one 
passive radiation protection instruments, and for the computer code EPCARDv3.2, are given in this 
section. EPCARDv3.2 calculations are based on cosmic ray Monte Carlo Simulations by FLUKA 
[SRA02]. The in-flight measurements were made between May 1992 and April 2003 and are 
summarized in Table III.1. Table III.2 shows a list of instruments used, with their abbreviations and 
the measurement integration time. For the ionization chambers and neutron monitors, an integration 
time of 5 to 10 minutes was agreed. For TEPC instruments the measurement time chosen was from 
25  minutes up to 60 minutes to get adequate accuracy [see Chapter V]. For passive dosemeters 
integration time of 32 hours over 16 flights was used [BAR02], [BAR04]. Detailed description of the 
instruments, measurement method and the calibration procedures are given in Annex A. Table III.3 
shows an overview of the in-flight investigations.  
 
Table III.1: List of analysed in-flight investigations 
Institute  Primary investigator  Dose assessment method  Number of 
data
1 
Time Period 
APAT  Tommasino  TEPC (tissue equivalent proportional 
counter) and other active instruments  55 
 
1997 
ARCS  Beck  TEPC and other active instruments   1767  1997 – 2003 
CIEMAT  Saez-Vergara  TEPC and other active instruments    5680  2001 – 2002 
GSF  Schraube, Regulla  active instruments    308  1992 – 1993 
IRSN Bottollier    TEPC  49  2002 
NPI Spurny  Si-spectra  dosemeter  (MDU-Liulin)  811  2001 
NPL Taylor  TEPC    146  2000-2003 
NRPB  Bartlett  track detectors and TLDs  19  1997 – 2003 
PTB  Schrewe  active instruments   1240  1997 – 1999 
PTB  Wiegel  Bonner Spheres, Ionization Chamber  43  1998 
RMC Lewis  TEPC  342  1999 
SSI  Lindborg  TEPC   66  1998 – 2003 
                                            
1 EURADOS Aircrew In-Flight Data Base.  
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Table III.2: List of dose assessment methods during in-flight investigations  
Abbreviation  Dose assessment method 
measurement / calculation 
Measurement 
intervals 
NM+IC (ARCS)  Combined neutron monitor (NM) LB6411 and ionization chamber 
(IC) RSS [BEC99a], [BEC99b] 
5 min 
NMX+IC (PTB)  Combined neutron monitor NE-NM2 with lead converter (NMX) 
and ionization chamber [SRE99a], [SRE99b] 
5 - 20 min 
ACREM (ARCS)  Combined GM detector and transport code calculations [BEC99a], 
[BEC99b] 
5 min 
NMX+Halle(GSF)  Combined neutron monitor NE-NM2 with lead converter (NMX) 
and low level scintillation detector DLM7908 [REG93], [REG96] 
6 min 
TEPC-log  (ARCS)  TEPC detector, 12 cm sphere, logarithmic amplifier [BEC99a], 
[BEC99b], [BEC04] 
30 – 60 min 
TEPC (ARCS)  TEPC (HAWK) [BEC03], [BEC04]  30 - 60 min 
TEPC (RMC)  TEPC (FAR WEST detector) [GRE00] [LEW01]  25 min 
TEPC (SSI)  TEPC instruments based on the variance method [KYL01]  30 - 60 min 
TEPC (CIEMAT)  TEPC (HAWK) [SAE02] [ROM04] [SAE04a] [SAE04b]  25 min 
NMX+IC  (CIEMAT)  Combined neutron monitor with tungsten converter (NMX) 
SWENDI-2 and ionization chamber (IC) RSS [SAE02] [ROM04] 
[SAE04a] [SAE04b] 
5 min 
LIULIN (NPI)  Si-Spectra-dosemeter developed originally for space (MDU-Liulin) 
[SPU03] 
30 min 
Track Detector (NRPB)  Box with 36 PADC and 30 TL dosemeters [BAR00], [BAR01], 
[BAR03] 
16 × 120 min 
TEPC (NPL-PPARC)  TEPC (HAWK) [TAY02]  30 min 
EPCARDv3.2 European  Program Package for the Calculation of Aviation Route 
Doses [SRA02] 
single point 
calculation 
TEPC (IRSN)  TEPC (HAWK) [BOT04]  30 min 
TEPC (APAT)  TEPC (HANDI) [TOM99], [CUR01a], [CUR01b]  60 min 
NMX+IC (APAT)   Combined neutron monitor LINUS with tungsten converter (NMX) 
and ionization chamber RSS (IC) [TOM99] 
5 min 
BSS+IC  (PTB)  Bonner Spheres (BSS) and ionization chamber (IC) [WIE02], 
[BEC99a]. 
30 - 60 min 
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Table III.3: Summary of overall data of all in-flight investigations  
Description  Data 
Number of analysed flights  368 
Time period  May 1992 – April 2003 
Range of sunspot numbers   5 – 170 
Range of heliocentric potential  474 MV – 1 187 MV 
Range of solar deceleration potential  472 MV – 1 322 MV 
Range of geographical longitude  180° West to 180° East 
Range of geographical latitude  87° North to 62° South 
Range of vertical cut off rigidity  0 – 17.4 GV 
Range of barometric altitude  Up to 16 500 m  
Measured mean ambient dose equivalent rate  3.8 ± 0.8 µSv h
-1 
(a) 
Most frequent measured ambient dose equivalent rate  2.5 ± 0.5 µSv h
-1 
(a) 
Maximum measured ambient dose equivalent rate  19.2 ± 12.4 µSvh
-1(a) 
Number of analysed data sets  10 526 
 
(a) … confidence level of the uncertainty is 2s.  
 
 
III.2    Comparison of time differential data  
 
To evaluate the time differential data, measurements and calculations have to be analysed for the 
same, or similar, flight location (latitude, longitude, altitude) and the same, or similar, solar activity 
(HCP or DSP). The parameter used for the flight altitude is the standard barometric altitude (SBA), 
which is the altitude determined by a barometric altimeter by reference to a pressure level and 
calculated according to the standard atmosphere definition. The SI unit used is metre. In aviation the 
parameter flight level (FL) is also used, which is one hundredth of the standard barometric altitude 
expressed in feet. Figure  III.1 shows three dimensional world maps of the effective dose rate 
distributions for two different flight altitudes 10 058 m (FL 330) and 11 887 m (FL 390), calculated 
with the cosmic ray transport code LUIN [OBR71]. The heliocentric potential (HCP) used for these 
calculations was 500  MV. The Sun’s activity has ranged during the last 50 years from about 
HCP  =  250  MV to about 1  600  MV. The influence of the Earth’s magnetic field results in more 
shielding against cosmic rays near the equator than at the poles, which leads to lower radiation 
exposure in the equatorial region than the polar Regions. Additionally it can be concluded that at 
higher altitudes the increase of the radiation exposure at the poles is much larger than at lower 
altitudes. 
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Figure III. 1: Calculation of a 3D-World-Dose-Map for the effective dose rate distribution at standard 
barometric altitude of 10 058 m (FL 330) and 11 887 m (FL 390) for a heliocentric potential of 
500 MV. 
 
For an appropriate two dimensional comparison of the in-flight measurements and the calculation, for 
all geographical co-ordinates, geomagnetic latitudes have been calculated using a simplified dipole 
model for the Earth magnetic field [STR97]: 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [] p g g p g p m cos cos cos sin sin arcsin L L B B B B B − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ =  
 
Bm  ...  geomagnetic latitude in degrees. 
Bp, Lp    …  latitude and longitude of the magnetic north pole (1990: 79.13°N, 288.88°E) in 
degrees. 
Bg, Lg ...  geographical  latitude  and longitude in degrees. 
 
 
Another approach is to compare the data under the same condition of the magnetic vertical cut-off 
rigidity rc. A charged cosmic ray particle has to pass the Earth’s magnetic field. Depending on the 
strength of the magnetic field, a particle with a certain momentum is able to pass or not. Obviously at 
the poles, the strength of the magnetic field is lower compared to the equator region (see Figure III.1). 
Cut off rigidity is a measure of the penetration of a cosmic ray particle through the Earth’s magnetic 
field. Rigidity is defined as:  
 
r = p/Q 
 
p   … momentum of the particle 
Q   … charge of the particle 
 
The unit of rigidity is kg⋅m⋅s
-2⋅A
-1 or T⋅m. A frequently used unit is V (or GV) in a system of units 
where momentum is given in eV·c
-1(or GeV·c
-1) and where rigidity is c times momentum per unit 
charge, p⋅c / Q, or where c is put equal to unity. 
  
Figure III.2 shows the distribution of the vertical cut-off rigidity rc in GV for 20 km SBA based on the 
Earth’s magnetic conditions in 1990 [SHE68], [SHE01]. A lower rc shows a lower magnetic shielding, 
and higher values show a higher shielding. For all further data comparisons these parameter values 
have been used. 
 
 
 
  
 
Flight Altitude: 10 058 m (FL 330)  Flight Altitude: 11 887 m (FL 390) 
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Figure III.2: Vertical Cosmic Ray Cut-off Rigidity in GV based on data in 1990 at 20km altitude. 
 
 
III.3 Results 
 
For comparison of the measurement results with calculated results, three different kinds of diagrams 
have been used: 
 
1.  Dependence of the ambient dose equivalent rate,  ) 10 ( * H & , on the geomagnetic latitude, at the 
same standard barometric altitude (SBA). SBA from 9 448 m (FL 310) up to 16  459  m 
(FL 540) have been analysed in steps of 305 m (FL 10) in a range of ±152.5 m (±FL 5). 
Values of the solar deceleration potentials have been selected from 470  MV to 610  MV, 
611MV to 750 MV, 950 MV to 1140 MV, 1 141 MV to 1 330 MV.  
2.  Dependence of the ambient dose equivalent rate,  ) 10 ( * H & , on the vertical cut off rigidity rc in 
GV, at the same standard barometric altitude. SBA from 9 448 m (FL 310) up to 16 459 m 
(FL 540) have been analysed in steps of 305 m (FL 10) in a range of ±152.5 m (±FL 5). 
Values of the solar deceleration potentials have been selected from 470  MV to 610  MV, 
611MV to 750 MV, 950 MV to 1140 MV, 1 141 MV to 1 330 MV.   
3.  Dependence of the ambient dose equivalent rate,  ) 10 ( * H & , on the standard barometric altitude 
for two different vertical cut off rigidities: rc  ≤ 2  GV, rc  ≥ 12  GV. Values of the solar 
deceleration potentials have been selected from 470  MV to 610  MV, 611MV to 750  MV, 
950 MV to 1140 MV, 1 141 MV to 1 330 MV. 
 
Figure III.3 shows all routes of in-flight measurements between May 1992 and February 2003, on a 
map of the cut off rigidity rc. Figures III.4 to III.71 show the results for ambient dose equivalent rate 
versus geomagnetic latitude and cut off rigidity for different flight levels and different solar activity. 
The mean value of the ambient dose equivalent rate for all experimental data within an rc interval of 
20     
+ 0.5 GV  (indicated with “Avg.exp”) were determined together with its standard deviation, s. Each 
mean value shows thus the mean ambient dose equivalent rate, for at least three measured data, for the 
following parameter ranges: rc: ±0.5GV, SBA: ±152.5 m (FL±5), SDP: ±70MV (470MV - 750 MV) 
and SDP: ±95MV (950 MV- 1 330 MV). The vertical uncertainty bars in the diagrams show ±2s. The 
mean relative uncertainty (2s) for all rc intervals for the experimental results is 20%. In the way the 
average value is calculated all experimental values are given the same weight. Thus if one specific 
instrument has delivered many results in a specific interval it will affect the average value 
significantly.  
 
Figures III.72 to III.79 show ambient dose equivalent rate versus standard barometric altitude 
(different flight levels) for ranges of vertical cut off rigidity of rc ≤ 2 GV and rc ≥ 12 GV. The region 
of rc ≤ 2GV characterise the polar regions, rc ≥ 12 GV the equatorial region. The mean ambient dose 
eauivalent rate (“Avg. exp.”) is here the mean of all results below 2 GV or above 12 GV and for 
SBA:  ±152.5 m (FL±5) and SDP: ±70MV (470MV - 750  MV) and SDP: ±95MV (950  MV- 
1 330 MV). The vertical uncertainty bars shown are ±2s. The mean relative uncertainty (2s) for all rc 
intervals and the experimental values becomes here 25%. 
 
The EURADOS Air Crew In-Flight Database does not contain experimental data for every possible in-
flight condition and solar activity. For conditions where measurement results are not available, there is 
no figure given. 
 
 
 
 
Figure III.3: Investigated flight routes between May 1992 and April 2003. 
 
21Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
Figure III. 4
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
Figure III. 5
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22Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 6
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
Figure III. 7
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23Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9753 m ( FL 320 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
Figure III. 8
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9753 m ( FL 320 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 9
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24Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
Figure III. 10
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
Figure III. 11
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25Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 12
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
Figure III. 13
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26Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10363 m ( FL 340 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
Figure III. 14
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10363 m ( FL 340 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 15
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27Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10363 m ( FL 340 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
Figure III. 16
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
Figure III. 17
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28Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
Figure III. 18
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 19
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29Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
Figure III. 20
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10972 m ( FL 360 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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30Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
Figure III. 23
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31Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 24
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
Figure III. 25
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32Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11582 m ( FL 380 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 26
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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33Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
Figure III. 29
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34Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
Figure III. 30
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. geomagnetic latitude between May 1992 and 
May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 12192 m ( FL 400 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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35Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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36Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9448 m ( FL 310 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9753 m ( FL 320 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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37Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 9753 m ( FL 320 )  and for solar deceleration 
potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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38Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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39Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10058 m ( FL 330 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10363 m ( FL 340 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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40Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10363 m ( FL 340 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10363 m ( FL 340 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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41Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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42Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10668 m ( FL 350 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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43Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10972 m ( FL 360 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 10972 m ( FL 360 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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44Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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45Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11277 m ( FL 370 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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46Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11582 m ( FL 380 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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EPCARDv3.2
Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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47Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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48Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 11887 m ( FL 390 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. vertical cut off rigidity rc between May 1992 
and May 2003 for standard barometric altitude 12192 m ( FL 400 ) and for solar 
deceleration potential in the range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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49Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≤2 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≤2 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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50Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≤2 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≤2 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 1140 MV - 1330 MV.
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51Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≥12 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 470 MV - 610 MV.
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Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≥12 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 610 MV - 750 MV.
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52Ambient dose equivalent rate dH*(10)/dt vs. standard barometric altitude between May 1992 
and May 2003 for vertical cut off rigidity rc ≥12 GV and solar deceleration potential in the 
range of 950 MV - 1140 MV.
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III.4 Conclusion 
The current database includes some 10  500 ambient dose equivalent rate values determined by 
different active and passive, neutron and non-neutron radiation monitors, and several TEPC 
instruments. Results of the computer code EPCARDv3.2 were calculated for comparable situations. 
For each type of instrument, the dose rate was averaged over a time period such that the statistical 
uncertainty was low enough to allow analysis. This averaging was made before the data were put into 
the data base by the experimenter. The data cover a wide range of geographic longitudes (180° west to 
180° east), latitudes (87° north to 62° south), standard barometric altitudes up to 16 459 m (FL 540) 
and almost one solar cycle (474 MV ≤ HCP < 1 187 MV, 472 MV ≤ SDP < 1 322 MV). The results 
present a good overview of the northern hemisphere. Some geographical locations and solar conditions 
were not covered by the current data. This should be taken into account for future investigations. Mean 
values of measurement results (Avg.exp) have been calculated for certain values of the parameters (rc, 
SBA, SDP) and for defined ranges. The overall measured mean ambient dose equivalent rate was 
3.8 µSv⋅h
-1; the most frequent measured ambient dose equivalent rate was 2.5 µSv⋅h
-1. 
Typically a mean uncertainty in the grouped measured results of about 20% (2s) is observed for a 
specified interval of parameter values, but larger uncertainties of up to 70% (2s) are observed. In 
general a systematic dependency of the uncertainty of the ambient dose equivalent rate is noticed: 
lower ambient dose equivalent rate measurements show a higher standard deviation. Finally, when 
comparing the measured values with calculated values (EPCARDv3.2) for similar conditions, two 
relative standard deviations become 25% (2s). 
There were insufficient relevant experimental results to be able to determine the influence of solar 
particle events. It is strongly recommended that solar events are considered in future studies. 
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IV  Comparison of calculated and measured route doses and selected 
dose rate data for scheduled flights 
IV.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter is devoted to a phenomenological, comparative study of calculated radiation doses 
obtained along civil flight routes. Furthermore, a comparison with experimental data is included for a 
number of flights, for which data are available either from integrating (passive or active) devices or 
dose rate measuring instruments after integration over the time differential data (see Chapter III). 
Four computer codes were used in this study: CARI, EPCARD, FREE and PCAIRE. The most recent 
version CARI-6 (July 2001) [CJG04] (see Appendix B.4) is employed and the respective actual data 
for the heliocentric potential provided by CAMI [CJG04]. The version EPCARDv3.2 [SLH02] (see 
Annex B.2) is employed, whose data set will be valid for the rest of solar cycle 23 until solar 
minimum conditions (approximately 2007) and further until the next solar reversal (approximately 
2009). Actual data of the Climax monitor are used by the program to derive the solar deceleration 
potential. Both programs have been available to the scientific public, and hence any interested scientist 
may reproduce the results. For the two other computer codes, PCAIREv6.5 (see Appendix B.3) and 
FREEv1.0 (see Apendix B.5), data were provided by the authors of the codes. None of the computer 
codes takes account of an influence from the aircraft itself on the air crew dose.  
As described in Appendix B.4, the code CARI takes data of the LUIN-code that is based on a general 
analytical solution of the transport equation of the cosmic radiation field. The code EPCARD is based 
on FLUKA MC-calculations of the radiation field under all solar and geomagnetic conditions. The 
code FREEv1.0 was originally based on data of the transport code LUIN, and the calculations within 
this chapter were conducted herewith. In meantime, an improved code, PLOTINUS (see Appendix 
B.5), became available as data base of FREE, which takes into account short-term variations of the 
solar modulation, too. PCAIRE uses a hybrid method with analytical fits to H*(10) experimental data 
and uses a scaling ratio to convert to effective dose results based on LUIN and on FLUKA 
calculations. 
The data presented comprise dose values in terms both of effective dose and ambient dose equivalent, 
and the contributions of the various cosmic ray components calculated with EPCARD. From CARI the 
results of effective dose are reported. The results of PCAIRE and FREE were reported in terms of 
ambient dose equivalent. Flight schemes were taken for flights conducted by members of the 
EURADOS working group WG5 on “Air crew dosimetry”, by a Spanish co-operative group 
(J.C.Vergara et al., CIEMAT/IBERIA), by the U.K. National Physical Laboratory (NPL), and for a 
selection of worldwide public destinations in order to receive a fairly systematic survey.  
The aim of this chapter was initially to show a phenomenological picture of the dose results from the 
various calculation approaches obtained for an appropriate selection of flight routes.  Experimental 
data were then added. It should be emphasised that not all experimental data were well suited for this 
purpose. A number of  flights was dedicated to measure time differential dose rates (see Chapter III)  
rather than to determine integrated doses. For these flights, part of the experiments only started when 
stable flight conditions were reached, or, in some case, the measurements were interrupted due to 
operational necessities.  
Additionally, a selection of experimental data is used for comparison with and verification of 
calculated dose rates. 
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IV.2   Basic conditions 
 
Two data sets were employed to study the behaviour of the codes under different flight conditions: 
1. a number of flights conducted by the various laboratories for experimental studies and 
2. an arbitrary number of flights obtained from official flight schedules between two airports and 
worldwide destinations. 
 
Both data sets cover a half period (i.e. 11 years) of solar modulation (solar cycle no. 22 to no. 23) 
including two maxima and a minimum of solar activity. As the solar maximum, occurring during the 
end of 1989 and begin of 1990, was the most intensive one since the 1956, it is assumed that the data 
set includes the extreme values of solar modulation, at least for the time being. 
The comparison of calculated data extend in first instance to the “total effective dose, E”, obtained by 
the codes as a measure for radiation risk and as required by the European Directive. Furthermore, the 
operational quantity, H*(10), will be reported and the contributions of the various particles to both 
quantities. 
IV.3   In-flight measurement results and comparison with calculations  
 
The experimental data have partly been published elsewhere, partly they are intentionally published 
the first time in this report for the purpose of broaden the experimental basis of the study. The 
respective method of experimental techniques is described in Appendix A, the methods of calculating 
cosmic radiation fields and route doses described in Appendix B. 
In the figures IV.2 through IV.15, the dose data are presented for each flight on the basis of the 
specific flight data reported. The dose data comprise effective dose, E, calculated with CARI and 
EPCARD, and ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), both experimentally determined, and calculated with 
EPCARD, FREE and PCAIRE, as far as available. Each figure consists of at least two parts: i) 
effective dose and ambient dose equivalent calculated by the respective program, the experimental 
findings, and the ratio of effective dose values obtained from EPCARD and CARI; ii) the ratio of 
calculated to experimental ambient dose eqivalent values. 
General observations. Although the figures should be self-explanatory, a few general observations 
may be stated: 
•  When comparing the two codes, CARI and EPCARD, which delivered explicitely values for the 
quantity effective dose, it is seen that the results of EPCARD are up to 30% higher than those of 
CARI for northern routes, for very high flight levels (Concorde-flights) even up to 50% (see also 
clause IV.5 and 6). For southern routes the ratios invert, and the EPCARD results may be lower by 
up to around 20%. 
•  The calculations of EPCARD indicate that the effective dose, E, is generally higher than the 
ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), by up to approximately 30%. This is essentially due to the 
weighting factor 5 for protons, used for calculating the effective dose, as required by the Council 
Directive 96/29/EURATOM. 
•  The data of total ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), as obtained by the three codes EPCARD, 
FREE and PCAIRE, generally, with a few exceptions, do not deviate by more than 20% from each 
other.  
•  While presenting the experimental data, it is assumed that the experimental devices employed, 
indicate the operational quantity, H*(10). This may be have been achieved by calibration of the 
respective device under laboratory standard conditions. Subsequent application of correction 
factors may allow for deviations from the standard condition, e.g. due to different particle energy 
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spectra, or particle contributions not present in the calibration situation. Alternatively, estimated 
deviations may be taken into account, when the overall uncertainty is considered (see Chapter V 
and Annex A). No further corrections were applied in the present analysis. 
•  The agreement between the reported experimental data, H*exp, of the total route doses and doses 
H*(10) obtained with EPCARD, FREE and PCAIRE, was generally within ±30%, for both active 
and passive devices. 
 
Table IV.1  List of data sets available for the calculation of integral aviation doses during experimental flights 
 
Institution 
Author(s) or 
primary 
investigator 
Number 
of 
measure-
ments 
Period of 
time 
Measured integral data 
(method) 
For 
details  
see figure 
IRSN Bottollier  8  1996-1998 TEPC  IV.2 
SSI Kyllönen/Lindborg  20  1998-2003  TEPC  IV.3,  4 
NRPB  Bartlett/Hager  18  1997-2002  Track detectors and TLDs  IV.5 
DIAS O’Sullivan/Zhou  18  1993-2002  Track  detectors  IV.6 
ANPA Tommasino 24  1997-2002  LINUS, IC, TEPC, 
ANPA-stack  IV.7 
GSF  Schraube/Regulla  21  1990-1993  NM, NMX, Sci, IC   IV.8 
Uni Kiel  Reitz/Beaujean  27  1996-2003  DOSTEL  IV.9 
CAS Spurny  86  1991-1999  TEPC+multidetector  IV.10.a,  b 
PTB (ACREM)  Schrewe  39  1997-1999  NM, NMX, Sci, IC   IV.11.a, b 
ARCS (ACREM)  Beck  39  1997-1999  TEPC, IC, NM, GM  IV.12.a, b 
RMC Lewis  65  1999  TEPC  IV.13.a, 
b, c 
IBERIA  Saez-Vergara  69  2001  TEPC, SWENDI, IC, etc.  IV.14.a, b 
NPL Taylor  46  2000  TEPC  IV.15.a,  b 
 
LINUS, NM, NMX, SWENDI = neutron moderator detectors 
TEPC = tissue equivalent proportional counters 
 
IC = high pressure ionisation chambers 
Sci = Scintillation dose rate meter 
 
 
 
Specific observations. The tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) was the experimental device 
favoured by  eight groups (see Table IV.1), who employed it either as the only instrumentation or in 
combination with other devices. One of the problems is its relatively low sensitivity, which results in 
higher statistical uncertainties than observed with other devices. Furthermore, events from low-LET 
particles are much more frequent than high LET-particles, but contribute less to the total dose 
equivalent. Thus, the uncertainty analysis is more complicated. 
In order to find some information on the total statistical weight of the data, the following evaluation 
was done: The data of RMC obtained with TEPC were used, as the experimental data were reported 
for both short and long haul flights in a range of dose equivalent between 1 and 60 µSv. (It should be 
recalled that the daily natural radiation background is around 2 µSv at ground level).  
Figure IV.13c. depicts that the scatter of the ratio of calculated data to the experimental ones decreases 
with increasing dose. This is true for all calculated data. It suggests that a minimum of 20 µSv is 
required to keep the uncertainties well below ±30%. The uncertainties are due to the stochastic nature 
of the measurements and due to the fact that for short distance flights the uncertainties in defining the 
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flight profile may increase. 
In Figure IV.1 the same data are plotted versus H*(10): The data calculated with EPCARD, FREE and 
PCAIRE are again normalised to the experimental findings. It should be emphasised that the PCAIRE 
results are not independent from the RMC measurements, as the experimental data are part of 
PCAIRE. Nevertheless, they are well suited to demonstrate the importance of the statistical 
uncertainties at low integral doses. This figure may give some indication for requirements of 
experimental verification of calculated dose data. However, the determination of the “true” value 
remains an important problem. The shape of the data in Figure IV.1 exhibits some similarities with the 
trumpet curve for defining acceptance limits for the test of individual dosemeters in accordance ISO 
standard 14146 [ISO00]. 
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Figure IV.1  Ratio of calculated route doses to experimental data of RMC, when using EPCARD, FREE and 
PCAIRE. 
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Figure IV.2  Calculated doses for flights of IRSN (1996-1998), and experimental data obtained with TEPC. 
The ratio of effective doses obtained with EPCARD and CARI6, respectively, is depicted together 
with a ± 20% band (right scale).  Top of figure: Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), 
and experimental data. An uncertainty band of ±30% (i.e. factor 1.3) is included. 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: If the figures are printed in b/w, it should be noted that the legends to the data presented 
are to be read column by column. 
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Figure IV.3   Calculated doses for flights of SSI (1998), and experimental data obtained with TEPC. 
The calculations were conducted with CARI, EPCARD, FREE and PCAIRE. "PCAIRE Helio" 
indicates the use of the heliocentric potential during calculation. The ratio of effective doses 
obtained with EPCARD and CARI6, respectively, is depicted together with a ± 20% band (right 
scale). Top of figure: Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), and experimental data. An 
uncertainty band of ±30% (i.e. factor 1.3) is included. The flights to and from San Francisco were 
performed during Forbush decreases. Also the Bangkok flights were made during a period of 
reduced neutron fluence (see Figure II.3). 
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Figure IV.4  Calculated doses for a specific flight mission conducted by SSI (2002-2003) from Stockholm via 
Iceland to USA, and experimental data obtained with TEPC. 
Two bars depict one return route starting from Stockholm, respectively. The calculations were 
conducted with EPCARD, only. Top of figure: Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), 
and the experimental data. 
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Figure IV.5  Calculated doses for flights of NRPB (1997-2002), and experimental data obtained with 
integrating passive devices. 
Lower part of figure: The calculations were conducted with CARI, EPCARD and FREE. The ratio 
of effective doses obtained with EPCARD and CARI, respectively, is depicted together with a ± 
20% band (right scale). Top of figure: Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), and 
experimental data, for total dose and neutron dose equivalent, respectively. The experimental data 
H*(10) for neutrons include neutron like reactions of protons. An uncertainty band of ±30% (i.e. 
factor 1.3) is included. 
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Figure IV.10a  Calculated doses for flights of CAS (1991-1999) and experimental findings with TEPC and a multidetector system (MDS). The calculations were 
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Figure IV.10b  Ratio of calculated doses, H*(10), to the experimental findings with a multidetector system (MDS) for flights of CAS (1991-1999). An uncertainty 
band of ±30% (i.e. factor 1.3) is indicated. 
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Figure IV.11a   Calculated doses for flights of PTB/ACREM (1997-1999), and experimental data obtained from the evaluated results of ACREM. The 
calculations were conducted with CARI, EPCARD, FREE and PCAIRE. The ratio of effective doses obtained with EPCARD and CARI, 
respectively, is depicted together with a ± 20% band (right scale). 
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Figure IV.11b  Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), and experimental data for PTB/ACREM flights. An uncertainty band of ±30% (i.e. factor 
1.3) is indicated. 
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Figure IV.12a  Calculated doses for flights of ARCS/ACREM (1997-1999), and experimental data obtained from TEPC measurements. 
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Figure IV.12b   Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), and experimental data for ARCS/ACREM flights. An uncertainty band of ±30% 
(i.e. factor 1.3) is indicated. 
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Figure IV.13a  Calculated doses and experimental findings for flights of RMC (1999). 
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Figure IV.13b  Ratio of calculated operational quantity, H*(10), and experimental data for flights of RMC (1999).  
PCAIRE calculation done employing the solar deceleration potential. 
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Figure IV.13c  Same presentation as in figure IV.13.b, sorted with increasing total calculated ambient dose equivalent H*(10) (right scale). 
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Figure IV.14a   Calculated doses and experimental findings of flights of CIEMAT/IBERIA. Experimental data obtained with TEPC and with RS132/SWENDI-
combination. The ratio of effective doses obtained with EPCARD and CARI6 is depicted together with a ± 20% band (right scale). 
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Figure IV.14b  Ratios of calculated and experimental data for flights of CIEMAT. An uncertainty band of ±30% (i.e. factor 1.3) is included 
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Figure IV.15a   Calculated doses for flights of NPL  and experimental findings with TEPC. The calculations of effective dose and ambient dose equivalent 
were conducted with EPCARD only. 
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Figure IV.15b   Ratios of calculated and experimental data for flights of NPL. An uncertainty band of ±30% (i.e. factor 1.3) is indicateded.. 
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IV.4  Calculated doses of scheduled flights  
These flights are arbitrarily chosen from the regular flight schedule from Munich and Frankfurt 
(Germany) to worldwide destinations (this data set may be extended to further connections between 
any other airport pairs required). The flight conditions were simplified in such, that the full “elapsed” 
time from the official schedule was used as total flight time, and an ascent to the flight level and 
descent to the destination airport was taken as 30 min, respectively. Only one flight level is used for 
each destination and the shortest distance (i.e. great circle navigation) is assumed between top of climb 
and top of descent or, in this case, the two cities. 
The Figure IV.16 shows the results for H*(10) and E obtained with EPCARD for January 2002 sorted 
by increasing flight time. Figure IV.17 depicts the results of effective dose obtained by CARI and 
EPCARD, respectively, and the ratio of both results. The data are sorted by increasing effective dose 
obtained from EPCARD. A flight altitude of 37000 ft is assumed. It is observed that all ratios are well 
between 0.8 and 1.1, i.e. within ±15%. 
The presentation in Figure IV.17 may give some impression on the importance of the differences 
observed: While for the northern (long distance) routes with the highest dose values, EPCARD 
delivers around 5% higher effective doses than CARI6, the southern routes are estimated by up to 20% 
lower by EPCARD. For the short-range destinations in Europe, both programs deliver approximately 
the same data. 
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Figure IV.16 Effective dose, ambient dose equivalent (left scale) and total flight time (right scale) for selected 
scheduled flights for January 2002. The flights are from Munich and Frankfurt (*) assuming a 
simplified flight profile with ascent and descent of 30min, respectively, and a constant flight level 
of 37000ft. 
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Figure IV.17 Effective dose, E, for the scheduled flights of figure IV.16, but for January 2001, calculated with 
EPCARDv3.2 and CARI6, in the order of increasing effective dose.  
 
IV.5  Solar modulation effects 
In order to study the dependence of the calculated doses from the solar modulation, it had been 
proposed to refer to the same solar potential, and to vary it in both the codes. However, CARI and 
EPCARD use different models to describe the solar modulation: CARI employs the heliocentric 
potential [OFD92] and EPCARD the solar deceleration potential [BAD97], both describing the time 
variable shielding effect of the sun’s magnetic field against the galactic cosmic rays. The deceleration 
potential relates to the IGY neutron monitor at Climax (39.37 N, 253.82 E, cutoff 2.97 GV, altitude 
3400 m). The heliocentric potential is currently based on neutron counts from the Apatity NM64-
monitor (67.57°N, 33.40°E, cutoff ca. 0.5 GV, elevation 181  m). Both monitors are sensitive to 
energetic cosmic rays. 
Figure IV.18 depicts the count rate of the Climax monitor within the time period from 1957 until 
middle of 2001, together with the ratios of the two solar potentials: the decelaration potential is 
calculated from the relations given by Badhwar [BAD97] using the Climax data, the heliocentric 
potential was obtained from the Civil Aerospace Medical Institute [CJG04]. The ratio is close to one 
only over some short periods of time, while during other time periods a factor between 0.8 and 1.6 is 
observed. 
The reason for these differences in the potential is of fundamental importance. To model doses at 
aviation altitudes, the energy spectra of cosmic ray particles entering the atmosphere are needed as 
input data. For the LUIN code these spectra are referred to as the boundary condition. 
For the calculations, which support the fundamental data used in EPCARD a standard primary cosmic 
ray particle model developed by NASA for radiation protection purposes in space was used. It starts 
with an energy spectrum without any effects of solar modulation. This spectrum is generally called the 
local interstellar spectrum (LIS). It represents the particle fluxes close to our solar system but without 
any effects caused by the sun. The solar shielding effect against primary cosmic rays, i.e. the effect 
that cosmic ray particles moving towards the sun are slowed down and deflected by the solar 
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Figure IV.18 Monthly averaged count rate of the Climax monitor depicted in the lower curve (right scale) for 
the time period from 1958 to 2001. The ratio of the solar potentials used in both in codes CARI 
and EPCARD, respectively, is plotted in the upper curve (left scale).  
 
wind and irregularities carried by the solar wind, can be described by a complicated model considering 
processes of convection and diffusion. The net result of this shielding model is identical to the effect, 
which a negative electrical potential would have, against which the positively charged cosmic ray 
particles move in. This potential does not exist in reality and cannot be measured. Its virtual strength 
can be derived from measured particle fluxes impinging on earth and based on the LIS, which must 
also be assumed to define a starting point. That means that the LIS and the modulation potential are 
closely correlated and that a comparison of modulation potentials for different models makes only 
sense if both use the same LIS. However, the primary spectra used in EPCARD and the boundary 
conditions used in LUIN differ significantly. Therefore identical modulation potentials of both codes 
do not mean identical situations of cosmic ray primary spectra impinging on earth. 
Therefore, for the study of the altitude effect on the difference between both codes, in Figure IV.19 the 
date January 1998 was chosen which is not too far from solar minimum, where the solar potential does 
not change much in the time period before and after. The data sequence is approximately the same as 
in Figure IV.17, i.e. with increasing total effective dose at this date. The altitudes were varied between 
29000 ft and 41000 ft. It is observed that the dose ratios may change by up to approximately 30 % in 
this range of flight levels where the larger differences between both programs occur for the lower 
flight levels and for the northern long-range routes. 
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Figure IV.19 Ratio of effective dose calculated with EPCARDv3.2 and CARI6 for January 1998 close to solar 
minimum. The flight altitude is varied from 29000 to 41000 ft for the flight routes from Munich 
and Frankfurt 
. 
 
Finally, the influence of the solar modulation to the calculation results was studied by changing the 
date of flight between January 1990 and January 2001 keeping the flight level constant to 37000 ft. 
The results are shown in Figure IV.20 where the data are arranged in the same order as in Figure 
IV.16: For the period of solar maximum (1990/1991), the EPCARD results are clearly below those of 
CARI. They remain below or are equal to the CARI results for southern long-range routes, but are 
again higher for the northern long-range routes. It is also seen that for the latter ones the difference 
between both codes are larger at periods with decreasing solar activity (1992 to 1996) than at periods 
of increasing activity and reaching solar maximum conditions (1998 to 2001).  
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Figure IV.20 Ratio of effective doses calculated with EPCARDv3.2 and CARI6, for constant flight altitudes 
and variable solar modulation. The data are arranged as in Figure IV.16. 
 
 
IV.6  Influence of flight altitude and solar modulation to route doses  
In the following figures data are given for specific route doses when the cruising level and the solar 
modulation is changed. From Figure IV.16 only six destinations are selected, with the same simplified 
flight scheme, and the effective dose calculated using EPCARD and CARI.   
Figure IV.21 depicts the influence of the cruising level. It is observed that the doses differ approxi-
mately by a constant factor when the flight level ist changed, e.g. a factor 5 when comparing flights to 
Lissabon and San Franzisco, respectively. It is also obvious that the change in cruising level from 
41000 ft to 37000 ft, the dose is reduced by about 20%, independently from the destination; a change 
down to 29000 ft reduces the dose by a factor of about 2. 
In Figures IV.22 and 23 the influence of the solar modulation to the calculated route dose is depicted. 
The cruising altitude is kept to 37000 ft and the year varied from 1990 to 2002, to cover the time 
period from maximum of solar cycle 22 to maximum of solar cycle 23. For the highest exposure 
considered, i.e. for the destination San Francisco, the effective dose rises from 55 µSv to 110 µSv, 
when the calculation is conducted with EPCARDv3.2 in January 1990 and January 1998; when 
employing CARI-6, the respective values are 60 µSv and 85 µSv. 
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Figure IV.21 Influence of the cruising level to effective dose. Calculated effective dose, E, for six flight routes 
from MUC resp. FRA(*) to selected destinations depending on the flight altitude (one way).  The 
selcted time was January 1998, i.e. close to solar minimum activity. The simplified flight scheme 
was 30 min ascent and descent each and at the indicated cruising altitude. The destinations are 
sorted due to total effective dose. 
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Figure IV.22 Influence of the solar modulation on effective dose (EPCARD).  Calculated effective dose, E, for 
the flight routes of Figure IV.21 in the time period between both solar maxima (ca. 1990 and 
2001) for Janury of each year and a cruising altitude of 37000 ft. 
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Figure IV.23   Influence of the solar modulation on effective dose (CARI-6). 
 
IV.7  Comparison of calculated dose rates with selected experimental findings  
The following experimental data were obtained during a number of flights with a series of different 
experimental devices on board. These data refer to the operational quantity ambient dose equivalent, 
H*(10). The instruments are calibrated in terms of this quantity. However, uncertainties may still 
occur from a lack of knowledge of their energy dependence of response, or with respect to their 
different responses to the different types of cosmic radiation components. Therefore, the data of some 
devices may require corrections with respect to the effects mentioned.  
The experimental data are compared with calculated data employing EPCARDv3.2 (2002).  
From the full set of experimental data available, obtained during different periods of the solar cycle, 
the data shown in the table below were selected.  
Table IV.2  Selected experimental findings used for some detailed analysis 
Institution  Period of time  Experimental devices  Figure 
RMC  1999  TEPC  IV.24 - 28 
GSF 1992-1993  ABH
§ and scintillation dose 
rate meter  IV.29-31 
PTB/ACREM 1997-1999 
NM500x
§, scintillation dose 
rate meter and high pressure 
ionisation chamber 
IV.32-33 
 
 
§ Commercially available as NM500x. NM500x and SMN500x are the trade names of Fa.MAB-Münchener 
Apparatebau, D-82008 Unterhaching, for the Anderson&Braun REM counter with extended energy range 
("ABH"). 
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Following preliminary observations are made: 
1. RMC-Data 
It is assumed that the TEPC measures total ambient dose equivalent. Therefore, the total dose 
equivalent obtained from the calculation including contributions from neutrons, protons, charged 
pions, photons, electrons and muons are used for comparison. 
The overall result is shown in Fig. IV.24: the ratio of calculated to experimental data is plotted versus 
cut-off rigidity. As evaluated experimental data, the filtered (smoothed) data are used. A linear fit 
through the data results in a ratio of 1.08 at 0 GV and 0.82 at 16 GV. 
This trend does not appear  very dramatic with respect to radiation protection purposes. One reason 
from the experimental side may be that at low dose rates the device has apparently some kind of lower 
experimental threshold somewhere below 1 µSv/h. This is observed e.g. in Figure IV.25. By this 
truncation the average dose rates may be slightly biased and elevated.  
In Figures IV.25 through 27 some of the individual flights are depicted. In order to reduce the 
statistical uncertainties, the experimenters calculated in a first step 5-minutes averages. In a second 
step, they employed a digital filter (S-G) after Savitzky and Golay [SAG64]. Therefore, some structure 
in the resulting data are not of physical nature, but are artificial due to the filter characteristics of the 
smoothing technique, reproducing the width of the filter employed. Taking this behaviour into 
account, most of the measurements appear in very good agreement with the calculations. 
2. GSF-Data 
The GSF data were obtained during solar maximum of solar cycle 22. Data were obtained with an 
NM500x neutron moderator detector with lead converter, and a low-level radiation scintillation 
dosemeter. It is assumed the neutron monitor detects the neutron radiation with well-known energy 
dependence of response. This response characteristic is applied to the calibration situation and the 
spectral situation as available for aviation altitudes. The scintillation dosemeter is assumed to measure 
the dose from protons, pions, electrons, muons and photons. In Figure IV.29 the neutron results are 
depicted, in Figure IV.30 the ionising components, and in Figure IV.31 the sum of both. 
The agreement between experimental and calculated data appears to be remarkable. However, some 
more work with respect to the study of the response characteristic appears necessary.  
3. PTB/ACREM-Data 
Part of the experimental devices employed by PTB was the same as those of GSF. This is of special 
interest, because the measurements of both institutions covered nearly a full period from solar 
maximum to solar minimum. The PTB used a special calibration technique, adjusting the weighted 
sum of the readings of the NM500X Remmeter and the high pressure ionisation chamber (IC) to the 
TEPC findings. Where necessary, the adjusted reading of the scintillation dose meter was used instead 
of the IC reading. The overall results were shown in Figure IV.11a, b. 
Here, a trial was now made to use the same calibration procedure as for the GSF measurements.  
In Figure IV.33 the data of the scintillation dosemeter are compared with the sum of the calculated 
ionising contribution. It appears that the assumption of the correction factor R may lead to an 
overestimation of the experimental data for this radiation contribution.  
In the present view it appears that all data are very consistently in agreement with the calculated data. 
Further analysis is under work. 
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Figure IV.24 Ratio of total ambient dose equivalent rate,  * H & (10), calculated with EPCARD32 to experimental 
results obtained during RMC flights #4,5,7,8,10,18,19,21,24-38, and 54-56.  
The S-G-filter is applied to the 5 min averaged experimental data of the TEPC. A trend analysis 
results in a value of 1.10 at 0 GV cutoff, and in a value of 0.8 at 16 GV. 
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Figure IV.25  Experimental data obtained during RMC-flight #3 compared with the calculated total ambient 
dose equivalent,  * H & (10). The vertical lines represent the individual data, the open diamonds the 
5 min averages, the closed triangles the S-G-filtered data, and the lower step curve the calculated 
data (all left scale). The upper step curve depicts the altitude profile flown.  
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Figure IV.26 Same as Figure IV.25, experimental data obtained during RMC-flight #5.  
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Figure IV.27 Same as Figure VI.25, experimental data obtained during RMC-flight #19 en route from 
Vancouver to Osaka 
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Figure IV.28 Same as Figure IV.25, experimental data obtained during RMC-flight #56 en route from 
Honolulu to Winnipeg 
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Figure IV.29 Experimental and calculated data obtained by GSF. 
Ratio of the calculated neutron ambient dose equivalent rate and the experimentally determined 
ones (right scale) for five flights between geomagnetic north pole (cutoff rigidity =0GV) and 
geomagnetic equator conducted by the GSF. The full (coloured symbols) represent the ambient 
dose equivalent rate calculated with EPCARD (left scale), the open circles the ratio of the 
calculated data to the experimental ones with error bars for the ±1s statistical uncertainty of the 
experiments. The experimental data are corrected for the differences of the neutron spectra in the 
atmosphere to those of the calibration conditions, but not for the contribution of protons to the 
reading. The mean ratio is 1.07⋅(1±0.1). 
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Figure IV.30 Same as Fig. IV.29 for the sum of dose equivalent rates of protons (plus pions), photons, electrons 
and muons. Measurements were conducted with a scintillation counter. 
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Figure IV.31 Same as Figures IV.29 and 30, results for the total ambient dose equivalent. 
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Figure IV.32 Experimental and calculated data obtained by PTB/ACREM with NMX neutron monitor at around 
solar minimum. The ratio of calculated to experimental data is depicted with crosses (X). The 
flight covers cutoff rigidities between 4 and 14 GV. 
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Figure IV.33 Same flight as in Figure IV.32. Shown are: measurements with the scintillation detector (NE102) 
sum of calculated ionising contribution (SUM), experimental dose rate (H*tot) for the total doses 
and calculated total dose rate (H*totEPC32).  
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V  Uncertainties in aircraft crew dose assessments      
 
V.1 Introduction 
 
Any estimation of exposure is accompanied by uncertainties. The acceptability of the magnitude of an 
uncertainty depends on the purpose for which the estimation is made. Aircraft crew exposure is 
estimated mainly for radiation protection purposes and the general requirements on uncertainties in 
this field are therefore given first in this chapter. Following this, the uncertainties, which accompany 
the experimental determinations, are presented and analyzed. A survey of experimental dosimetry 
methods and their calibration is presented. Both the statistical (Type A) uncertainties and those 
evaluated by other means (Type B) are summarized [ISO95]. The uncertainties related to calculation 
procedures are briefly described. Finally, some examples of actual exposure level variations based on 
a theoretical estimation and/or actual long series experimental measurements are given.  
 
 
V.2  Radiation protection requirements on the estimation of the effective dose 
 
International and national requirements for the assessment of doses to individuals, where they exist, 
are derived, in general, from ICRP and ICRU recommendations. In ICRP Publication 75 ‘General 
Principles for the Radiation Protection of Workers’ [ICRP97] the following is stated:  ‘The overall 
uncertainty at the 95 % confidence level in the estimation of effective dose around the relevant dose 
limit may well be a factor of 1.5 in either direction for photons and may be substantially greater for 
neutrons of uncertain energy, and for electrons. Greater uncertainties are also inevitable at low levels 
of effective dose for all qualities of radiation’. ICRU in Report 47 [ICRU92] recommends that ‘in 
most cases, an overall uncertainty of one standard deviation of 30 % should be acceptable’ 
(instrumental uncertainties only, see also ICRU Report 66 [ICRU01]). This is broadly consistent with 
the ICRP requirements. 
  
The radiation exposure of aircraft crew is due to complex multi-component fields, in which the dose is 
complicated to determine. Nevertheless, one of the objectives of the dose determination programme 
should be to meet the general requirement for the assessment of an effective dose at or near dose 
limits, so that the uncertainty of calculations or measurements should be no greater than a factor of 1.5 
at the 95% confidence level. This may be applied to doses at or near an annual dose of 1 mSv to take 
account of the dose target for the ‘child to be born’. 
  
 
V.3  Uncertainties related to measurements and calculations  
 
V.3.1   General requirements 
  
The range 0.7 to 1.5 at the 95% confidence level noted above, corresponding to one standard 
uncertainty of about 21%, is usually considered to apply to the estimate of E. The quantity determined 
by measurement, however, is the operational quantity ambient dose equivalent, H*(10). This quantity 
may be treated as a surrogate for the protection quantity, E, with or without a correction factor applied 
appropriate for the radiation field in aircraft.  
 
The uncertainty of laboratory calibrations for the operational quantity, H*(10), is commonly far less 
than 21%, typically 5%, in a specific well known radiation field. However the dose equivalent 
response of devices is frequently appreciably energy and angle dependent. The response characteristics 
of all devices should be determined prior to use.  Either the determination of the response is required 
for the radiation field in which it is to be used, or it should be possible to calculate the response in this 
field from the knowledge of the field and of the detailed energy and angle dependence of response of 
the device. Sufficient angle response data should be available such as to enable, at a minimum, the 
estimation of the isotropic response. Where needed and where available, the ICRU conversion 
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coefficients to the relevant quantity should be used [ICRU98] extended to higher energies using the 
values of Pelliccioni and colleagues [PEL00]. For instruments, which are intended to measure a 
specific component of the radiation field, the response to the other components needs also to be 
investigated. Some detectors might have intrinsic radioactivity in the detector, which may need to be 
corrected for. 
 
 
V.3.2.   Reported instrument and detector characteristics 
 
To assess the components of the uncertainties and the overall accuracy of values of ambient dose 
equivalent determined by measurements, detailed information about the instruments and their 
calibrations are needed and these are given in Appendix A. 
 
It can be concluded from the information in Appendix A that: 
•  The reference fields at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), calibration in which 
assures traceability to international standards, have been most important for the interpretation of 
most instruments’ results. Other fields used for calibration are the low LET radiation fields at 
national secondary standards laboratories, which also assures traceability, the high-energy neutron 
fields at Université Catholique Louvain, and the The Svedberg Laboratory (TSL), Uppsala, as well 
as the high-energy proton fields at TSL. Neutron detectors were in many cases calibrated also 
using common radioisotope sources (AmBe, Cf, PuBe). The CERF (CERN EU Reference Field) 
high-energy reference neutron facility at CERN has been widely used for calibrations and 
comparisons of instruments [MIT02]. Agreement with other instruments in the CERF field is often 
taken as a demonstration of the capability of an instrument to determine the neutron dose 
component on board aircraft acceptably well. 
•  Some laboratories have adopted similar approaches to calibrate the instruments. For example, 
Kiel University, RMC, ARCS and PTB might be expected to report similar results under 
otherwise identical conditions, as they would appear to use the same calibration procedure, in 
principle an in-flight calibration against a TEPC instrument from PTB. On the other hand, the 
DIAS stack derives a high-LET ambient dose equivalent component from an independent method 
of calibration. The NRPB passive survey instrument uses field-specific calibration coefficients 
derived from determinations of the instrument’s energy and angle dependence of response folded 
with the energy distribution of the field in aircraft assuming isotropic irradiation.  The ANPA 
stack, and NPI (MDU unit) make use of a combination of a low-LET beam calibration and a 
calibration in the CERF field, as well as the neutron sources already mentioned. The NAUSICAA 
instrument used by IRSN, and the CIEMAT detector set, are calibrated in fields of radioactive 
neutron sources and a low LET source. The SSI instruments are calibrated in a low-LET gamma 
beam and the response to other LET components is estimated from the knowledge of the response 
to some of those radiation types. 
 
 
V.3.3   Measurement  statistical uncertainties (Type A) 
 
The statistical uncertainty of onboard measured exposure depends on the type of detector and/or the 
method used for its evaluation, and on the dose rate and total dose. The uncertainty reported by the 
different groups for TEPCs is typically about 5% (one standard uncertainty) for a one hour 
measurement. The sizes of the TEPCs are sufficient to make the absorbed dose determination accurate 
(at for instance 2 µGy within a couple of percent). However, an important uncertainty is caused by the 
relatively low frequency of high LET events, which deposit only a minor fraction of the dose, but 
which may contribute a much larger fraction of the ambient dose equivalent. This will determine the 
statistical uncertainty in the quality factor. The uncertainties are illustrated in Figure V.1, which shows 
a flight profile measured with the acquisition time 10 minutes by means of a TEPC (NAUSICAA) 
(Appendix A3) along a route from Tokyo to Paris [BOT00]. The lower smooth curve shows D, while 
the higher, strongly fluctuating curve shows the total H*(10). To reduce the influence of the statistical 
uncertainties in the comparison of measured and calculated data, routes for which the integral dose 
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equivalent value is less than 10 µSv have been avoided in the comparisons (see Chapter IV). 
Qualitatively the same statistical characteristics as for a TEPC are valid also for Si-diode spectrometer 
devices, DOSTEL and LIULIN (see Appendix A). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FigureV.1:  Flight profiles for flight Tokyo – Fairbanks – Paris; measured data obtained with NAUSICAA 
TEPC.  
 
For active detectors, which do not determine LET distributions- ionization chambers, scintillation 
counters, G-M tubes and moderator based neutron monitors, the statistical uncertainty is reported to be 
low even for short acquisition times. Passive detectors are generally less sensitive. Single track etch 
detectors may need to be exposed for a few hundred hours for acceptable statistical uncertainty. To 
reduce this, stacks of detectors are often used. The measurement time needed to receive a statistical 
uncertainty of ± 15 % (2s) for different detectors are estimated in Table V.1. With active low LET 
measuring instruments the goal is achieved within few tens of minutes. If single passive personal 
dosemeters are used the corresponding times are long and may become comparable with the annual 
limits of flight hours for air crew. 
 
Table V.1: Typical number of flight hours necessary to achieve at 4 µSv h
-1 a relative statistical uncertainty of 
less than ±15 % (2s). It is assumed that half of the total dose equivalent comes from each of the two 
LET components, or from the neutron and non-neutron components. 
 
Detector  Equipment  Measured component  Approximate 
Time (hours) 
NRPB passive survey box  total  30 
Various single - TLD   non-neutron  50 - 500 
Various single  - track etch detector  neutron  300 - 1000 
Single - bubble detector (1 bubble per 1 µSv)  neutron 150 
Electronic personal dosemeter (Hmin ~ 1 µSv)  non-neutron 4 
Ionisation chamber, scintillator, Geiger Muller  non-neutron  0.2 
Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter  total  0.5 -2 
Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter  non-neutron   0.2 
Si-diode energy deposition spectrometer LIULIN  total  2 
Si-diode energy deposition spectrometer LIULIN  non-neutron  0.2 
“Rem-meters“, LINUS included  neutron  0.5 
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V.3.4   Measurement Type B uncertainties 
 
The more important uncertainties belonging to this category have been listed under general 
requirements above (V.3.1). For measurements in complex mixed radiation fields a distinction can be 
made generally between the type B uncertainties for devices for which the reading is directly related to 
the energy absorbed, and those for devices for which the reading is proportional to the frequency of a 
specific effect, for example that of events giving an energy deposit above a given threshold. However, 
for the range of particle types and energies (and LET) of the fields in aircraft, it is found to be 
necessary that all devices to determine ambient dose equivalent (with the possible exception of the 
DIAS approach for the neutron and heavy charged particle components), need to be calibrated in 
reference fields in terms of ambient dose equivalent. In some cases, the analysis of the results of the 
calibration requires additional input from calculations of the device response characteristics. Reference 
fields are not available for all the components of the fields in aircraft. Various calculations and 
corrections become necessary introducing an additional component of type B uncertainty. Since the 
energy distributions of the different components of the field in aircraft are approximately independent 
of altitude and cut-off, for both general types of device a calibration established in a similar radiation 
field would reduce the uncertainty of an instrument reading. A suitable field for the neutron 
component is the CERF neutron field at CERN, however the traceability to international standards has 
to be established. 
 
For dosemeters which are intended to measure only the low-LET dose equivalent component the 
unwanted response to neutrons introduces another uncertainty. However, whereas neutrons contribute 
about 50% of the total dose equivalent in a field onboard aircraft, the contribution to the total absorbed 
dose in tissue and tissue equivalent proportional counters is only about 10%. In metal walled 
ionization chambers and in TLDs, the neutron kerma (for the energy distribution for the fields being 
considered) is lower than in tissue. For TLDs, in general, the relative light conversion efficiency for 
the secondary charged particles is also low overall. As a result, the component of type B uncertainty 
due to unwanted neutron response is unlikely to exceed about 5% in terms of total H*(10).  
 
Moderator based neutron monitors need to be modified to improve the high-energy response, for 
example with lead or other high atomic number material. Most of those neutron monitors are also 
sensitive to high-energy protons: this effect is unlikely to increase the reading by more than about 
10%.  
 
The descriptions in Appendix A give some information on the magnitude and importance of type B 
uncertainties, but they are not always described in a comparable way. Type B standard uncertainties 
for TEPC measurements of total ambient dose equivalent are typically about 15% for example. Some 
indications of the uncertainties for low LET instruments can be deduced from onboard experimental 
results. It was observed, for example, that the response of Si-diode based electronic personal 
dosemeters is typically about 30% lower than the reading of a metal walled ionisation chamber, and 
GM-tube based instruments have given, in some cases, much larger results than would be expected for 
calibration in a 
137Cs photon field and the assumption that the instrument is only sensitive to low-LET 
radiation. (See Appendices A1, A4, A7, [KYL01], etc.). 
 
 
V.4   Variations of flight profiles 
 
Owing to the variation in flight profiles for the same route, estimates of route doses from single, or 
small numbers of measurements, may not be representative. The variability of route doses can be 
estimated from extended series of measurements for the same route. 
 
Since March 2001, several long-term monitoring runs onboard a Czech Airlines aircraft have been 
made using a Si-spectrometer LIULIN (see Appendix A4). More than 600 individual flights were 
covered during this study [SPD03], mostly over the North-Atlantic. Navigation data were available for 
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all these flights. The results obtained allowed the estimation of the variations of route dose values for 
normal commercial flights. The results are presented in Table V.2, together with the variations of dose 
values calculated by means of codes CARI 6   and/or EPCARD 3.2. 
 
Table V. 2   Variations of route doses for the flights between Prague and New York: period March-December 
2001, 73 flights to, 73 flights from New York.   
 
  Prague – New York
1)  New York – Prague
1) 
Method Min  Max  Average  2s
2)  Min Max  Average  2s
2) 
   µSv   [%]    µSv   [%] 
CARI6–E  (ISO) 31.2 43.2  36.6  15.0 27.2  39.2  32.0  16.0 
EPC – E(ISO)  34.1  49.0  40.2  16.9  29.3  43.8  35.2  17.2 
EPC – H*(10)  29.2  41.3  34.2  16.3  25.0  37.2  29.9  16.7 
LIULIN - H*(10)  26.3 54.2  35.7  23.6 22.4  38.7  30.9  20.1 
1) For New York – JFK and Newark airports together 
2) Relative standard deviation for an individual flight 
 
One can see that the variations of the calculated total effective dose values and/or those of H*(10) are 
very similar, equal to about 16%. It should be mentioned that these flights covered the period between 
22
nd March and 6
th December 2001, with heliocentric potential varying between 814 and 1022 MV. 
The variations of values deduced from experimental measurements are about 4 to 8% higher, owing to 
the uncertainty related to experimental statistical variations, mostly in the neutron contribution. This 
effect is also seen in the more clearly different minimum and maximum values of experimental 
compared to calculated data. 
  
Even if the calibrations had been made in an identical way and if the measurements had been made 
with similar instruments, the daily variation of the solar wind may influence the outcome of such a 
comparison. Measurements on identical geographical positions and altitudes but performed on 
different dates may not necessarily agree to better than 10% to 20 %.  
 
 
V.5   Uncertainties related to calculations  
  
The uncertainties related to the calculations are discussed in some detail in the previous two chapters. 
The main sources of uncertainty are the result of: 
¾  Basic information on the galactic cosmic ray particle spectra, including the influence of solar 
activity on the spectrum at the top of atmosphere 
¾  Uncertainties in cut-off rigidity taken from geomagnetic characteristics 
¾  Methods of taking the changes in solar activity into account 
¾  Basic characteristics of transport codes and the cross section data used 
¾  Statistical uncertainties in the integral fluence and fluence energy distributions 
¾  Choice of conversion coefficients used to convert secondary particle spectra to effective dose 
and ambient dose equivalent 
 
The individual uncertainties related to these factors are important and in some cases not fully known. 
The agreement of the calculated results obtained with the different codes is illustrated in Table VI.3, 
where 28 flight routes, somewhat arbitrarily chosen from the results available in the report, and spread 
over most of the solar cycle, are investigated with most of the codes. The two independent codes 
EPCARD and CARI have been used to calculate the effective dose for all the flights and the mean 
value of the ratio is 1.14+0.16 (one standard deviation). The mean value of the ratio of the values for 
H*(10) from EPCARD and FREE is 1.00+0.12. These uncertainties reflect the differences in 
assumptions on which the codes are based. As a first estimate and assuming the codes are equally 
reliable, a specific route dose expressed in effective dose cannot be determined to better than about 
15% and the corresponding value for H*(10) is about 10 %. This is in line with the data shown in the 
graphs in Chapter IV. 
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Van Dijk has looked at the uncertainties associated with assessing aircraft crew doses by means of 
calculation methods (DIJ03). He considered the actual variation in flight routes and the consequent 
variations in the (calculated) doses, and treated this as a type A (statistical) uncertainty. For the routes 
investigated, the values obtained ranged from 4 to 21%.  The type A uncertainty in the estimate of 
annual dose would be much less. The effect of using the planned route, from a simple algorithm LIDO 
(Lufthansa Integrated Dispatch Operation) profiles, as opposed to the actual flight path, was treated as 
a type B (systematic) uncertainty, and values obtained were ranged from 2 to 19%. The effect of the 
model used (CARI, EPCARD, Lewis [LEW01] and Ferrari [FER01]) was also treated as a type B 
uncertainty, and a value of 10% estimated. Van Dijk concluded that the total uncertainties in the 
estimated doses for single flights, obtained by summing the three components in quadrature, ranged 
from 11 to 27% for the twelve routes examined. This was considered in acceptable agreement with the 
requirement of a total uncertainty of 21%.  If an alternative method using a global average dose rate 
for all flights, with route doses calculated as the product of this value and the number of flight hours, 
the author concluded that it was doubtful that the uncertainty in the results would comply with the 
ICRP recommendations. 
 
 
V.6.   Conclusions 
 
The descriptions of methods given in the Appendix show that many different kind of detectors have 
been used to produce the results included in this report, with some instruments calibrated using 
independent methods. It is therefore concluded that the data bank includes results from independent 
measurement methods. Two of the calculation methods (CARI/FREE and EPCARD) are based on 
almost completely independent models and thus relatively independent calculated results are also 
included in the report. 
 
The measurement uncertainty of the experimentally determined ambient dose equivalent rates 
evaluated in Chapter III is about 25% (coverage factor of 2). The agreement between measured and 
calculated values of ambient dose equivalent route doses is generally within a range of a factor of 1.3 
(see Chapter IV). The mean ratio of measured route doses to values calculated using EPCARD is 1.03 
with an uncertainty of 0.26 (coverage factor of 2). The uncertainty in the values of ambient dose 
equivalent and effective dose calculated for routes are estimated to be about 25% and 30% 
respectively (coverage factor of 2) when calculated for the actual flight path, but the analysis of van 
Dijk indicates that for calculations using planned flight profiles (as opposed to the actual flight paths), 
the uncertainty can extend up to about 50%. The information on experimentally determined 
uncertainties in Appendix A is not always sufficiently detailed for it to be easy to compare or 
summarize. However, for the TEPCs the Type B uncertainty is reported to be 30% (coverage factor of 
2). The corresponding statistical uncertainty is typically 18% (coverage factor of 2) after one hour of 
measurement. For several other instruments, which do not require a determination of the LET, the 
statistical uncertainty is smaller. The combined uncertainty for a TEPC is about 35% (coverage factor 
of 2), which is larger than the uncertainty (25%) reported in Chapter III. However, for both calculated 
results and measured results the uncertainty is within the requirement set by the ICRP for radiation 
protection (± 42 % at the 95% confidence level). Further analyses are needed to better understand the 
uncertainties in aircraft crew dosimetry. The databank compiled during this project, together with the 
appendices, will be useful for such investigations.  
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VI  Summary, conclusions and recommendations  
 
VI.1 Summary   
 
The results of measurements, which are reported here, mainly from laboratories in Europe, have been 
obtained using a wide variety of instrument types, and different methods of calibration, response 
characterization and interpretation.  The results obtained with this broad range of instruments and 
methods show very good agreement.  This has been clearly demonstrated in the results given in this 
report for the experimentally determined values of dose rates and route doses (see Chapters III and 
IV). Almost all results are within ±25% (about two standard deviations) of the mean value, and the 
good agreement implies that standard uncertainties are probably somewhat less than estimated by the 
laboratories who have made the measurements (see Chapter V and Appendix A). The overall accuracy 
is as good as, if not better than that achieved generally in routine operational radiation protection 
measurements. This good agreement is illustrated in the following four tables. In Table VI.1 results are 
shown of ambient dose equivalent rates for similar altitudes, cut-offs and stage of solar cycle 
determined as part of an EC supported research project completed in 1998 [OSU99] and 1999 
[BEC99]. In Tables VI.2, VI.3 and VI.4, results are shown of determinations of route doses obtained 
with different instruments and methods during the same flight, made under a current EC-funded 
research programme [BOT04].  
 
 
Table VI.1:  Measured ambient dose equivalent rates at temperate latitudes (40° – 60
0 N) measured 
during the time period 1995-1998. 
 
Altitude  Investigator  H*(10) rate  (µSv h
-1) 
   Neutron  Total 
ANPA  passive (TLDs, bubble detectors, etched 
track detectors, fission  foils and electronic 
dosemeter) 
2.9  (0.3)
(a) 
 
4.6  (0.6) 
(a) 
  10 km 
(33 000 ft) 
ANPA  active  (ionization  chamber, extended  range 
remmeter, )  2.8  (0.5)  4.9 (0.5) 
   ARCS (TEPC)   2.7  (0.4)  4.6  (0.7) 
   PTB (extended remmeter and ionization chamber)   2.8  (0.3)  4.9
  (0.5) 
DIAS  (Etched  track  with full analysis)  3.2
(b)  (0.3)  ---- 
USAAR  (HANDI  TEPC)  3.5  (0.8)  5.7  (0.8) 
SSI  (SIEVERT variance TEPC)  3.1 (0.3)  5.1  (0.3) 
10.6 km 
(35 000 ft) 
NRPB  (TLDs, and etched  track )  3.8
(c)  (0.6)  5.4  (0.8) 
   ARCS (TEPC)   3.4 
  (0.9) 5.6  (0.8) 
   PTB (extended remmeter and ionization chamber)   3.6  (0.9)  5.9 (0.6) 
NRPB 7.8
(c) (1.0)  12.1 (1.6) 
DIAS 7.1
(b)  (0.6)  ----  16 km 
(53 000 ft) 
ANPA passive  6.1 (0.5)  11.0  (0.5) 
NRPB 9.2
(c) (1.3)  13.4 (1.8)  20 km 
(67,000 ft)  NASA  (multisphere  spectrometer)  8.5  ---- 
(a) One standard deviation on instrument reading 
 
(b)   All primary and secondary charged particles of LET200  > 5 keVµm
-1. 
  (c)   Neutron plus neutron-like interactions of protons 
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There are a number of methods of calculation which use the results of radiation transport codes to 
compute values of ambient dose equivalent or effective dose (generally without taking account of the 
presence of the aircraft, passengers, fuel etc.) in order to assess the doses of aircraft crew, for 
example CARI (using LUIN), EPCARD (using FLUKA), FREE (using PLOTINUS), PC-AIRE 
(using results of experimental measurements inside aircraft), SIEVERT (using the data from CARI 
or EPCARD), and the algorithm of Pelliccioni (using FLUKA). The effect of shielding, scattering 
and secondary particle generation by the aircraft fabric, passengers, cargo and fuel, would be to 
decrease doses by about 10 %, depending on aircraft type, loading etc. [FER04], that is, the results of 
most methods of calculation should be conservative. From the examples of route doses given in 
Table VI.5, it can be seen that there is generally good agreement between the results of different 
methods of calculation, for all altitudes and geographical locations. There are larger differences, up 
to 30%, between the results of different transport codes for effective dose rates than between results 
for ambient dose equivalent rates - agreement within 20 to 25% (two standard deviations). This 
seems mainly to be a result of differences in the calculated primary proton fluence rate amplified by 
the use of a proton radiation weighting factor of 5 in the definition of effective dose, as distinct from 
the mean quality factor for protons of about 1.5 for ambient dose equivalent. (It should be noted that 
ICRP are, at present, considering changes to both the neutron and proton radiation weighting 
factors). The greatest sources of uncertainty in the values from calculations are from the imprecise 
knowledge of the primary proton fluence rate at the top of the atmosphere and its energy distribution, 
and the significant uncertainties in the (double differential) interaction cross sections.  
 
 
Table VI.2: Integral ambient dose equivalent values obtained using different TEPC systems for the one-way 
flight NRT-FAI-CDG in 2002. 
 
System - Laboratory  H*(10) 
Low LET 
(µSv) 
H*(10) 
High LET 
(µSv) 
Total 
(µSv) 
Hawk TEPC - ARCS  25  41  66 
Hawk TEPC - IRSN  27  32  59 
Hawk TEPC - RMC
  22
  32
  54
 
Sievert TEPC – SSI  25
  47 72 
Average 24    (2)
(a) 38  (7)
(a) 62    (7)
(a) 
(a) One standard deviation 
 
 
 Table VI.3: Integral ambient dose equivalent measured with different methods for the round trip CDG-FAI-
NRT measured in 2002. 
 
Method Non-neutron 
component 
(µSv) 
Neutron 
component 
(µSv) 
Total 
(µSv) 
TEPC 49  69  118 
Silicon detector  58  84  142 
GM counter  78  -  - 
EPD 65  -  - 
TLDs + etched track   51  77  124 
Bubble detector  -  67  - 
Average 54    (5)
(a) 76    (9)
(a) 129  (10)
(a) 
(a)One standard deviation 
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Table VI.4: Integral ambient dose equivalent and effective dose calculated with the different models for the 
round trip CDG-FAI-NRT and comparison with the experimental average value (measurements 
from 2002). 
 
Model Non-neutron 
component 
(µSv) 
Neutron 
component 
(µSv) 
Total 
(µSv) 
EPCARD 3.2, E-ISO   83  61  142 
EPCARD 3.2, H*(10) 51  71  122 
CARI 6, E-ISO -  -  132 
PCAIRE 6.5.3, E-ISO -  -  130 
PCAIRE 6.5.3, H*(10) -  -  106 
Average E-ISO 83  61  135 ± 7
* 
Average H*(10) calculated  51  71  114 ± 11
* 
Average H*(10) measured  54 (5)
(a) 76  (9)
(a) 129  (10)
(a) 
(a)  One standard deviation 
 
 
VI.2 Conclusions 
 
Results of measurements and calculations presented in this report show that there is good agreement 
between different methods of experimentally determining ambient dose equivalent rates at aircraft 
altitudes for the galactic component of cosmic radiation. Further, there is also agreement between the 
results of experimental determinations and calculations of this quantity. This gives partial support to 
the approach of basing determinations of effective dose for aircraft crew on the results of 
calculations, with verification of the calculation method by comparisons of experimental and 
calculated determinations of ambient dose equivalent. The experimental determinations of ambient 
dose equivalent should be traceable to national standards. The total uncertainty of measured values 
of average route doses is about 25% (coverage factor of 2). The total uncertainty in the values of 
effective dose calculated by the programs described in this report are estimated to be about 30% 
(coverage factor of 2), but perhaps extending up to 50% if the calculations are based on planned 
rather than actual flight profiles. The uncertainties for the assessment of doses to aircraft crew would 
appear to meet the accuracy requirements of ICRP and ICRU. 
 
 
VI.3 Recommendations 
 
Since the publication in 1997 of the Commission’s recommendations on the implementation of Title 
VII of the Council Directive (RP 88)[EUR 97], there has been much research carried out on both 
measurement techniques and calculation methods, as shown by the results in this report. The 
Working Group believes that a revision of RP 88 would be timely and appropriate – the data 
included should be updated and the advice given may need to be reconsidered, as it may no longer be 
valid. An example of data, which may usefully be considered, is given in Figure VI.1. Accordingly, 
the Working Group recommends that the Article 31 Expert Group should give consideration to the 
revision of RP 88. 
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Figure VI.1 Diagram to enable a first estimate of the minimum number of flight hours, which are needed to 
obtain annual effective dose values of 1 mSv and 6 mSv. The calculations were performed for Jan. 1998, i.e. 
around solar minimum activity and therefore about the highest possible doses from cosmic radiation at flight 
altitudes. The three lowermost lines are for the equatorial region, the three uppermost for the polar region. For 
each region, the flight altitudes chosen are 30000 ft (upper line), 40000 ft and 50000 ft (lower line). 
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Table VI.5:   Comparisons of route doses calculated by different programs. Calculated doses for selected 
flight routes obtained with the codes CARI, EPCARD, FREE and PCAIRE in terms of effective dose, E, and 
ambient dose equivalent, H*(10). The doses are valid for the solar modulation conditions at the indicated date. 
 
 
 
Flight route 
 
 
Date 
 
E  
EPCARD 
 
E  
CARI-6 
 
H* (10) 
EPCARD 
 
H* (10) 
FREE 
 
H*(10)  
PCAIRE 
(Helio) 
    (µSv)  (µSv)  (µSv)  (µSv)  (µSv) 
             
 Helsinki - New York (JFK)  27-Mrz-98  49.7  37.5  42.7  36.6  35.6 
 Copenhagen - Bangkok  13-Dez-98  30.2  26.3  26.5  24.7  26.5 
             
 Paris - Washington  14-Jan-98  54.5  41.9  45.5  41.7   
 Paris - New York  21-Aug-96  43.7  35.4  32.8  30.4   
 San Francisco - Paris  04-Mrz-96  76.2  62.4  64.4  62.6   
 Paris - San Francisco  03-Mrz-96  84.9  69.9  71.3  69.8   
             
 London - Tokio 1997/06  Jun-Jul 97  67.0  54.3  57.4  55.3   
             
 Prague - Dubai  14-Mai-92  18.2  19.5  15.9  18.7   
 Prague - Moscow  17-Dez-92  8.7  7.6  7.4  7.5   
 Prague - Stockholm  11-Jan-93  7.6  6.3  6.4  6.1   
 Paris - Prague  31-Jan-95  3.6  3.0  3.1  2.9   
 Oslo - Prague  29-Mrz-99  7.1  5.3  6.0  5.5   
             
 Frankfurt  - Fairbanks  29-Sep-97  50.8  40.6  43.5  41.7  40.8 
 Frankfurt  - New York  27-Okt-97  43.0  32.0  36.7  29.9  31.2 
 Frankfurt  - Dakar  11-Feb-98  16.0  17.1  14.1  16.1  16.7 
 Frankfurt  - Bahrain  22-Mrz-98  15.9  14.9  14.0  13.2  15.6 
             
 Madrid - Santiago de Chile  13-Mrz-01  27.5  34.4  24.9  32.5  24.4 
 Madrid - Mexico City  02-Apr-01  41.3  38.6  35.7  38.6  30.9 
 Madrid - Paris Orly  27-Apr-01  3.5  3.5  3.0  3.6  3.0 
 Madrid - New York  28-Apr-01  24.3  21.9  20.9  21.2  17.6 
 Madrid - Miami  13-Jun-01  27.0  24.4  23.6  23.9  22.2 
 Madrid - Johannesburg  11-Aug-01  17.7  21.4  16.1  20.1  12.1 
 Madrid - Stockholm  21-Aug-01  12.0  11.8  10.3  11.5  10.4 
 Madrid - Buenos Aires  12-Sep-01  20.9  24.1  18.9  22.9  13.0 
             
 Zürich - Toronto  09-Jun-99  59.4  48.3  49.3  49.2  50.2 
 Montreal - London  06-Mrz-99  47.8  37.0  39.8  37.3  39.1 
 Vancouver - Honolulu  10-Sep-99  14.2  11.8  12.5  11.7  13.2 
 Vancouver - Ottawa  18-Sep-99  29.2  21.2  24.4  21.0  22.3 
 
 
 
VI.5 Future  work 
 
Although considerable progress has been made within the research programmes carried out during the 
last full solar cycle, there remains a need for research and development support in this new area of 
radiation protection for a number of reasons: 
(i)  The annual doses are significant compared to mean annual doses of radiation workers in the 
nuclear and medical sectors. More than 50% of the doses are due to high-LET radiation, and the 
workforce has a large young female component. 
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(ii)  The radiation field is unique in terms of both the range of particle types and energies, and 
additional response characterization of instruments is needed. National regulations in Member 
States require validation by measurement of dose estimates made using calculation methods. 
There is a need to define procedures and common approaches to analysis, calibration and 
traceability of such measurements. 
(iii)  There has been no complete assessment of the accuracy of measurement or calculation methods; 
this is desirable. 
(iv)  There is a need for co-operative procedures between Member States to share information on 
solar particle events which give increased dose rates at aviation altitudes, to define common 
procedures for the notification of such events, and to summarize assessments of resultant doses 
to aircraft crew. 
 
It may also be thought useful to maintain an expert group on aircraft crew dosimetry instrumentation in 
order to ensure the quality of dosimetry and record keeping generally, but also for possible 
epidemiological investigations. 
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Royal Military College of Canada 
PO Box 17000 
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A.1.1   Experimental  Procedure 
Since radiation effects vary with altitude, geomagnetic latitude and heliocentric potential, the 
primary goal of the research at the Royal Military College (RMC) of Canada was to obtain 
data covering these parameters that were valid for the complex spectrum at aircraft altitudes.   
The complete details of the study are given in Ref. 1. 
 
The only single instrument for a complete measurement of the cosmic mixed-radiation field is 
a tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC).  It provides not only an indication of the 
total dose equivalent (with a simulation of a tissue-equivalent site with a diameter of 2 µm), 
but also the microdosimetric distribution of the radiation as a function of the lineal energy.  
The lineal energy can be used as a surrogate measurement of the linear energy transfer (LET) 
for the cosmic radiation spectrum. The TEPC used in this study had a 5”-diameter detector 
built by Far West Technology, and was designed by Battelle Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratories to be an extremely portable instrument (Figure 1).  This instrument fits into any 
overhead bin and is powered by batteries which last up to five days of operation.  It is simple 
to operate (off/on switch only) and stores a microdosimetric spectrum every minute for up to 
thirty days of operation.   
 
The TEPC was calibrated initially by the manufacturer using 
137Cs and 
252Cf sources.  This 
calibration was checked routinely with an internal 
244Cm source, which, in normal operation, 
is shielded from the detector cavity by a magnetic shutter. For the majority of the in-flight 
measurements, aircrew turned on the TEPC prior to takeoff and off after landing, and 
provided positional data consisting of the flight course and altitude history. Since the TEPC 
has its own internal clock, the measurements could then be correlated to the aircraft position 
(geomagnetic latitude and altitude) at one-minute intervals. The stored data were downloaded 
at the laboratory to provide an output of absorbed dose rate,  D & , and dose equivalent rate,  H & , 
and the average quality factor, Q , of the radiation field. 
 
In addition to the portable TEPC, different types of passive and active detectors were also 
used on several scientific flights to measure the individual low-LET (ionizing) and high-LET 
(neutron) components of the mixed-radiation field in the RMC study (which can be 
appropriately summed for comparison to the TEPC results).  Other portable instruments used 
in this study included: (i) temperature-compensated neutron bubble detectors (BD-PND) from 
Bubble Technology Industries (BTI); (ii) a battery-powered Eberline FHT 191 N ionization 
chamber (IC); (iii) aluminum oxide (Al2O3) thermoluminescent detectors (TLD’s); (iv) a 
Siemens Electronic Personal Dosemeter (EPD); and (v) a passive dosemeter box assembled 
by the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) in the United Kingdom, which 
contained 30 TLD’s and 24 polyallyldiglycol carbonate (PADC) track-etch detectors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
109A.1.2   Ground-Based  Measurements 
In support of the in-flight study, the operation of the TEPC was verified and calibrated using 
several common radioisotopic sources, such as 
137Cs, 
252Cf, 
241Am-
9Be and 
239Pu-
9Be. As 
detailed in Appendix A, the TEPC response was also evaluated with a mono-energetic 
neutron source from 0.144 to 14.8 MeV at the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), 
along with neutron bubble detectors that had been employed extensively in earlier studies to 
measure the neutron component of the cosmic field.  
 
A.1.3   At-Altitude  Measurements 
Dosimetric measurements and microdosimetric spectra were taken on board 62 worldwide 
flights flown at altitudes between 4.5 and 12.4 km from September 1998 to October 1999.  A 
typical dose distribution for a trans-Atlantic flight is shown in Figure 2.  For a portion of these 
flights at altitudes greater than 8.5 km, values of the frequency mean lineal energy, F y , the 
dose mean lineal energy, D y , and the average quality factor,Q , were obtained from TEPC 
spectral data summed over an entire flight (Table 1).  On all flights, the Q values are greater 
than 1 and the  D y  values are greater than 10 keV/µm, which indicates a significant high-LET 
(> 10 keV/µm) contribution to the radiation field. 
 
The dose equivalent arising from the neutron (i.e., high-LET) component of this field was 
measured using BDs or the PADC detectors of the NRPB box.  In addition, on some flights, 
the dose equivalent arising from the non-neutron (i.e., mainly low-LET) component was 
measured independently using either an IC, TLDs or an EPD. Both the TLDs and NRPB box 
correspond to integrated values over several flight legs.  Table 2 shows different methods for 
estimating the total dose equivalent with these various combinations of instrumentation.  
 
An estimate of the low-LET dose equivalent can also be obtained from the TEPC by 
including only those data points at lineal energies less than 10 keV/µm.  The TEPC gamma 
measurements in Table 2 are always ~10-15% lower than that measured by the IC.  This 
systematic discrepancy suggests that the IC is responding to ionizing particles with higher 
lineal energy values as well.  The EPD readings are also consistently lower than the IC 
measurements by at least 20%.  The low-LET dose equivalent (from the IC or TLD’s) can be 
summed with the high-LET (neutron) value to obtain an estimate of the total dose equivalent.  
This procedure results in a value which is ~90% of that measured by the TEPC.  This slight 
discrepancy can be related to the fact that the IC and TLD’s are referenced to a photon-
equivalent field (i.e., with a mean quality factor Q = 1), and therefore do not take into 
account an enhanced quality factor for those ionizing particles actually present in the cosmic 
spectrum with lineal energies greater than 10 keV/µm (such as protons). In addition, there is 
an under response of the BDs to neutrons of very high energy where the microscopic cross 
sections of the superheated detector liquid are known to decrease with increasing energy.  
Thus, the summed results from the various independent equipment are self-consistent with the 
TEPC results. 
 
The database of the TEPC measurements for the various RMC flights are included with this 
report.  For those flights where complete path information was available, the total ambient 
dose equivalent rate (H*(10)) is given as a function of time and the actual flight path (i.e., 
latitude, longitude and altitude).  In addition, a route dose (in units of H*(10)) is further 
provided for all flights along with the departure and arrival locations, and flight profile (i.e., 
time at altitude).  Comparisons of these latter data to theoretical calculations with the CARI-6, 
EPCARD and PC-AIRE aircrew exposure prediction codes are also given assuming a great 
circle route.   
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A.1.4:       Instrument Calibration 
TEPC (External Source Calibration) 
Before using the TEPC to monitor radiation at jet altitudes, it is necessary to know the 
response of the TEPC relative to the ambient dose equivalent, H*(10).  In other words, the 
TEPC must be calibrated in a known field of interest in order to obtain a multiplication factor, 
f, which can be applied to HTEPC such that 
. ) 10 ( * TEPC fH H =   [A.1] 
The response of the TEPC was compared to H*(10) in polyenergetic neutron reference fields 
(
252Cf and AmBe) and in monoenergetic neutron beams at the PTB.  The results from the 
polyenergetic neutron fields are given in Table A.1, while the results from the mono-energetic 
neutron beam measurements are shown in Figure A.1. 
These measurements show that HTEPC is systematically higher than H*(10) by an average of 
~15% (excluding the measurement at a neutron energy of 0.144 keV, where the TEPC is 
known to under-respond since the range of the recoil proton is less than the TEPC diameter).
  
In addition, comparison to a calibrated 
137Cs gamma source shows that the TEPC over-
responds to gamma rays by approximately 10%. Based on these various results, f in Equation 
(A.1) is taken as 1/1.15.   
 
TEPC (Internal Alpha Source Calibration) 
 
The TEPC also contains an internal alpha source (i.e., 
244Cm) which can be used for 
calibration since the cosmic ray spectrum also contains particles of higher LET.  Thus, the 
value of f in Equation (A.1) can also be confirmed by examining the position of the peak 
generated by the internal source.  This source emits 5.8-MeV alpha particles with virtually no 
gamma rays.
  The stopping power (S/ρ) of these particles in the detector can be evaluated with 
a Monte Carlo analysis using the SRIM-2000 code, assuming an atomic composition of: H 
(10.3 wt%), C (56.9 wt%), N (3.5 wt%) and O (29.3 wt%) for propane gas of density ρ = 1.68 
× 10
-5 g cm
-3 (at 20°C and 7 torr).
  From the SRIM analysis, it can be seen that the stopping 
power is relatively constant for a high-energy alpha particle (i.e., until it has slowed down and 
is near the end of its range), where (S/ρ) ~ 856 MeV cm
2 g
-1.  It is therefore possible to 
determine the amount of energy (ε) imparted to the counter gas using the relation 
t td S ρ ρ ε ) / ( = .  [A.2] 
Hence, with an (S/ρ) ~ 856 MeV cm
2 g
-1, a tissue site density ρt = 1 g/cm
3 and tissue sphere 
diameter, dt = 2 µm, the energy imparted by the 5.8-MeV alpha particle in the current detector 
cavity is ε = 171 keV.   This value is in excellent agreement with that reported in the literature 
(i.e., 170 keV for a 2-µm site size).
2  From the definition of the lineal energy y 
t d
y
ε ε
5 . 1 = =
l
 
 
[A.3] 
where, for the simulated tissue site, the mean chord length  l = (2/3) dt.  A lineal energy peak is 
therefore predicted to occur with Equation (A.3) at a value of 128 keV/µm.  The actual spectrum 
measured by the TEPC consists of a single peak with a maximum near 148 keV/µm (consistent with an 
original calibration by the manufacturer to a peak position of 150 keV/µm).  Thus, this actual peak 
occurs at a lineal energy which, again, is ~15% higher than that predicted by theory (128 keV/µm).  
The absorbed dose calculation will be directly affected by this same factor, which further supports the 
use of the proposed value of f in Equation (A.1). 
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Table A.1:  Response of RMC TEPC to Polyenergetic Neutron Reference Fields 
 
Source  Reference (H*(10)) Dose 
Rate 
[µSv/hr] 
Measured Dose Rate
a,b 
 
[µSv/hr] 
Relative Difference 
 
[%] 
252Cf  996 ± 24  1165 16.9 
Am(Be)  11.8 ± 0.6  14.2 20.6 
         
a.  For y>10 kev/µm (neutrons only). 
          b.  Corrected for backscattering (using shadow cone). 
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Figure A.1.1.  Arrangement of TEPC components in the carry-on case. 
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Figure A.1.3  Response of RMC TEPC compared to H*(10)/Φ at selected neutron 
energies.  The response of the RMC TEPC, HTEPC/Φ, is compared to 
H*(10)/Φ values given in ICRP-74 (solid line).  Responses of PTB-owned 
TEPC’s are also shown for comparison. 
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Figure A.1.2.  Microdosimetric absorbed dose and dose equivalent distributions on a 7-hour 
flight between Toronto and Zurich at an altitude of 11.2 km. 
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A2.1  Instrument Description 
 
The NRPB passive survey instrument consists of a glass reinforced polyester (GRP) box of 
dimensions 255 x 250 x 125 mm containing a central block of 36 etched track detectors 
arranged in 6 mutually orthogonal stacks of 6 dosemeters in order to have, in aggregate, a 
response approximately independent of the direction characteristics of the radiation field, 30 
thermoluminescence dosemeters(TLDs), and 2 electronic personal dosemeters (EPDs) to 
record the time profile of the radiation field.  The total mass is 4 kg.  One of the larger faces 
of the box is the lid and top of the box.  The top generally faces up during measurements in 
aircraft, and the normal to this surface defines the reference direction of the instrument for  
calibration.  Two boxes are prepared for each measurement, one as a background control.  
 
The 15% determination limit (that is the dose which can be determined with a 15% statistical 
uncertainty) is 100 µSv for the estimation of total ambient dose equivalent.  However, this 
still means that, in general, several return flights are required to make a measurement of 
acceptable uncertainty.  This is not necessarily a disadvantage where average route doses are 
being determined. An important consideration, which applies, to a greater or lesser extent, to 
all devices used to measure such complex radiation fields, is that some a priori information 
on the radiation field is needed to interpret the instrument response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A2.1: The NRPB passive survey instrument (PSI) 
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The cosmic radiation field in aircraft comprises mainly photons, electrons, positrons, muons, 
protons and neutrons. There is not a significant contribution to dose equivalent from energetic 
primary heavy charged particles (HZE) or fragments. Details of the composition may be 
found elsewhere
(1,2,3,4) .  For dosimetric purposes the field can be divided into low and high (> 
5-10 keV µm
-1) LET components.  The low LET energy deposition can be determined using 
TLDs.  The TLD used should have little response, ideally none, to the high LET component, 
and an LET-independent absorbed dose response for the low-LET component. With choice of 
appropriate TL phosphor and suitable calibration, the absorbed dose to tissue can be 
determined.  The high-LET component can be measured using poly allyl diglycol carbonate 
(PADC, also known by the trade name CR-39
®) in terms of particle fluence distribution in 
LET. After the application of the LET/quality factor relationship and with a correction for 
material composition and density, a determination of tissue dose equivalent can be made to a 
good approximation
(5).    
 
An alternative approach, which is adopted here, is to determine separately two slightly 
different components, the non-neutron component and the neutron component, which 
includes neutron-like dose equivalent contribution by high-energy protons.  The non-neutron 
component is determined with TLDs and corresponds to the low-LET component corrected 
for any neutron contribution.  The neutron component plus the nuclear interaction component 
of the high-energy proton part of the field is determined using PADC detectors with suitable 
calibration. 
 
A2.2.1  Non-neutron component 
 
The non-neutron component comprising photons and directly ionising particles is determined 
using TLDs.  Standard lithium fluoride (
7LiF:Mg,Ti, 30% loaded PTFE disc) two element 
dosemeters are used. From an analysis based on photon interaction coefficients calculated by 
Hubbell
(6), tabulations of electron
(7) and proton
(8) stopping powers, and data on muon stopping 
powers
(9,10,11), it is concluded that relative to a 
137Cs calibration in terms of tissue kerma, the 
TLDs will give an estimate of absorbed dose to a small mass of tissue for all non-neutron 
components, to within 5%
(12).  The energy ranges taken into account include the majority of 
the contributions to dose
(4,13).  Further, the results of calculations by Ferrari et al.
(14) would 
indicate that for the non-neutron component of the field at aircraft altitudes, the depth-dose 
profile is not pronounced. It is a reasonable approximation, therefore, to apply an ambient 
dose equivalent  calibration of the PSI for a  
137Cs photon field to the non-neutron or neutron-
like field as a whole, with an estimated systematic error of no more than 10%.  However the 
particle type and energy dependence of ambient dose equivalent response for the non-neutron 
component of the field in aircraft is being investigated further. 
 
In aircraft, the contribution of HZE particles to total ambient dose equivalent is small
(5), and 
the lower light conversion efficiencies of these higher LET particles will reduce their 
contribution to the dosemeter reading further. The HZE dose contribution is not considered 
further.  
 
The 
7LiF detectors will have some response to the neutron component of the radiation field.  
Energy deposition from direct nuclear interactions in the detectors and heavy recoils and low 
energy recoil protons from interactions in the dosemeter holder will be about 1/3 of total 
neutron kerma, but will have lower relative light conversion efficiency, in the range of 10 to 
50% of that to energy deposition for the calibration field.  The energy transfer from neutrons 
to energetic recoil protons will be approximately 2/3 of the total neutron kerma in the material 
of the passive survey instrument
(15), the total kerma factor being similar to that for soft tissue.  
For energy deposition by the resultant secondary proton energy spectrum, a light conversion 
efficiency in the range 50 to 100% may be assumed
(16,17).  The neutron component of the 
115radiation field is about 15% of the total in terms of tissue absorbed dose.  Thus the 
contribution from the neutron (and neutron-like) component to the response of the TLDs is 
about 5-10%.  
 
The proton fluence and dose distributions in energy at aviation altitudes are peaked around a 
few hundred MeV
(3,4,18), with little dose deposited (at 10 mm depth) by incident protons of 
energies below 100 MeV or above 10 GeV.  Below 100 MeV, protons deposit almost all 
energy by electromagnetic force (Coulomb) interactions.  At higher energies, progressively 
larger fractions are deposited in a two-stage process with secondary particles being produced 
by initial strong force interactions, such that at 5 GeV almost all energy deposition by protons 
is via these neutron-like interactions
(19).  Integrated over the proton spectrum, about 20% of 
proton dose, that is 5-6% of the total non-neutron dose component, is deposited by secondary 
particles from the neutron-like interactions. This analysis is consistent with a mean quality 
factor for total proton dose of between 1.5 and 2, in agreement with detailed calculations
(20).  
The neutron-like interactions of protons will be registered by the neutron detectors with 
similar efficiency to neutrons (see below).  After taking into account the lower light 
conversion efficiency of the TLDs for the products of the neutron-like interactions (as in the 
above consideration of neutron component), a small correction of 2-3% needs to be applied to 
the response of the TLDs in order to avoid ‘double counting’ the protons.  Taken together, the 
non-neutron and neutron detectors will, to a reasonable approximation, correctly determine 
ambient dose equivalent for the proton component. A factor of 0.92 is applied to the ambient 
dose equivalent (
137Cs calibration) to account for the contribution to the TLD signal from both 
neutron and neutron-like energy deposition.  
 
A.2.2.2 Neutron component 
 
The passive survey instrument uses NRPB personal neutron dosemeters with PADC detectors 
which are electrochemically etched and automatically read on a commercial photographic 
slide scanner with a standard personal computer using customised software
(21,22,23).  The 
PADC detectors are used to estimate the neutron plus neutron-like component.  Etched track 
detectors register charged particles by means of etchable damage to the detector structure.  
The type of material and method of processing (etching) to render the damage observable, 
determines a threshold rate of energy deposition or material damage along the charged 
particle track.  This, in turn, determines the types, energies and angles of incidence of charged 
particles which are detected.  Neutrons are detected via the secondary charged particles which 
they generate  within the survey instrument.   
 
The detector responds to particles which deposit energy in the etched volume of the detector 
with an LET above about 30 keV µm
-1.  This means that, of protons incident on the detector 
rear surface, only those of energy less than about 1 MeV at the surface to be etched are 
detected by electromagnetic force interactions.  Higher energy protons are only detected via 
other particles generated elsewhere in the instrument as a result of the strong force component 
of the total interaction cross-section.  The proton energy spectrum at each detector will be 
modified from that incident on the outside of the passive survey meter by slowing down and 
other interactions.  If it is assumed that there is partial radiation equilibrium (the survey meter 
is about 6 g cm
-2 thick), the proton energy distribution at a detector will be similar to the 
distribution incident on the box, and will have little fluence below 2 MeV.  It is estimated that 
about 10-20% of the detector reading will be the result of protons’ neutron-like behaviour.   
 
The instrument reading integral response characteristic is obtained by folding the 
monoenergetic response characteristics (see below) with the neutron energy distribution at 
aircraft altitudes. This is used to convert the values of readings of the PADC detectors 
obtained for in-flight measurements, to estimate the sum of the neutron component and the 
nuclear interaction part of the high-energy proton component of ambient dose equivalent for 
the radiation field being assessed  
116A 2.2.3 Neutron Fields and Calibration Procedures 
 
Measurement of the energy dependence of neutron fluence response of the passive survey 
instrument has been carried out for the energy range 144 keV to 19 MeV at the Physikalisch-
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) (but the 19 MeV results are still to be analysed) and in the 
60, 68, 96 and 173 MeV quasi-monoenergetic beams at the Université Catholique Louvain 
(UCL) and the The Svedberg Laboratory (TSL), Uppsala University.  All irradiations were 
carried out to a total fluence corresponding to an ambient dose equivalent in the range 1-3 
mSv.  The reference point for the instrument was taken to be the centre of the sensitive 
volume of the PADC detectors.  
 
The neutron irradiation facilities at the PTB national standards laboratory are well 
characterized.  For the irradiations reported here, the scatter component in terms of ambient 
dose equivalent was less than 1%; and the total uncertainty in the fluence was between 4 and 
5%
(24).  The box was positioned with the front face of the instrument at a distance of 50 cm 
from the target.  The neutron fields provided at UCL, a description of which may be found in 
the papers by Dupont et al.
(25)  and Schuhmacher et al.
(26),  and in [24], are quasi-
monoenergetic. The average energy of the peak of the fluence distribution for the neutron 
beam used was 60.2 MeV, with a width of about 2 MeV. The beam is monitored with a 
fission chamber and a plastic scintillator. The absolute neutron fluence is determined using a 
proton recoil telescope. The fraction of neutron fluence within the peak (En > 56 MeV) is 0.32 
(fraction of H*(10) of 0.26). The fluence energy distribution above 5 MeV has been 
determined using time-of-flight techniques.  Below 5 MeV, ΦE has been assumed constant.  
The relative uncertainty in the total fluence was determined to be 7%.  The box was moved 
through the beam in such a way as to achieve uniform irradiation. The neutron fields provided 
at TSL, a description of which may be found in the paper by Condé
(27), are also quasi-
monoenergetic. The average energies of the peaks of the fluence distributions for the neutron 
beams used were 68, 96 and 173 MeV, with a width of about 2 MeV.  The neutron beam is 
monitored by means of a thin film breakdown counter (TFBC)
(28,29,30).  There are some data on 
the neutron energy distribution above about 30 MeV determined from both measurements and 
calculations (see Prokofiev
(31) and references therein).  Calculated distributions
(31) have been 
used in these investigations for the 68 and 96 MeV neutron beams.  The distribution for the 
174 MeV beam was extrapolated from published data for a 160 MeV beam
(31).  Below about 
40 MeV, the fluence energy distributions (ΦE) have been extrapolated to lower energies with 
ΦE constant.  The ratio of peak fluence to total depends on peak energy, but is about 0.4.  The 
uncertainty on the peak fluence was about 10%. The uncertainties in the total fluences are 
estimated to be 30-35%, when the significant uncertainties in the energy distributions are 
taken into account.  Irradiations were carried out at a distance of 18 m, such that the beam 
encompassed the entire box.    
 
The results of the measurements are given in Table A.2.1  Both the fluence and ambient dose 
equivalent dependence of response characteristics are given. The fluence to ambient dose 
equivalent conversion coefficients were taken from the International Commission on 
Radiation Units and Measurements Report 57
(32) extended to higher energies using values 
calculated by Ferrari and Pelliccioni
(33).  In the case of the quasi-monoenergetic fields, the 
fluence response characteristic for the fluence peak was determined by an iterative fitting 
method to subtract the instrument reading due to non-peak neutrons.  For each TSL neutron 
field, but starting with the lowest peak neutron energy, a first estimate of the peak energy 
fluence response characteristic was taken from results for single detector irradiations with 
monoenergetic protons for energies at, or close to, the peak neutron energies.  Together with 
the results of the lower neutron energy response determinations, a full set of energy response 
characteristics were constructed and folded with the energy distributions for the non-peak 
beam component.  The instrument reading calculated thus was subtracted from the observed 
reading to obtain the instrument response for the peak neutron energy.  This value was then 
substituted for the value of the proton response of single detectors and the procedure repeated.  
117Several iterations were carried out to obtain a final value of the peak response which, when 
included in the response characteristics, gave agreement of calculated and observed 
instrument readings. The statistical (type A) uncertainties for the instrument readings are 
combined in quadrature with the total standard uncertainties on the neutron fluences to give 
the standard uncertainties shown (1 s).  
 
 
Radiation Field  Net tracks per unit fluence  
(isotropic exposure) 
(cm
 2 10
-6)
(a) 
Net tracks per unit ambient 
dose equivalent 
(mSv
 -1) 
144 keV  (PTB)  2.25 (0.38)
(b)  17.7 (1.1)
(b) 
542 keV  (PTB)  14.4 (1.3)  42.9 (3.9) 
1.13 MeV  (PTB)  30.3 (2)  71.5 (4.7) 
2.5 MeV (PTB)  41.8 (2.3)  100 (5.5) 
5 MeV  (PTB)  38.5 (1.7)  95.1 (4.2) 
8 MeV (PTB)  35.3 (1.4)  86.3 (3.4) 
14.8 MeV  (PTB)  48.7 (2.4)  90.9 (4.5) 
18.73 MeV (PTB)  In progress 
60.2 MeV (UCL)   53 (5)  74 (7) 
68 MeV  (TSL)  42 (13)  106 (33) 
95 MeV  (TSL)  30 (9)  83 (25) 
100 MeV (iThemba)  In progress 
100 MeV (iThemba)  In progress 
173 MeV  (TSL)  20 (6)  68 (20) 
(a)   Average for three angles of incidence 
(b)  Statistical uncertainty (1 s) on instrument reading added in quadrature to total `
  standard uncertainty on fluence. 
 
Table A2.1: Energy Dependence of Response of NRPB Passive Survey Instrument 
 
 
The fluence energy dependence of response shown is folded with the calculated fluence 
energy distribution at aircraft altitudes
(2,3), to obtain the instrument reading integral response 
characteristic for aircraft measurements. An estimate of the uncertainty in the integral 
response characteristic due to the uncertainty in the measured response characteristics of 13% 
is obtained by folding the values plus or minus one standard deviation. The uncertainty due to 
the uncertainty in the calculated energy distribution is yet to be investigated. Table A.2 shows 
the isotropic field instrument integral response characteristic for the neutron field in aircraft, 
plus the calculated and measured response characteristics for the CERF energy distribution. 
For neutron energies below 144 keV for which no response measurements have been made, 
extrapolation of the response has been made based on the response characteristics for a single 
PADC detector for isotropic irradiation
(23).  Given the large uncertainties in the response data 
there is good agreement.  The range of calculated integral fluence and ambient dose 
equivalent response characteristics for the two energy distributions are shown for the ± 1 s 
limits of the monoenergetic and quasi-monoenergetic response characteristics.  
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Neutron field 
Reading per unit 
fluence
(a) 
(cm
-2 10
-6) 
H*(10) 
weighted 
conversion 
coefficient 
(pSv cm
-2) 
H*(10) 
integral 
response 
characteristic 
(mSv 
-1) 
Roesler et al.
(2,3)246 g cm
-2 18.9  (16.5-21.3)
(b)  230 82  (72-93) 
Rancati et al.
(36,38,39) CERF 25.5  (21.4-29.8)
(b)  260 97  (82-115) 
CERF measured
(b) 29.8  (2.0)
(c)    
(a): For isotropic irradiation (average of three orientations) 
(b): Range for envelope of integral response characteristic ± 1 s  
(c): Standard deviation (s) of repeated measurements 
 
Table A2.2 Comparison of calculated and measured readings of NRPB Passive Survey 
Instrument 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequent checks on the repeatability of measurements using different batches and sheets of 
PADC, have been made with the survey instrument in the simulated cosmic radiation neutron 
field which has been designed and provided at CERN.  The facility has been developed and 
characterized jointly with the EC for the calibration, characterization and intercomparison of 
the responses of instrument and dosemeters for the purpose of the determination of the 
neutron component of the cosmic radiation fields at aircraft altitudes, is known as CERF 
(CERN-EU high-energy Reference Field facility)
(34,35,36).  The reference fields are created by 
beams of high energy protons and pions with momenta of either 120 GeV c
-1 (positive or 
negative) or 205 GeV c
-1 (positive) incident on a copper target, 0.5 m long.  There is massive 
concrete shielding at the side of the beam at the target positions, and, depending on target 
position, either iron or concrete shields above. Well-characterized reference fields are located 
both at the side of the target area and on the roof shields.  The radiation field in each 
calibration position has been calculated by using the Monte Carlo code FLUKA
(36,37,38,39).  
Behind the concrete shields, the neutron radiation field replicates the major components of the 
neutron component of the cosmic radiation field in aircraft.  The CERF neutron field has a 
wide direction distribution.  The PADC batch and sheet variability of the CERF non-isotropic 
integral response characteristic is shown in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A2.2  Repeatability results at CERF 
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A 3.1  Instrumenation 
 
The IRSN uses two different TEPC’s, the Nausicaa system described below and the Hawk 
system (from Far West Technology) described in section A1 by B. Lewis and colleagues. 
 
A 3.2  Description of the Nausicaa system  
 
The Nausicaa system, used by the Institute for Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety 
(IRSN) for measurements of cosmic radiation aboard aircraft, was developed in collaboration 
with the French space agency (CNES) for space projects.  
The detector used in Nausicaa is a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (TEPC). It is 
sensitive to directly ionising particles (ions, electrons and gamma rays) as well as to neutrons 
via the charged secondary particles created by them in the walls of the counter. The sensitive 
volume is a 5 cm x 5 cm cylinder filled at low pressure (33 hPa) with a gas « equivalent » to 
biological tissue. This gas is based on propane: 50% C3H8, 40% CO2 and 5% N2. The detector 
simulates a 3 micron-long biological site located inside the organism at a depth of 1 cm 
(Nguyen, 1985).  
 
Incident radiation produces electrons in the gas which are collected on the central anode. The 
collected charge is proportional to energy deposited. Each event detected is analysed using a 
pulse height analysis (PHA) method and stored to produce the lineal energy distribution 
spectrum, d(y); y (0.15 - 1200 keV/µm) is the energy deposited divided by the average chord 
length of the detector. The system uses a logarithmic amplifier because of the dynamic range 
of y (10
4) and a 256 multi-channel analyser. There is a relationship between y and the linear 
energy transfer (LET) which is related to the quality factor (q(LET)) as defined in the ICRP, 
publication 60. The sum of the deposited energy for each event divided by the mass of gas 
provides the absorbed dose (D), an assessment of the dose equivalent (H) and the mean 
quality factor (Q = H/D) of the radiation. An internal source of alpha particles (
244Cm) is used 
to adjust the high voltage of the system for calibration in terms of y. Calibration factors in 
terms of ambient dose equivalent are determined in the laboratory with a 
60Co source for LET 
lower than 4 keV/µm and with a AmBe neutron source for higher LET. 
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A4.1. Introduction 
 
Dose measurements on board of aircraft presented in this document were carried out over a long 
period, from 1991 to 2001. In the period up to 1999, three main campaigns were realised:  
•  the first one during mostly 1991 and 1992 years, just after publication of ICRP 60 
recommendations; 
•  the second around 1994, when Czech Airlines tried to increase the average flight altitude for 
some of aircraft in use; and 
•  the third one during 1999 to verify the procedure developed to perform routine individual 
dosimetry of Czech aircrew [SPU02b].  
During these runs, different combinations of active and passive instruments were used; the 
combination depending on the actual availability of instruments. The last run, during 2001, was 
carried out primarily to test the use of the MDU-Liulin semiconductor spectrometer for on board 
dosimetry. All methods and dosimeters are described together, following the radiation field component 
mostly characterized by means of each of them. The results obtained were published for the first three 
runs in [SPU02c], results with Liulin in [SPD03]. 
 
A4.2. Equipment Used to Characterize Non-neutron Component 
 
A4.2.1. Active Measuring Facilities 
 
A4.2.2. Electronic Personal Dosimeters (EPD) 
 
Three types of EPD’s were tested onboard aircraft during the period mentioned:  
•  DMC90 facility commercially available from Merlin-Gerin [DMC91]. Its sensitive element is a 
semiconductor (Si) detector. It can measure the dose equivalent rate up to of the order of Sv/h; 
minimum integrated dose equivalent value is µSv.  
•  Dosemeter CAFP which has been developed in the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
Russia [BAM95]. Its sensitive element is also a semiconductor (Si) detector. It can measure the 
dose equivalent rate up to of the order of 10 mSv/h; minimum integrated equivalent value is 10 
nSv.  
•  Individual Personal Dosemeter D222 commercially available from ZMA Ostrov nad Ohří, Czech 
Republic. Its sensitive element is a small GM counter. It can measure the low LET radiation dose 
equivalent up to the order of 10 mSv/h; minimum integrated dose equivalent is 1 µSv. 
 
A4.2.3. Other Instruments 
 
A4.2.3.1. High Pressure Ionization Chamber Reuter Stokes 112 [RSS88] 
 
High pressure argon-filled steel ionization chamber is available from the Reuter Stokes; it is taken as a 
reference instrument for the environmental external radiation measurements. Facility with the 
electronics available can measure the exposure rate from the values corresponding to a fraction of 
natural background up to ambient dose equivalent rates of the order of 1 mSv/h.  
 
124A4.2.3.2. Scintillation Counter for Environmental Radiation Measurements NB 3201 
                 
This facility [VIE90] is also devoted to the environmental external radiation measurement at 
the level of natural background. Its sensitive element is a plastic scintillator with a small 
NaI:Tl crystal incorporated to compensate the energy dependence. 
 
A4.2.3.3. Thermoluminescent Detectors (TLD´s) [AKS90] 
 
Thermoluminescent Al2O3:C detectors were used primarily to characterize the non-neutron 
contribution to the total equivalent dose. They have been studied in our laboratory for several years, 
including theirs responses to high LET charged particles [SPU93]. Their thermoluminescence yield 
(„light conversion factor“) decreases with the increase of LET of the particle transferring the energy 
above few keV/µm much more rapidly than for other “classical” TLD´s, like TLD 100, etc.  
 
A4.2.4. Calibration of Instruments Dedicated to the Characterization of  
             the Non-  neutron Component 
 
Detectors and instruments devoted to the characterization of this component of onboard radiation field 
were primarily calibrated in etalon beam of 
60Co photons. The readings have been treated in terms of 
ambient dose equivalent H*(10). The same detectors were also tested in CERF high energy radiation 
reference fields [HOF94]. It was found that the response of PED based on the Si-diode was, when 
expressed as mentioned above, about 30% lower than for other instruments. This was taken into 
account in the interpretation of the direct readings of these instruments on board 
All these detectors have also some response to the neutron component. It is known, that, relative (in 
terms of tissue kerma) response of “classical” TLD’s to fast neutrons does not exceed 10 %, for high 
energy neutrons it can reach up to 50% [SPU92]. Taking into account the composition of onboard 
radiation field, the contribution of neutrons to TLD’s response would not exceed 5% (see also chapter 
A2 of this Annex). It could be a little higher for RSS 112 chamber, due to its higher relative sensitivity 
to neutrons. 
Total uncertainty of established ambient dose equivalent values depends not only on the response to 
neutrons but also on the statistical reliability of measurements. This component of 
relative uncertainty (2 σ here and for all other estimations) is less than ± 5 % for RSS 112 and/or NB 
3201, for EPD’s depends on the total exposure level (flight time). For short haul flights it can reach up 
to ± 15 %. As far as TLD’s is concerned, they were found to be usable only for several long haul 
flights together. 
 
A4.3. Equipment Used to Characterise Neutron Component 
 
A4.3.1. Moderator Type Dose Equivalent Meter NM 2 
 
This facility was commercially available from Nuclear Enterprises, it is based on Anderson-Braun 
counter [AND64] with a BF3  proportional counter in the centre of cylindrical moderator. The 
equipment used during our studies measured the dose equivalent rate averaged over the different 
integration time; 380 seconds were generally used onboard aircraft. The range of dose equivalent rate 
covered was between 300 nSv and 1 mSv/h. 
   
A4.3.2. Bubble Damage Neutron Detectors (BDND) [ING91] 
 
Detectors were developed and are commercially available from Bubble Technology Industries, Chalk 
River, Canada. The types tested and used (PND, BD100R) detect neutrons from about 100 keV, in 
terms of equivalent dose are roughly energetically independent from 200 keV to about 10 MeV. Both 
PND and BD100R tested had nominal sensitivity about 1 bubble per 1 µSv of H*(10) of AmBe 
neutrons. 
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Bubble damage spectrometer was also developed and is commercially available from Bubble 
Technology Industries, Chalk River, Canada. It represents 6 sets of detectors with 6 different 
thresholds in neutron energy: 0.01; 0.10; 0.60; 1.0; 2.5; and 10 MeV. It should be emphasized that 
these thresholds as well as their general sensitivity depends on the temperature during the exposure. 
The detector units are reusable by means of recompressing with the equipment furnished together with 
detector units. 
 
A4.3.4. Neutron Dosemeter Based on an Electrochemically Etched Track Detector  
 
Polyallyldiglycolcarbonate track detector available from Pershore, Ltd., UK, is used as the sensitive 
element. It detects neutrons from the energy about 100 keV. Two methods of etching were used 
[TUR93]. One consisting of chemical pre-etching (CE) followed by high frequency electrochemical 
etching (ECE), the second one consisting of subsequent low and high frequency ECE. Samples were 
during irradiation covered by polyethylene (PE), 2 mm thick. 
 
A4.3.5. Superheated Drop Detectors with ASM reader  
 
Detectors used were developed and they are commercially available from APFEL Enterprises Inc. 
(New Haven, USA). The principle of their function is based on the suspensions of over-expanded 
halocarbon and/or hydrocarbon droplets which vaporise upon exposure to the high LET recoils from 
neutron interactions. Their basic properties have been recently described and discussed [DER94]. 
Three types of SDD capsules have been used, with neutron energy threshold 0.1, 1.0 and 6.0 MeV. 
Apfel Survey Meter (ASM) was used for the reading; it is based on an acoustic effect accompanying 
each vaporization event. 
 
A4.3.6. Calibration of Instruments Dedicated to Characterise Neutron Component 
 
Detectors and instruments devoted to characterise neutron component of onboard radiation field were 
calibrated using a bare AmBe and/or 
252Cf radionuclide neutron source. The reading was treated in 
terms of ambient dose equivalent H*(10).  
The same detectors were also regularly tested in CERF high energy radiation reference fields 
[HOF94]. For higher neutron energies their response decreases. The responses of passive neutron 
detectors relatively CERF neutron reference values [MIT02] as established during the 2002 runs at 
CERF are presented in Table 1 [SPU02a].  
 
 
Table 1: Relative responses of passive neutron detectors to neutrons of CERF high energy radiation 
field (top concrete shield) 
 
Neutron detector  Relative response to CERF reference values 
BD 100R - BTI  0.72±0.07 
PND - BTI  0.53±0.06 
SDD 100 - Apfel  0.72±0.05 
PADC combined etching  1.02±0.15 
PADC two frequency EC etching  0.45±0.07 
 
As far as the NM 2 “rem-counter” is concerned, it was used only during the first run of our studies. 
The calibration performed at this period showed, that its response in CERF high energy reference field 
is, relatively to reference values equal to 0.54±0.04 [SPU94]. All these calibration factors were 
considered to interpret direct reading of these instruments onboard. 
 
126Total uncertainty of established ambient dose equivalent values depends not only on the uncertainty of 
correction factors mentioned above but also on the statistical reliability of measurements. This 
component of relative uncertainty (2 σ) was less than ± 10 % for NM 2, for all types of bubble 
detectors depends on the total exposure level (flight time). Generally, we used 10 detectors of each 
type during a flight. For short haul flights the statistical component of uncertainty can therefore reach 
up to ± 40 %, for long haul flights is typically about ± 15 %. 
As far as PADC neutron dosemeter is concerned, it was find to be usable only for several long haul 
flights together, total relative uncertainty was generally not better than ± 30 %. 
 
A4.4. Equipment Used to Characterise Full Radiation Field 
 
A4.4.1. Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (TEPC) 
 
In this work the NAUSICAA TEPC equipment, developed in France [BOU92] (see also chapter A 3 
of this Annex) was used in several, mostly long haul, flights during the first and second run of our 
measurements. Its sensor is a cylindrical low gas pressure TEPC. Its sensitive volume is filled with a 
propane based tissue equivalent gas mixture at the pressure corresponding to a tissue target with a 
diameter of 3 µm. The counter wall thickness is equivalent to 10 mm of tissue. The NAUSICAA 
equipment measures directly the lineal energy between 0.15 and 1500 keV/µm. The instrument is 
calibrated with a 
60Co photon source for low linear energy transfer (LET) region (below ~10 keV/µm), 
and in the field of AmBe neutron source for high LET region (above ~10 keV/µm). The actual 
performance of the equipment is regularly checked by means of an internal 
244Cm alpha particle 
source. It can be used in the fields of radiation with the equivalent dose rates between ~ 1µSv/h and 
several mSv/h. The uncertainty of results obtained with this equipment is discussed and analysed in 
several other chapters of this Annex.  
Our experience showed that the total uncertainty of integral values of ambient dose equivalent during a 
long haul (more than 6 block-hours) is about ± 15 %. 
 
A4.4.1. Semiconductor Spectrometer MDU [DAC99] 
The Mobile Dosimetry Unit (MDU) monitors simultaneously the doses and numbers of energy 
deposition events in a semiconductor detector. It is managed through specially developed firmware. 
After switching on, the MDU starts to measure the spectrum of energy deposition events. The 
acquisition time is variable. The data are stored in a flash memory (0.5 MB) which later is used to 
recalculate the time of the measurement. The amplitude of the pulses is proportional to the energy 
deposited in the detector. The adjustment of the energy scale is made through the 60 keV photons of 
241Am. The amplitudes are digitised and organised in a 256-channel spectrum. The dose D in Si [Gy] 
is calculated from the spectrum as: 
D = K.*Σ(Ei*Ai)/MD, 
where MD is the mass of the detector in [kg];  Ei is the energy loss in the channel i; Ai is the number 
of events in it; and K is a coefficient.  
The response of the equipment was studied in the reference gamma (
60Co) and fast neutron (AmBe, 
252Cf) fields and in on-Earth high energy reference fields (CERF). It was observed that there is a 
principal difference in the shape of impulsion’s spectra of the energy deposited in Si for low and high 
LET radiation [SPD02]. It was also observed that the spectra of energy deposition observed onboard 
aircraft are similar to these registered in CERF field. On the base of that we divided the spectra of 
energy deposited in Si on the part corresponding mostly to non-neutron and/or neutron component of 
onboard radiation field. Calibration factors used were deduced from the H*(10) reference values in on-
Earth low and high energy (CERF) reference fields. The results obtained are taken as apparent ambient 
dose equivalent, Happ, in onboard radiation field. Typical results of comparison of data obtained using 
this procedure with the values as calculated by means of CARI 6 code are presented in the Figure 1 
[SPD03].  
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Figure 1: Comparison of apparent ambient dose equivalent rates as measured with MDU-Liulin 
equipment with effective dose rates as calculated by means of CARI 6 code. 
 
Similar comparison was also made with the results obtained by means of EPCARD code. The Table 2 
presents its results for about 400 flights realised during the four long-term monitoring series onboard 
of a A310-300 aircraft of Czech Airlines during 2001 year [SPD03]. 
 
 
Table 2: Relative deviations, in % of total H*(10), of EPCARD 3.1 calculated and MDU data 
interpreted using the procedure mentioned 
 
Route  Relative deviation  in %,                for  the 2001 flight  period  
  22/03 – 07/05  30/05 – 24/07  29/08 – 16/10  25/10 – 10/12 
PRG - JFK  0.1±5.3 -11.5±4.8 -5.7±3.7 -6.6±5.1 
JFK - PRG  0.5±6.0 -11.2±5.9 -5.6±4.0 -7.1±4.6 
PRG - YYZ  -1.8  -9.1±1.5 -3.7±2.9  - 
YYZ - PRG  9.8  -8.91.0  -3.1±2.9  - 
PRG - YUL  2.6±6.9 -8.8±5.2 -5.2±3.6 -5.9±4.8 
YUL - PRG  0.6±3.8 -10.1±3.5 -0.5±5.0 -2.5±4.0 
PRG - DXB  -6.7±2.8  -  -13.7±0.1  - 
DXB - PRG  -8.8±6.4  -  -6.8±2.7  - 
 
 
There are some variations of deviations following the period of measurements and, also one 
systematic difference. The values calculated by means of EPCARD code are always relatively (in 
128average about 7-8 %) lower for the flights to and from Dubai (DBX) to Prague (PRG) as compared 
with the flights above North Atlantic, to New York (JFK), Toronto (YYZ) and/or Montreal (YUL). 
Nevertheless, in all cases these deviations are fully conform to the requirements of individual radiation 
protection as defined in ICRP 75; we are still continuing to work on the improvement of interpretation 
procedure. 
On the base of these results and, also, on the results of several direct comparisons with TEPC data 
[BOT03], it is estimated that the values of Happ differ from H*(10) values not more than about 20% for 
low LET component, about 30% for total (both 2σrel ). 
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A.5.1   Instrument  Description 
The Sievert-instrument (figure A.5.1) is based on two tissue-equivalent proportional counters 
(TEPC) used in the variance-covariance method.
1-5 The sensitive volume of each detector is 
1.2 litres and cylindrical in shape with a height and a diameter of 11.5 cm each. The 5 mm 
wall is made of tissue-equivalent plastic A-150. With a propane-based tissue-equivalent gas 
filling of 1.45 kPa, the detector simulates a tissue volume of 2 µm mean chord length. Each 
detector is contained in a 3.9-litre vacuum tight container of 2 mm Al. The electric charge 
created in the detector gas is measured by an electrometer. An additional GM-tube is also 
included for use in parallel with the TEPC for studies of the low-LET radiation component. 
The measurements have demonstrated that it is sufficient to have one detector, as the 
covariance term is never large
3. However, it has occasionally been valuable to have results 
from two detectors for the analysis. 
 
A.5.2     Measurement principles 
In the variance-covariance method, energy- or dose-weighted averages of the closely related 
microdosimetric quantities energy imparted (ε), lineal energy (y) and specific energy (z), are 
determined. The dose-mean energy imparted in a single event ( D , 1 ε ) is determined from 
measurements of the relative variance (Vr,gas) in a series of 100 ms long measurements of the 
energy deposition in the gas (Ε).
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The square of the density ratio between tissue and detector gas corrects for the smaller 
relative variance and the larger energy deposition in the gas compared with the microscopic 
tissue volume. The relative covariance between two simultaneously working detectors (Cr,gas) 
corrects for a possible variance contribution originating from a change of the mean dose rate 
in the radiation field itself. For propane-based tissue-equivalent gas and mixed photon and 
neutron fields, a mean energy spent per unit charge produced (W/e) of 28 J/C is used. The 
energy deposition in the gas is given by the average charge produced in the detector (q ) and 
W/e. The dose-mean lineal energy ( D y ) is calculated from the dose-mean energy imparted 
and the mean chord length of the simulated tissue volume.
4 
 
Assuming the quality factor (Q) to be a function of linear energy transfer to water (L) and 
substituting L with lineal energy (y), the dose-mean quality factor can be expanded in a power 
series of y 
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Here d(y) denotes the dose distribution of the lineal energy (y). The measured  D y  is used in a 
first order approximation of the dose-equivalent given by 
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131Here N is a calibration factor determined in a 
137Cs gamma beam, Dgas is the dose to the 
detector gas and mgas is the mass of the detector gas. The best choice of the constants a and b, 
minimizing the difference between H* from eq. (3) and the ambient dose-equivalent H*(10), 
depends on the LET-distribution of the radiation field and the counter characteristics. For 
mixed fields with a low-LET component and a high-energy neutron component such as in the 
atmospheric cosmic radiation field, the best values have been determined to a=0.88 and 
b=0.09  µm/keV. For fields with lower neutron energies, another values on the constants 
should be used.
4 
 
 
A.5.3     Neutron Field Response Investigations 
Response investigations have been performed at Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt 
(PTB, Germany), at Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL, Belgium), at T. Svedberg 
Laboratory (TSL, Sweden) and in the cosmic neutron reference field (CERF) at CERN.
4-5 At 
PTB, measurements were performed in accelerator produced neutron beams between 71 keV 
and 14.8 MeV and in a moderated and an unmoderated field of 
252Cf by effective H*(10)-
energies of 1.77 MeV and 2.01 MeV, respectively. At both UCL and at TSL the neutron 
fields are “quasi-monoenergetic“ with fluence peaks at 60 and 180 MeV respectively, and a 
band of neutrons at lower energies. At CERN the high-energy neutron field (CERF) the 
contribution to H*(10) comes mainly from two broad peaks, between 1 - 20 MeV and 50 - 
200 MeV, respectively. It was shown that the H*(10) response of the instrument is within 
±50% for neutrons between 1 and 180 MeV using the values a=0.88 and b=0.09 µm/keV in 
eq. (3) (figure A.5.2 and table A.5.1). It was also shown that in the cosmic radiation reference 
field (CERF) the instrument gives the same value of H*(10) within uncertainties as a single-
event TEPC of the HANDI type. 
 
A.5.4     In-flight Measurements 
Two principally different methods have been used for the analysis of flight data showing no 
significant differences in the results.
3 In the first the radiation field in the atmosphere is 
assumed to be reasonably well characterized by one low-LET component and a high-energy 
neutron component. The response investigations showed that the dose-equivalent determined 
by eq.(3) was in agreement with a H*-value based on a microdosimetric y-spectrum for the 
CERF field. If the atmospheric neutron spectrum is reasonably similar, then eq.(3) can be 
used directly on board aircraft. 
 
The second method is based on the observation that single high-LET events can be identified 
in the multiple-event spectrum measured in the cosmic radiation field (figure A.5.3). A 
multiple-event distribution is the distribution of energy (or dose) at a specific dose level that 
is determined by the dose rate and the integration time. The energy in each measurement (0.1 
s long) is deposited by many  events, which in aircraft measurements are dominated by low-
LET events. Measurements including a high-LET event will show up in the high-energy part 
of the distribution due to the low average dose in each single integration . Since the frequency 
of high-LET events is very low, the probability of having more than one such event in a 0.1 s 
long measurement is negligible. In this way it is possible to identify and to treat the high-LET 
events separately and reduce the multiple-event spectrum to events of low and medium-LET. 
The high-LET limit is  defined as 150 keV/µm and the reduced multiple-event spectrum 
contains then only events below 150 keV/µm. 
 
A measured energy deposition (εk)  including a high-LET event can hence be interpreted as 
the sum of a single high-LET event (εh,k) and a low-LET multiple-event G(ε). The quality 
factor for these high-LET particles are determined directly from the ICRP60 Q(L)-relation 
with y replacing L. The quality factor for the reduced low-LET multiple-event spectrum is 
given by eq (2) with a=0.73 and b=0.17 µm(keV)
-1 and the average quality factor can be 
written as 
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Here  l D y ,  is the dose-mean lineal energy for a spectrum with events below 150 keV/µm and 
dh the dose fraction from the n events above 150 keV/µm.  
 
Neither of the two methods gives direct information of the radiation field components. An 
estimation of the neutron component can be done by assuming the LET (or y) -distribution of 
the atmosphere to be the same as the sum of a CERF neutron field and a 
137Cs gamma beam. 
The neutron dose fraction (dn) is then determined from the dose-mean lineal energies 
measured on-board ( D y ), in a 
137Cs gamma beam ( Cs D y , ) and in the CERF neutron field 
( n D y , ) according to 
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It should be noted that a division into 
137Cs- and CERF-equivalent dose fractions in terms of 
D y , is not equivalent to a division of the lineal energy distribution into a low- and a high-LET 
dose fraction. A comparison of dose fractions determined with single-event TEPC systems 
using the latter kind of separation should therefore be interpreted with caution. 
 
A.5.5     Uncertainties 
All uncertainties discussed in this section refer to standard uncertainties evaluated as type A 
or type B according to ISO.
(6) The uncertainty in the H*(10)-calibration in the 
137Cs-field is 5 
%. The uncertainty introduced by the temperature dependence of the detectors is 1-2 %, and 
W/e is not known to better than 5 %. 
(7) Both methods for deriving an average quality factor 
have an estimated uncertainty of about 10 %. The correction to the route dose, which 
compensate for the lack of measured data during take-off and landing, has an uncertainty of 
about 1%. The uncertainty in H*due to the limitations in the response of the TEPC to 
primarily neutron is estimated to be 10%. One of the major uncertainty contributions at 
aviation altitudes is due to poor statistics of high-LET particle interactions.
(3) As a 
consequence it is not possible to determine H* on board aircraft with a better statistical 
accuracy than about 10-15% in a 1 hour measurement with the first method and with a 
detector of this size. When the high-LET particles are treated as single events, their 
importance will have a less weight and the statistical uncertainty will become smaller. 
Typically a relative standard deviation between 5 %and 7 % is observed in a one hour 
measurement during a north Atlantic flight. The combined A and B uncertainties in a 1-hour 
measurement of cosmic radiation is hence about 20 % (Table A.5.2) and about 17% in a 10-
hour route dose determination. This is comparable with daily dose variations of 10-20% that 
may occur due to variations in solar activity.  
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Figure A.5.1.   The two TEPC detectors in the box used for cosmic radiation measurements onboard 
aircraft. 
 
 
 
134Table A.5.1.   Measured dose-mean lineal energy ( D y ), conversion coefficients to D*(10) and 
H*(10) in neutron fields of different effective H*(10)-energies. A W/e-value of 30 
eV has been used. 
 
Eeff 
(MeV) 
D y  
(keV/µm) 
D/Φ 
(pGy cm2) 
H*/Φ 
(pSv 
cm2) 
0.071  23 ± 5  4.8 ± 1.0  13.4 ± 3.4 
0.144  41 ± 8  7.4  ± 1.5  31.9 ± 8.1 
0.57  85 ± 15  18.7 ± 3.9  150 ± 39 
1.77 
2)  81 ± 15  29.9 ± 6.2  230 ± 60 
2.01 
1)  80 ± 15  31.5 ± 6.5  239 ± 63 
5  64 ± 12  49.2 ± 10  306 ± 80 
14.8  122 ± 23  79.6 ± 16  885 ± 238 
34  121 ± 22  42.3 ± 9.1  468 ± 134 
51 108  ± 12  68.4 ± 13  682 ± 154 
69 109  ± 18  56 ± 13  562 ± 164 
121 76  ± 8  21.7 ± 6.3  153 ± 51 
1) 
252Cf-source. 
2) 252Cf(D2O. Cd)-source. 
 
 
 
Table A.5.2.  Standard uncertainties for a 1-hour TEPC measurement of cosmic radiation 
 
Type  A (%)   B (%)  
Dose (1 hour)  1    
Quality factor (1 hour)  6-13    
Temperature dependence    2 
Calibration   5 
Average ionisation energy     5 
Approximations in method    10 
TEPC response characteristics    10 
Quadratic sum  6-13   16 
Combined A & B   17-21   
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Figure A.5.2.    Measured conversion coefficients from fluence to absorbed dose and dose-equivalent 
as a function of effective H*(10)-energy. The data are given with two combined 
standard uncertainties. Measured data for neutrons are shown as filled circles for H*, 
open triangles for D. The proton data are shown as crosses.  The lines show 
coefficients to D*(10) and H*(10) from ICRP 74 and other references. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.5.3.  Multiple-event spectrum (100 000 measurements, i.e. 3 hours) from 33 000 feet 
between N42W073 and N59W030, on the flight from New York to Helsinki 980328. 
Events of 300 keV correspond to lineal energies of about 150 keV/￿m. 
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A.6.1 Introduction 
Solid State nuclear track detectors have been successfully employed in the study of cosmic 
radiation and its secondaries, over a wide charge and energy interval, since the late sixties. 
The technique has also been used in investigations of energetic particles originating on the 
sun. It was, therefore, natural that when it was decided some years ago to undertake an 
extensive study of cosmic and solar radiation at aircraft altitudes, that these detectors would 
provide an important contribution to the programme. Not all track detectors are suitable due 
to the nature of the radiation field at these altitudes in the Earth’s atmosphere. Because of its 
high sensitivity and low ionization threshold for track registration, poly allyl diglycol 
carbonate (PADC) or CR-39 as it is also known, is ideal for aircrew investigations. Generally 
LET spectra above 5keV/µ can be determined as well as charge spectra for Z>1. Thus high 
LET spectra usually defined as LET ≥ 5keV/µm (as opposed to low LET ≤ 5keV/µm) can be 
measured conveniently by this method. 
 
A.6.2   Experimental  Method 
(a) LET  Spectra 
Here we outline the methods used to investigate short range tracks produced by high LET 
particles which were generated mainly by neutron interactions in CR-39 detectors
(1). Stacks of 
CR-39 detectors were placed inside the cabin of each aircraft. The location was usually 
chosen to facilitate long term exposure of several months and generally close to the cockpit or 
in the panelling above the passenger compartment. The stacks consisted of up to 20 sheets of 
detector, each approximately 0.55mm thick. On recovery from the aircraft, the detector sheets 
were etched for either 20 hrs or 60 hrs in 6.25N NaOH at 60
oC. Following etching the 
thickness of the detector layer removed, B, was estimated by both mass loss and thickness 
change measurements. Typical mean values found for the bulk etch rate were in the range 
0.55≤ Vg ≤0.65 µm/h. 
 
The detectors were scanned to locate the recoil tracks produced predominantly by neutrons at 
these altitudes in the Earth’s atmosphere. The magnification used for scanning depended on 
the track density observed. When a track signal was observed the ellipse major and minor 
axes were measured using the same magnification. The observed track depth distribution 
extends down to approximately 3 µm. The etch rate ratio (S) was calculated for each event 
from
(2): 
 
 
 
 
                        (1) 
 
The relationship between the linear energy transfer, LET∞(H2O) and S was determined by 
calibrating the detectors mainly with protons and carbon ions over most of the range of LET 
values observed in these investigations
(3). The method used in this analysis assumes that in 
order to use equation (1), the etch rate of each track is constant over the length of each track. 
This of course will not be true for recoil tracks which are over-etched. Because of the nature 
of solid state nuclear track methods of analysis, this assumption gives rise to an 
approximation, which though unavoidable, can be estimated to a sufficient level of accuracy 
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137for the investigation of radiation doses at civil aviation altitudes. The reference surface is the 
post etch surface in this investigation. All etched tracks that cross this surface are accepted for 
analysis. These include some tracks which are rounded at the bottom (over-etched) which 
may result from very low energy recoils that have penetrated the post etch surface or from 
particles which stopped in the layer removed by etching. Careful visual inspection of the 
tracks crossing the post etch surface revealed that only ≈5% of the sample showed definite 
signs of rounded tips but this is probably an underestimate due to the difficulty in recognizing 
short ranged stopping particles. The underestimate of S for these particles can be largely 
overcome by using a short etch time (20hrs) as mentioned earlier and the eventual LET 
spectrum above ≈180keV/µm, where most of these events lie, was constructed using this 
shorter etch time. In general an inspection of the LET versus range relationship for typical 
recoils show that in the worst case (a stopping oxygen nucleus) the underestimate in LET 
using equation (1) is ≈25%. This underestimate is reduced considerably as one goes to lower 
LET values. Detection efficiency was estimated by a combined investigation of registration 
efficiency and scanning efficiency. Registration efficiency was determined by estimating the 
loss of tracks (due to registration failure) for a sample of approximately 150 cosmic ray 
primary and secondary nuclei with 26>Z>1 penetrating the same detector stacks used for the 
LET work described here. The nuclei found in an optical scan of the detectors were followed 
to their stopping points, the final plate of their trajectory or to where they left the stack. Path 
lengths ranged from one to twenty detector plates and so the investigation involved several 
hundred cone pairs with etch rate ratios in the range 1.03<S<3.0. In no case was it found that 
a track expected to register on either top or bottom surfaces of a detector plate failed to do so, 
indicating a registration efficiency of 100%. Scanning efficiency was estimated by repeated 
independent scans of a fixed area of detector. An area of approximately 8 cm
2 was scanned 
under the same experimental conditions employed throughout this investigation, to detect 
penetrating primary and secondary cosmic ray nuclei as described above. Three experienced 
observers took part in the scanning. The resulting scans showed particle densities of 7.3, 7.5 
and 7.6 particles/cm
2 for the three observers. The most experienced observer, who achieved a 
particle density of 7.5 initially, repeated the process and the second scan resulted in a density 
of 7.8 particles/cm
2. The results showed that scanning efficiency averaged approximately 
96% overall giving a detection efficiency of the same value. LET values were binned and the 
differential fluence spectrum obtained using the formula: 
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The concept of δcut has been investigated in many previous experiments. Initially it was 
assumed that detection of particles was essentially 100% efficient between 90
o and the etch 
rate ratio (S) dependent critical angle δcrit. However it was found, particularly in the case of 
automatic systems, that 100% efficiency was attainable only to an angle δcut which was 
greater than δcrit
(4,5). A relationship of the type δcut =π/2-f (π/2-arcsin (1/S)) expresses this 
situation. When f=1.0, δcut = δcrit and δcut > δcrit for all values when f < 1.0. Fig. 1 shows a plot 
of dip angle versus etch rate ratio S for a sample collected in the present work (at supersonic 
altitudes).  
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Fig. A.6.1.  Dip angle versus etch rate ratio S for London-New York supersonic route 
 
The fall off in the density of points near δcrit which was very evident in previous work 
employing automatic systems
(5)) is not very significant here and suggests that a δcut expression 
with f ≈ 0.95 is appropriate in the present investigation. The average f value was calculated by 
determining the minimum dip value appropriate to each S value in Fig. A.6.1.  
 
Because of the extended period during which the detectors are employed in this investigation 
background levels due to the exposure to α particles from radon were not insignificant and 
averaged approximately 20% of the track density when checked against control samples. 
Background subtraction was implemented at this stage. Measurement of the background was 
undertaken in the same way as described for the cosmic ray data and subtraction was done for 
each appropriate differential fluence bin of the LET spectrum. It is assumed that the angular 
distribution of the neutrons at these altitudes in the atmosphere is isotropic. Recent 
experiments by our group at supersonic and subsonic aviation altitudes show that this is true 
to an accuracy of ~93%. The absorbed dose (Gy) is then =4π x 1.6 x 10
-9 x LET∞ x F where 
LET∞ is the linear energy transfer (keV/µm) in water at the center of the relevant LET bin and 
F is the differential fluence in particles cm
-2 sr
-1 (keV/µm)
-1 in the same bin. The integral 
spectrum is generated by summing the differential spectrum from high LET to low LET. 
 
Several exposures at the CERN Reference Field over the last 4 years have shown that this 
method for determining dose equivalent is consistent with data obtained by TEPC instruments 
for high LET (>5 keV/µm). Comparison of LET spectra by the method described also show 
very good agreement with predictions of the FLUKA code
(1). 
 
(b)  Determination of Charge Spectra at Aircraft Altitudes 
 
The procedures for these investigations are as follows
(6,7). Following exposure in aircraft 
(Concorde) the CR-39 detectors were etched for 50hrs at 60°C in 6.25N NaOH. Cosmic ray 
primary and secondary nuclei in the range 2 ≤ Z ≤4 were located primarily during the high 
magnification scanning phase of these studies. The criterion for selection was that a pair of 
cones exist (one on the top surface and one on the bottom surface) corresponding to the 
passage of the particle through at least one sheet of detector. This allowed the discrimination 
of the higher energy cosmic ray particles from the overwhelming background of short range 
recoils (typically R≤50µm). For instance, helium nuclei generally registered in one sheet only 
since their ionisation decreases rapidly with energy and falls below the observable threshold. 
The energy interval over which helium nuclei were observed and measured in this experiment 
139was 7 MeV/n to 22 MeV/n, the former being defined by the minimum energy required to 
traverse one plate and the latter by ionisation threshold considerations. Nuclei with Z≥4 
which traversed part or all of the detector stack were observable in several or all of the sheets. 
In order to facilitate following events from sheet to sheet it was required that the initial track 
picked up should have R≥2µm. This criterion, along with the consideration of the minimum 
energy required to traverse a single plate defined the energy intervals for the nuclei indicated 
in Table A.6.1. The observed differential fluence for each type is also shown. The charge of 
the individual particles was determined by measuring the etch rate gradient following 
calibration of the detectors with low energy protons and stopping carbon ions of initial energy 
of 85 MeV/N. 
 
 
Table A.6.1:  Differential Fluence of Cosmic Ray Nuclei at Supersonic Altitude (London-
New York) 
 
Nuclei  Energy Interval Detected  Differential Fluence Observed 
 (MeV/n)  (cm
2 MeV/n)
-1 
He  7≤E≤22 (3.43±0.49)×10
-3 
Li  8≤E≤60 (1.24±0.50)×10
-4 
Be  10≤E≤150 (3.06±1.53)×10
-5 
B  11≤E≤155 (2.98±1.49)×10
-5 
C  13≤E≤250 (4.07±1.36)×10
-5 
N  14≤E≤400 (1.39±0.62)×10
-5 
O  15≤E≤800 (5.46±2.73)×10
-6 
 
 
Figure A.6.2: A comparison of experimental and theoretical results for cosmic ray nuclei at 
supersonic altitude (London-New York) 
 
Figure A.6.2 shows the observed differential fluence compared with the predictions of the 
Siegen University HITCODE programme. Agreement is very satisfactory except for oxygen 
nuclei. The charge spectrum extended as far as Z=26 at Concorde altitudes and up to Z=8 at 
typical subsonic flights. 
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A.7.1. Selection of instruments 
Active (powered) dose rate monitors were selected from the commercially available 
instrumentation. In particular, high-energy neutron monitors recently available were targeted 
in order to check the real capabilities of such instruments in presence of high-energy neutrons.  
Table 1 presents the main characteristic of the selected instruments. According to the 
detectable component of radiation, the instruments have been divided into those designed to 
measure the non-neutron and the neutron components of the cosmic radiation. The non-
neutron component approximately corresponds to the low-LET component (<10 keV·µm
-1)  
and the neutron component relates with the neutron and the nuclear interaction of the high-
energy proton component of the field. Detailed information on the basis and operation of the 
different equipments can be found in references [1] to [7]. 
 
Table 1 
Active instruments employed for dose rate measurements onboard IBERIA flights 
Instrument   Detector  type    Energy/LET  range    
Low LET or ‘ionising’ component: 
Reutes Stokes RS131     Pressure Ion Chamber    70 keV-8 MeV     
Genitron GammaTracer     Geiger-Müller tubes    45 keV- 1.3 MeV    
Eberline FH-40G     Proportional counter    45 keV- 1.3 MeV    
 
High LET or ‘neutron’ component: 
Eberline SWENDI2    
3He tube + W moderator    Up to 5 GeV      
MAB Linus SNM500X    
3He tube + Pb moderator    > 10 MeV     
Far West Tech. HAWK     TEPC (12.7 cm diameter)    0.3-1024 keV·µm
-1 
   
The instrument readings were converted to the quantity ambient dose equivalent, H*(10),
 
using adequate conversion factors when needed. Regular calibrations were performed in the 
CIEMAT Secondary Standards Laboratory (Non-neutron component: 
137Cs and 
60Co photon 
beams) and the CERF[8] facility at CERN (Neutron component). For each instrument, the 
respective calibration factors obtained at CERF were constant within 5% during the last three 
years (2001 to 2003) as it is shown in  Figure 1. The Figure  also shows the relative response 
to the CERF of the instruments to others standard neutron sources (AmBe and  
252Cf bare). 
While the response of the SWENDI2 monitor to these sources was close the response at 
CERF, the Linus-SNM500X and the TEPC high-LET window offered  about 15-20% over-
response with the sources.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  Figure 1: Response of the neutron instruments normalised to CERF: comparison with other 
neutron sources and changes during the  three years 2001-2003. 
Response= Reading/Conventional true value (normalised to CERF results)
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A.7.2. Onboard measurements 
The instruments were located on a modified aviation trolley (Figure 2)[7], with the exception 
of the RS131 due to its size. The trolley and the chamber were normally located at the 
forward galley. Due to safety reasons, all the instruments are battery operated during the 
flight and the autonomy (battery life) ranges from 6 hours (LINUS) to 3 years 
(GammaTracer). Each instrument records the entire flight (switching on before take-off, 
switching off after landing) and the integration time is 5 minutes, with the exception of TEPC 
which is automatically recording data (including two LET spectra) every minute. Geographic 
data (latitude, longitude and altitude) on the performed route are obtained automatically from 
a GPS mounted in the TEPC which needs a small antenna fitted in a window of the aircraft. 
The recorded data are stored in each instrument ranging the storage capability from 256 data 
(more than 21 hours) to practically unlimited (RS131 and TEPC). 
 
After each flight, all the data are transferred and processed in a laptop with MS Excel 
templates to analyse the results. The route data are entered in the two codes employed in the 
Project: CARI-6 (FAA, USA)[9] and EPCARD 3.2 (GSF, Germany, developed under an EC 
Contract)[10]. A database with extensive information and analysis results of each flight is 
maintained at CIEMAT. 
 
Aircrew monitoring in the Spanish airlines differs from the previous European studies due to 
the geographic situation of Spain (the most meridional european country) and economical and 
cultural links with America. In addition, Spanish isle territories (Canary and Balearic Islands) 
must be served with many flights. As a consequence, an important part of IBERIA flights 
goes to the Tropical and Equatorial regions, which means lower doses but also probably 
greater uncertainties (most of the published studies are focused in the North Hemisphere[11-
16].  
 
 
Figure 2: Installation of the instruments on-board: Left: Modified aviation trolley; Middle: 
Compensated neutron rem-meters and Pressure Ion Chamber (Center); Right: Trolley fixed in the 
forward galley in an Airbus-340 aircraft. 
 
A.7.3. Results 
 
The four instruments intended to detect the non-neutron component seems to be sensitive 
enough to detect the influence of flight operation parameters (altitude and latitude) with only 
5 minutes integration period. In most flights, the three standard gamma probes agree in ±15% 
(5% when RS131 is compared with GammaTracer). By contrast, the TEPC (low LET 
143window) shows up to 20% underestimation in some flights. For the neutron component 
instruments, the sensitivity is poorer but it still permits to integrate within 5 minutes. The 
agreement between   SWENDI2 and Linus-SNM500X results is also remarkable, but the 
TEPC high-LET window is giving 10% higher than the SWENDI2. Concerning the total 
dose, the sum of RS131 and SWENDI2 yields about 10% higher that those estimates obtained 
with the TEPC because some high-energy protons in the field can be detected, at least partly, 
by the ion chamber and the neutron monitor. None of the above mentioned ratios shows a 
clear dependence with the region of operation which means that all the instruments behave in 
a similar way irrespective of the latitude. Despite of these good results for the mean values, it 
should be mentioned that the differences when considering individual flights can reach 30%.  
 
From the basic dose rate results obtained with each instrument, the following dose quantities 
are calculated: 
-  Route dose: integrated dose from take-off to landing. 
-  Mean dose rate during the flight (Route dose divided by the flight duration).  
-  Annual doses (Ambient dose equivalent, Effective dose), considering 800 flying hours 
per year (Flying hours are considered from take off to landing). 
 
Figure 3 displays examples of flight dose rate profiles and dose estimates for three 
destinations in America (Chicago, Havana and Santiago de Chile). 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Examples of experimental measurements onboard of IBERIA flights. Dose rates were taken 
from the tandem RS131 (Low LET) +SWENDI2 (High LET).  
 
Departure date: 22/11/2002 
Aircraft model: A340
Flight duration (h): 8.97 hours
Mean altitude (km): 10.7 km
Route dose Mean dose rate Annual dose*
µSv µSv/h mSv
CARI-6, E 37.9 4.23 3.38
EPCARD 3.2, E 43.3 4.82 3.86
EPCARD 3.2, H*(10) 36.7 4.09 3.27
TEPC, H*(10) 43.3 4.83 3.86
RS131+SWENDI2, H*(10) 41.9 4.67 3.74
* Computed for 800 flying hours (from take-off to landing)
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Departure date: 13/03/2001 
Aircraft model: A340
Flight duration (h): 13.12 hours
Mean altitude (km): 11.0 km
Route dose Mean dose rate Annual dose*
µSv µSv/h mSv
CARI-6, E 34.4 2.62 2.10
EPCARD 3.2, E 27.5 2.10 1.68
EPCARD 3.2, H*(10) 24.9 1.90 1.52
TEPC, H*(10) 28.3 2.16 1.73
RS131+SWENDI2, H*(10) 34.9 2.66 2.13
* Computed for 800 flying hours (from take-off to landing)
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Departure date: 21/03/2002 
Aircraft model: B747
Flight duration (h): 8.12 hours
Mean altitude (km): 10.6 km
Route dose Mean dose rate Annual dose*
µSv µSv/h mSv
CARI-6, E 28.2 3.47 2.78
EPCARD 3.2, E 31.6 3.89 3.11
EPCARD 3.2, H*(10) 27.2 3.35 2.68
TEPC, H*(10) 29.1 3.58 2.87
RS131+SWENDI2, H*(10) 30.5 3.76 3.01
* Computed for 800 flying hours (from take-off to landing)
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144The Figure 3 clearly shows the effects of the altitude and latitude in the dose rate. 
Furthermore, the Figure illustrates how the neutron component (High-LET) increases with 
latitude over the non-neutron component (Low LET).  
 
In the Spanish regulations, the use of computer codes such as CARI-6 or EPCARD 3.2 is 
admitted to compute the doses received by the air crew members in routine. However, they 
also mention the need to validate continuously the calculations by comparison with 
experimental measurements in representative routes. Based on the current requirements on 
accuracy for mixed fields [17], a performance ratio can be defined for each flight as the 
‘Computed value from the code’  divided by ‘Measured value with a reference instrument’. 
Acceptable values for this ratio will lie within 1.0±0.3 for a 95% confidence level, i.e., it will 
be acceptable to have an outlier every 20 studied flights. 
 
The code EPCARD 3.2 provides dose estimates in terms of H*(10), which permits a direct 
comparison with the experimental results. The performance ratio for EPCARD 3.2 in terms of 
H*(10) fulfils the above criteria using any of the two experimental set up (TEPC or 
RS131+SWENDI2), obtaining the best results using the TEPC as the reference 
instrument[18].  
 
As the CARI-6 code only provides results in terms of the effective dose, it is necessary to 
convert the measurements in terms of H*(10) to E. To this aim, for each flight the ratio 
E/H*(10) was calculated with the EPCARD 3.2 code, being applied to the corresponding 
experimental estimates of total H*(10). The  performance ratio in terms of Effective dose for 
any combination of the two codes with the two experimental systems fulfils the established 
criteria, obtaining  the best results in the combination EPCARD 3.2 vs. TEPC[18].  
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A.8.1    The DOSimetry TELescope (DOSTEL)  
 
The DOSimetry TELescope DOSTEL, originally developed for spaceflight (Figure A.8.1), is 
based on two identical passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detectors (Canberra 
Semiconductors) and designed to measure the energy deposit of charged particles. Both 
detectors have a thickness of 315 µm and a sensitive area of 693 mm
2. The distance of 15 mm 
between the two detectors yields a geometric factor of 824 mm² sr for particles arriving from 
the front when a coincidence in both detectors is required. The arrangement of the detectors is 
shown in Figure A.8.2. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.8.1 DOSTEL as flown on Shuttle Missions and in airflight altitudes 
 
Each detector is connected to an independent analogue signal section consisting of a charge 
sensitive amplifier (CSA) with 2pF integrating capacitor followed by a two-step pulse 
amplifier (PA1, PA2) and two peak detectors (Figure A.8.3). For noise reduction purpose, 
two RC-filters with equal individual time constants of 1µs are included in each detector signal 
line. Together with a multiplexed 8-bit ADC this design allows a pulse height analysis of the 
detector signals with different resolution for low and high energy deposits: 255 channels are 
used for an energy deposit of  0.3 – 77 MeV with a resolution of  ~300 keV per channel, 
additional 255 channels for an energy deposit of 0.07 – 3.9 MeV with a resolution of  ~15 
147keV per channel. The energy deposit for the low LET range in water is  ~0.06 – 5.8 keV/µm 
and for the high LET range ~0.5 – 115 keV/µm ( higher LETs are counted in channel 256). 
The block diagram of the DOSTEL electronics is shown by Figure A.8.3. The digital signal 
section uses as main components an 8-bit MCU (68HC711), timer (68HC68T1), 1MB flash 
memory (E28F008SA) and 32 kB RAM (CXK58257AM-10LL). Scientific and housekeeping 
data are stored in the flash memory autonomously. The total power consumption of DOSTEL 
is 0.7 W from ± 10 V DC and +5 V DC. The size is 70x 70 x 100 mm³ with a mass of 0.6 kg.  
 
 
Fig. A.8.2  Detector arrangement    Fig. A.8.3 The block diagram of DOSTEL 
 
 
The energy deposit response of the signals from the two DOSTEL detectors were calibrated 
by exposure to 
241Am in a vacuum chamber (pressure 0.1 hPa, distance 10 cm). The dead 
layer of the detectors, specified at about 0.1µm, can be neglected and the peak in the energy 
deposit spectrum is attributed to stopping alpha-particles of  5.48 MeV (their range in Si is 
about 28µm). For these calibration measurements with 
241Am the gain of the pulse amplifiers 
is reduced in order to yield the 5.48 MeV peak at the high end of the low energy deposit 
channels. Thus this method calibrates the CSA sensitivity including the RC-filter attenuation 
and the peak detectors. The ultimate response is calculated from the nominal gain of the pulse 
amplifiers (accuracy 2%). The overall linearity for the low and high energy deposit range was 
verified by using test pulses from a tail pulse generator. 
 
Count and dose rates in the individual detectors are measured in the single-detector mode 
(6.93 cm
2, 315 µm, 4π sr), i.e. no coincidence between detectors D1 and D2 is required. 
LET(Si) values are deduced from the measured energy deposit in the individual silicon 
detectors in coincidence mode (120 degree viewing cone) using a mean pathlength of  364 
µm at a density of 2.33 g/cm
3. This procedure does exclude short range secondary particles 
which may not trigger a coincidence and underestimate the LET for stopping particles. The 
energy deposit in Si is converted to LET (in water) using a conversion factor Si-to-water of 
1.2, the mean quality factors are calculated using  ICRP60. 
 
120°
6cm
10 cm
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Dose equivalent values for the DOSTEL aircraft measurements are calculated as follows: 
 
a) DOSTEL count rates per (cm
2*s) versus residual atmosphere x (g/cm
2) are fitted by two 
exponential functions (interval 200-300 g/cm
2):  
               6.0*exp(-x/147) for high latitudes and 1.9*exp(-x/213) for low latitudes. 
 
b) The count rates are multiplied by 6.93 cm
2* 3600 s and by the mean dose per count of 
7*10
-5 µG and 6.1*10
-5 µG for high and low latitude respectively in order to obtain dose rates 
per hour in silicon (dose rates in silicon are converted to water by multiplying with 1.2). 
 
c) These exponential laws are now compared to TEPC measurements published by Schrewe 
(ACREM, Rad. Prot. Dos., 91(4), 347-364) for the same time period. The slope of the 
DOSTEL measurements agree very well with the slope of the TEPC measurements both for 
high and low latitude regions (Fig. A.8.4). Therefore the free fitting parameter is just a factor 
which includes the mean quality factor and the mean DOSTEL response compared to the 
TEPC. The result for the altitude dependence of the dose equivalent rate (µSv/h) obtained by 
DOSTEL is 
 
2.47*1.2*(0.25*6.93*6.0*exp(-x/147)) at high latitude, 
1.77*1.2*(0.22*6.93*1.9*exp(-x/213)) at low latitude. 
 
The value in parentheses is the measured DOSTEL dose rate in silicon (µG/h) versus the 
residual atmosphere x (g/cm
2). 
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Fig.  A.8.4.  Altitude dependence of the dose equivalent (data points from 
PTB, curves for DOSTEL measurements as described in the text). 
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The described fit of the DOSTEL measurements to the PTB-TEPC data is used to deduce 
dose equivalent values for specific flights taking into account the latitude dependence by 
interpolation between the given mean quality factors for high and low latitudes. These data 
are compared to EPCARD calculations in Fig. A.8.5 (H. Schraube, GSF). 
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150A 9    Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) 
 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE RADIATION EXPOSURE OF CIVIL AIR CREW FROM 1997 TO 
1999 U. J. Schrewe 
 
A.9.1   INTRODUCTION 
Between January 1997 and June 1999 the European Commission sponsored an international research 
project (referred to as ACREM, Air Crew Radiation Exposure Monitoring) implemented by the 
Austrian Research Centres Seibersdorf (ARCS), the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), 
Braunschweig, and the Deutsche Lufthansa AG (DLH), Cologne, to investigate the dose assessment 
by active dosimetry for aircrew and to verify cosmic radiation transport calculations [1,8]. The in-
flight measurement programme was performed with the help of Lufthansa Cargo aircraft between 
May 1997 and February 1999. The programme included ten measuring campaigns with 39 flight legs 
and a total measuring time of 195 h. The measuring activities were concentrated an the northern 
hemisphere, particularly an the North Atlantic and the North Pole regions, since these regions of the 
Earth combine a high air traffic density and high radiation exposure rates.  
 
A.9.2   EXPERIMENTAL 
The tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) [9] was used as the reference instrument for the 
determination of the ambient dose equivalent H
*(10) [10-12]. Due to the low detection efficiency of 
the TEPC which complicates the investigation of the dose rate distributions as a function of 
geographical position and altitude, other dosemeter were used in addition and the combination of the 
readings served to estimate the total H
*(10) value. This concept is similar to that proposed 30 years 
ago by Fuller and Day [13]. Dosemeters for directly ionising charged particles and photons, and 
neutron rem counters for the neutron component were found to be a suitable combination [7]. The 
ionising radiation was detected with various dosemeters otherwise used for environmental photon 
radiation dosemetry. Two neutron rem counters, NM and NMX of Andersson and Braun (A&B), and 
a third spherical rem counter, LB, were used. The NM is of conventional A&B design [14], whereas 
the NMX includes a lead insert 1 cm thick to extend the sensitivity to high energy neutrons [15]. The 
LB was specifically tailored to match with h
*(10) from thermal to 20 MeV neutron energy [16,17], 
however, for higher energies the LB will underestimate H*(10) like the NM, since neither of them 
contains high-Z converter materials.  
 
The TEPC measurements were performed with a HANDI (Homburg Area Neutron Dosemeter 
Instrument) and a special developed personal computer (PC)-based system. Both systems use 
spherical proportional counters of the Rossi type [9] with a cavity 56.9 mm in diameter. The HANDI 
provides absorbed dose and dose equivalent readings and the absorbed dose distributions d(y) [9] with 
a resolution of 16 channels. However, the HANDI exclusively uses the Q(L) relation from ICRP l5 
[18]. The PC-based system was specifically tailored for the ACTREM in-flight measurements. The 
distributions d(y) with 1024 channels were obtained by matching of the three linear pulse-height 
spectra and the dose equivalent distributions h(y) were calculated by application of the quality factors 
Q(L) to d(y) where Q(L) can be that defined by either ICRP 15 [18] or ICRP 60 [19].  
 
In order to separate the dose fractions originating from the non-charged particles (mainly photons and 
neutrons) and from charged particles (mainly electrons, muons, protons and pions), in part of the 
measurements the TEPC sensor of the PC based system was surrounded by an active shielding 
detector, CACS (CACS = coincidence anticoincidence shield), which covers about 85% of the solid 
angle. The CACS was a cylindrical 24 anode wire chamber. The influence of the CACS an the dose 
measured with the TEPC is negligible. Application of the coincidence technique allowed the dose 
equivalent fraction originating from charged particles in the field to be separated with high efficiency. 
The timing resolution of the TEPC-CACS system was found to be smaller than 2 µs. In aircraft 
measurements where the radiation intensity produces only a few hundred events per second the TEPC 
the pulse heights furnished by the CACS were used to generate logic pulses of about 8 µs duration. 
The signals from the TEPC were split and measured as before using a quadruple ADC system coupled 
151to a PC and a second, identical quadruple ADC system being gated by the logic pulses from the 
CACS.  
 
The aircraft position, i.e. the geographical longitude, Lg, and latitude, Bg, and the altitude, A, was 
furnished by cockpit instruments and manually recorded at intervals of 300 s together with the time 
(UTC). The data analysis required a correlation between dose measurements and aircraft position, 
which could be established an the basis of the statements of the time (UTC) associated with the dose 
measurements and the position records. The air pressure altitude in units of flight level, FL, was 
preferred to the true altitude since the radiation build-up and attenuation in the atmosphere depend on 
the mass of air above the aircraft and the civil air traffic at cruising altitudes always uses a flight level 
mesh of values which are multiples of 10 FL. (Under standard conditions, FL 1 corresponds to 30.48 
m altitude.)  
 
A.9.3    ANALYSIS OF THE MONITORING DATA AND RESULTS 
The various data sets from the in-flight measurement as a function of time (UTC) were combined 
containing the date and the time, the geographical position, the magnetic latitude, the cut-off rigidity, 
the aircraft altitude and the dose equivalent readings from the monitors as well as the ratios of various 
monitor readings. Tabulations and figures to visualize the profiles for all flights have been given in a 
PTB Laboratory Report [5]. The monitoring data from the same altitudes were collected to obtain the 
distributions of global dose rates and of various monitor ratios for fixed altitude values. The amount 
of data for flight levels 280, 290, 310, 320, 330, 340, 350, 370 and 390 made such a procedure 
worthwhile [5]. The global distributions depend an the geographical position represented by the 
latitudes (Bg) and longitudes (Lg) which were converted to the geomagnetic latitude Bm = arc sin 
[0.982 sin(Bg) + 0.1886 cos (Bg) cos(Lg - 288.88°)]. The correlation of the dose equivalent rates with 
Bm is based on the expectation that the dipole component of the Earth's magnetic field is the dominant 
influence on the global cosmic ray distribution. The alternative is to use the cut-off rigidity, Rc, as 
parameter of the global dose rate distributions. The effective vertical cut-off rigidity as a function of 
geographical latitude and longitude was taken from a table in Shea et al. [20]. As discussed earlier [5], 
compared with Bm, Rc is the better suited parameter.  
 
At aviation flight altitudes, the instruments respond in different ways to some components of the 
cosmic radiation and, for physical reasons some components cannot be detected by the instrument at 
all. Differences were observed between the dosemeter readings of the ionising component as well as 
between the neutron dose equivalent readings of the modified NMX rem counter and the other 
counters. The first can be explained by the influence of the muon component, the latter by the 
difference in the dose equivalent response to high energy neutrons [5]. The main difference of the 
NMX from standard rem counters (NM and LB) is that above 10 MeV the fluence response of the 
standard counters drops down to much lower values than the fluence-to-ambient dose equivalent 
conversion factor h
*(10), while the NMX response is much better matched. It was found that the ratio 
of the rem counter readings varied only slightly with the geomagnetic latitude and altitude and even at 
mountain altitudes of 3600 m (at the Jungfraujoch Research Facility, Switzerland) and at altitudes of 
70 m (PTB ground level), values similar to those at the flight altitudes were observed [11]. This 
observation indicates great similarity in shape of the energy distributions of the neutron fluence both 
globally and at all altitudes as already predicted by Monte Carlo computations [21,22]. The ratios 
11 . 0 75 . 1 ± = nn R  (reading from the NMX divided by the reading of the NM) and  09 . 0 50 . 1 ± = nl R  
(reading of the NMX divided by the reading of the LB) can be used in cosmic radiation fields to 
convert the NM and the LB readings to that of the NMX. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A.9.4    RESULTS OF THE FIELD CALIBRATION 
152The combination of two monitors, i.e. ionisation chamber IC and neutron rem Counter NMX with the 
response extended to measure high energy neutrons, has been adopted as a suitable monitor for the 
total dose equivalent. The sum of their readings was calibrated against the TEPC. Fig. A 9.1 shows 
distributions of the absorbed dose rate and the dose equivalent rate obtained an flights in the North 
Pole region (flights between Frankfurt and Chicago, and Frankfurt and Fairbanks).  
Fig. A 9. 1.  Distributions of  absorbed dose rate, d(y), and dose equivalent rate, h(y), as function of lineal 
energy y [9] from measurements during flights between Frankfurt and Chicago (Oct. 1998) and Frankfurt and 
Fairbanks (Feb. 1999). The distribution is the result obtained from a measuring time of 19,7 h and corresponds 
to a mean absorbed dose rate of (dD/dt) = 2,8 µGy h
-1 and a dose equivalent rate of (dH/dt) = 6,0 µSv h
-1. The 
low-LET fraction (y < 10 keV µm
-1) accounts for 46%, the high-LET fraction (y > 10 keV µm
-1) for 54% of the 
total dose equivalent rate. 
 
The "field calibration factor" [8] for the sum of the NMX and the IC readings is 0.96 ± 0.02. The 
statistical uncertainty is only 2% but many other factors contribute to the uncertainty [8]. The total 
uncertainty for TEPC dose equivalent measurements in cosmic radiation can be estimated at about 5% 
to 10% which justifies the use of 1.0 ± 0.1 as the "practical field calibration factor" for the sum of the 
NMX and the IC readings against the TEPC. 
 
 
A.9.5    COINCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS WITH TEPC AND CACS 
The dose equivalent distributions obtained from the TEPC PC system include all particles, charged 
and uncharged, while the dose equivalent distributions furnished by the TEPC-CACS system include 
only the charged particles. However, the coincidence efficiency of the TEPC-CACS system was lower 
than 100%. The coincidence losses from the pulse height processing were corrected by comparing the 
number of events in the gated and non-gated pulse height spectra of the CACS. The remaining reason 
for the loss of part of the CACS gate signals was that charged particles can pass through the apertures 
of the cylindrical CACS from top to bottom. The geometrical solid angle between the centre of the 
TEPC and the two apertures is about 15% of the total solid angle. If the charged particles are 
isotropically distributed in space, the coincidence efficiency would be 85%. When the CACS is 
operated in the horizontal position and assuming that the direction distribution is given by 
I(ϑ) =I0 cos
nϑ with n  ≈  2.2, the coincidence efficiency would be 95%. Although the direction 
distribution at flight altitudes is not precisely known, it can be expected from previous work [24] that 
the exponent n increases with increasing altitude, and this would produce an even higher coincidence 
efficiency. It seems sufficient to assume a value of (90 ± 5)%. 
 
Fig. A 9.2 shows the dose equivalent from the TEPC system together with the dose equivalent 
distribution simultaneously obtained from the TEPC-CACS system (with only the electronic but not 
the geometrical correction for the coincidence efficiency applied).  
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Fig. A. 9.2. Mean dose equivalent rate distributions from the TEPC as shown in Fig. 1 (dotted curve) together 
with the  distribution of only those events from the TEPC which are due to charged particles (solid curve). The 
measurements were carried out simultaneously. 
 
The TEPC dose equivalent was measured during flights between Frankfurt and Chicago, and 
Frankfurt and Fairbanks (the TEPC distribution shown is identical to that in Fig. 1). In the low-LET 
region (lineal energies lower than l0 keV⋅µm
-1), the TEPC-CACS and the TEPC distributions have a 
similar shape but the TEPC-CACS distribution covers only 80% of the events detected by the TEPC. 
Part of the losses are due to the finite coincidence efficiency of 90 ± 5%. When this correction is 
included in the TEPC-CACS, the low-LET dose equivalent rate still is only 90% of that from the 
TEPC. The difference may be attributed to a photon dose equivalent contribution of about 10 ± 5%. 
Experimental values of photon dose equivalent fractions which could be compared with the value 
given here have not yet been published, however, a 10% fraction of photons in the low-LET dose 
equivalent seems to be a reasonable number since annihilation and bremsstrahlung photons must 
certainly be present in cosmic radiation at flight altitudes [24]. 
 
The comparison between TEPC and TEPC-CACS in the high-LET region (lineal energies higher than 
10 keV⋅µm
-1) reveals great differences. It is obvious that the greater fraction of the TEPC high-LET 
dose equivalent is caused by non-charged particles, i. e. neutrons, but a significant fraction is detected 
in the TEPC-CACS and this demonstrates the presence of a high-LET charged particle contribution. 
Photons, electrons and muons cannot, in general, produce the high-LET events. The contribution must 
be due to protons and pions. Theoretical estimations [25] indicate, however, that the pion dose 
fraction is much smaller than the proton dose fraction. Relative to the TEPC, the respective TEPC-
CACS dose equivalent fraction is about 25%. With the same coincidence efficiency as before, i.e. 90 
± 5%, the high-LET dose equivalent is composed at a 30% fraction from protons (and pions) and a 
70% fraction from neutrons.  
 
 
A.9.6   CONCLUSIONS 
The `field calibration' which has allowed a combination of two instruments to be calibrated against 
the TEPC as the reference instrument for ambient dose equivalent, is an essential step in our 
experiment. The "field calibration factor" of 0.96 determined supports the expectation that the IC 
nearly correctly measures the direct ionising component (electron, muon, proton, pion,...) and the 
photon dose fractions, while the lead-modified neutron rem counter is a suitable neutron dose 
equivalent meter at all neutron energies. Each of the instruments shows negligible sensitivity to that 
type of particle for which the measurement of the other one is best suited. It appears that the 
combination of IC and NMX can also measure to some extent the proton dose equivalent fractions, 
since the electromagnetic interaction of protons can be detected by the IC while the NMX can detect 
part of the dose equivalent fraction produced by the strong interaction of high energy protons. The 
NMX reading should, therefore, be attributed not only to the neutron dose equivalent but in part also 
to the strong interaction of protons (pions). This is important when theoretical and experimental 
partial dose equivalent fractions are compared. 
 
154The highest dose equivalent rates of the "ionising component" and the "neutron component" were 
found in the North Pole region and the lowest ones around the equator. For Bm < 30°N (equator 
region) and for Bm > 60°N (North Pole region), the spatial distributions are nearly constant. The 
measurements are not indicative of an enhancement of the dose rate in the vicinity of the magnetic 
poles. The present measurements are generally in agreement with previous evaluations [10,26]. In the 
lower altitude range beneath the "Pfotzer maximum" (about 25 km altitude), the altitude dependence 
of the cosmic radiation intensity is usually described by an exponential function. However, for the 
altitude range which is of greatest importance for civil aviation, 8.5 km (FL 280) to 11.9 km (FL 390), 
linear relations between dose equivalent rates and altitude were found to be fair approximations (cf. 
Fig. 4). 
 
For the altitudes mainly investigated the dose equivalent rate distributions as a function of magnetic 
latitude Bm and cut-off rigidity Rc can be described by simple functions to allow rough estimates. The 
uncertainties of these estimates are approximately 10% to 15%. 
 
The coincidence experiment with the TEPC and the CACS has unambiguously confirmed that almost 
the entire fraction (90%) of the low-LET radiation at flight altitudes is produced by charged particles, 
while only a small fraction (about 10%) may be attributed to photons. The high-LET dose equivalent 
contribution comprises a fraction of 30% from the incident charged particles, while the major part of 
70% is to be attributed to neutrons. 
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The work done by the Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf (ARCS) on measurements and simulation 
of the cosmic radiation is summarized in the following. Standard radiation equipment (GM-Counter, 
ionisation chamber, neutron monitor) as well as more sophisticated equipment as a Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counter (TEPC) have been used successfully for in-flight measurements. All 
instrumentation have been characterized in standard radiation photon and neutron fields. The response 
of a TEPC has been simulated by the Monte Carlo transport code FLUKA. Absorbed dose and dose 
equivalent distribution of lineal energy y have been determined for several kind of  photon and neutron 
sources. 
A 10.1 Instrumentation and Description 
During EC projects ACREM (Air Crew Radiation Exposure Monitoring) and DOSMAX (Dosimetry 
of Aircrew Exposure to Radiation During Solar Maximum)ARCS investigated several active dose 
assessment methods for aircrew exposure:  
Combination of conventional radiation protection instruments (ionisation chamber, neutron monitor) 
Combination of conventional instruments and calculations (GM-counter combined with numerical 
calculations called together “ACREM system”) 
TEPC 
 
Tab. 1: List of used detector systems. 
Detector  Instrument Type  to detect 
TEPC   12,7 cm TEPC sphere,  
Far West type detector 
Low LET / high LET 
GM – counter  Robust  standard  military 
radiation survey meter 
Non – neutron component 
High pressure ionization chamber  Reuter Stokes Chamber   Non – neutron component 
Neutron monitor  LB6411, Berthold  Neutron / hadronic component 
 
All instruments were tested to be aviation qualified in certified laboratories according the regulations 
specified  in  EUROCAE ED-14c / RTCA DO-160C and DO-160D. Further electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) tests have been performed in running aircraft at ground. Environmental tests show 
the usability of the equipment under aviation conditions. To investigate solar events, ACREM and 
TEPC instruments were fix-installed at several aircrafts (Lufthansa, AUA, VARIG) for long-term in-
flight investigations. 
 
A 10.1.1 Combination of conventional radiation protection instruments 
GM-Counter and Ionization chamber  
The dose of direct ionizing particles and photons were monitored with two different radiation detector 
systems: GM counters (GM) and Ionizatuion Chambers (IC). 
158-The GM counter (GM) is a commercial available photon dose rate meter (SSM1), used as military 
and civil survey and environmental monitor. It is a many-sided programmable instrument (dose, dose 
rate, integration time, etc.) microprocessor controlled, with a serial input / output interface and works 
with a laptop based data acquisition system. Fig. A10.1 shows the transportable measurement 
equipment and data acquisition system. 
 
   
Fig. A10.1: High integrated and transportable 
measurement equipment for measuring the non 
neutron component using an external GM-detector and 
a PC controlled data acquisition system. 
Fig.A10. 2: The high pressure ionization chamber 
works at 2.5 MPa of argon gas, active volume of 8000 
cm³ for measuring the non neutron component. The 
data acquisition unit is installed in an easy 
transportable bag. The white disk in the top of the bag 
cover shows the GPS antenna. 
 
The ionization chamber (IC) is a spherical high pressure argon gas ionization chamber with 254 mm 
diameter, this is an active volume of 8000  cm³ (Type: Reuters Stokes). The very low current 
measurement system has been special designed for measurements under aviation environmental 
conditions and works under  software control of a note-book computer. The IC is well suited to be 
used for  dosimetry in low intense environmental radiation. Fig.A10.1 and A10.2 show the IC detector 
and the transportable measurement bag which provides a automatic data acquisition controlled by a 
laptop [WIN99]. 
 
Neutron Monitor 
The neutron monitor operated by ARCS is a spherical, moderated rem counter, using a 
3He detector, 
type: Berthold, LB 6411, (LB). It  has been designed to measure H*(10) for neutron energies from 
thermal up to 20MeV (Fig.A10.3). 
Fig.A10.3:Dosimeter for the neutron component: The LB (marked by LB 6411) 
is a spherical rem counter specifically tailored to correctly measure H
*(10) in 
the entire energy region from thermal to 20 MeV. 
One analysed approach is using a combination of the ionization chamber 
(IC) and the neutron monitor (NM). Using the reference TEPC 
instrument, a calibration factor for the combination of both detectors 
have been determined by field calibration during in-flight investigations. 
 
 
 
 
 
159A10.1.2 Combination of conventional instruments and calculations 
Another method is the active on-board routine-dose-assessment monitor called ACREM (Air Crew 
Radiation Monitor), which combines measurements with one radiation detector (small and reliable 
GM-counter) and cosmic-ray transport calculations. A block diagramm of this system is shown in 
Fig.A10.4. For each flight co-ordinate a conversion factor from the non-neutron radiation component 
to ambient dose equivalent is calculated and used to multiply with the GM counter reading. Using a 
cosmic ray transport code for the calculation of the conversion factors, the ACREM instrument 
provides air-crew dose assessment and active real-time monitoring. The results agree with the above 
mentioned method of combined instruments within less than 10%. A picture of the ACREM system 
fixed installation is shown in Fig.A10.5. 
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Fig.A10.4: ACREM dose assessment approach. GM-
measurements are combined with trasnport 
calculations. A table of conversion factors gives for 
each geographical position, the relation of the 
calculated total dose to the non-neutron dose 
component. 
Fig. A10.5: Fix-installation of the airborne 
qualified ACREM system for active aircrew dose 
assessment. 
 
 
A 10.1.3 TEPC 
The used reference instrument is a spherical TEPC (TE-sphere: 12.6 cm, “large TEPC”, Far West 
Technology, Inc., Goleta, USA) operated with an ARCS developed low noise linear-preamplifier, 
logarithmic amplifier and a commercially available portable multi-channel analyser (MCA) [KER98] 
(is not in  the references!). The MCA contains a programmable high voltage supply, a main amplifier 
and an 8192 channel ADC. The whole system operates software controlled with a note-book computer 
based data acquisition system. The pulse-height spectra and frequency distribution f(y) were obtained 
with one logarithmic amplifier for more than 4 decades by the logarithmic amplifier. The dose 
distributions  d(y) were calculated by d(y) = y f(y). The dose equivalent distributions h(y) were 
calculated by applying the quality factors Q(y) ≅ Q(L) to d(y),  i. e.  h(y) = Q(y) d(y). The counter 
volume is large enough to achieve good statistics of environmental measurement during 1000 s. The 
selected measuring time in-flight altitude was 1000s. The TEPC pulse height spectra and 
corresponding start/stop times (UTC) were automatically and continuously stored in PCs. Fig. A10.6 
shows the airborne proofed TEPC detector. Since 2000 a transportable TEPC called HAWK 
manufactured by Far–West[FAR00] is used in a hand luggage sized bag, shown in Fig.A10.7. 
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Fig. A10.6:  The transportable and airborne 
proofed ARCS TEPC reference detector in a robust 
transport bag. 
Fig.A10. 7: Transportable TEPC - HAWK detector. 
 
A 10.2 Instrument Calibration  
All instruments have been investigated in different photon (energies up to 7 MeV) and neutron 
(energies up to 66 MeV) radiation fields at several European research laboratories (PSI, PTB, ARCS, 
CERN). The standard neutron rem-counter (used as neutron monitors) gives a response comparable 
with the specification of the manufacturers. For high energetic neutrons their response is significantly 
lower than the fluence to ambient dose equivalent conversion function h*(10).  
The dose equivalent response of the photon dosimeters (GM-counter, ionization chamber) were less 
than 1% for neutrons of energies between 0,5 MeV and 66 MeV. In the low energy region, around 
200 keV a response of about 10% could be observed. The uncertainty of photon contribution in this 
radiation field conditions is about in the same dose rate range. In photon radiation fields the neutron 
monitors show no measurable dose response, even by using photon dose rates by a factor of 100 
higher compared to the conditions in flight altitudes. Repeatable, unexpected higher readings for the 
first 20  s at Co-60 conditions were observed for the Berthold neutron monitors (LB). The dose 
equivalent responses of all photon dosimeters used are close to one for energies up to 1 MeV photons. 
At 7 MeV photon energy the GM –counter shows a 25% higher response compared to results of the 
ionization chamber.  
This standard calibration of dosimeters used for air crew dose assessment in reference fields makes it 
possible to compare instruments under standard conditions (or conditions close to these). The essential 
step in the calibration described for cosmic radiation in the athmosphere is the field calibration. 
Consideration of the fundamental principles of a TEPC allows the conclusions that the TEPC is at 
present the best suited instrument to perform the "field calibrations" in cosmic radiation at flight 
altitudes. 
The fluence response of a TEPC (even used without build-up caps providing secondary charged 
particle equilibrium) will be greater than the conversion function h*(10) thus, the dose equivalent 
measurement with such a system will still be a conservative estimate of the ambient dose equivalent in 
the neutron energy range up to 66 MeV. 
A 10.3 In-flight Investigations and Results 
During 10 in-flight investigations (36 city pair destinations, 220 flight hours) between May 1997 and 
February 1999 the solar potential ranged between 474 MV and 650MV. Between the flight levels from 
FL 260 to FL 390 measurements from 85° geographical northern latitude and about 35° geographical 
southern latitude have been performed. The position of the aircraft has been documented in time 
intervals of 300s cockpit data and 15s GPS measurements. The instruments measurement intervals 
161were integrated to 300s (ionisation chamber, GM-counter, neutron monitor). The intervals for the 
TEPC investigations was in general 30 minutes, partly 60 minutes at low dose rates, to get a higher 
statistical certanty of the measurement. 
For an appropriate comparison of the in-flight data, the same flight position and solar condition have 
to be considert. For comparing all geographical co-ordinates, geomagnetic latitudes have been 
calculated using a simple dipole model: 
 
 sin(Bm) = sin(BP) · sin(Bg) + cos(Bp) · cos(Lg – Lp) 
 
Bm  ...  magnetic latitude in degrees. 
Bp, Lp  ...  latitude and longitude of the magnetic North pole (1990: 79.13°N, 288.88°E) in degrees. 
Bg, Lg  ...  geographical latitude and longitude in degrees. 
 
Fig.A10.8 and Fig.A10.9 show examples of in-flight investigations and comparision of results. The 
dependence of the dose equivalent rate for the combination of a lead modified rem counter  and an 
ionization chamber (NMX+IC by PTB-Braunschweig), the ACREM instrument, a large volume TEPC 
and the LUIN99 results in terms of effective dose of the geomagnetic latitude for 9.5 km to 11.9 km 
(31,000 ft to 39,000ft). The results show a good agreement within about 20% and better.  
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Fig.A10.8: Dose equivalent rate  for a range of typical 
sub-sonic flight-altitudes between 9.5  km (31,000 ft) 
and 11.9 km (39,000ft) for a combination of the lead 
modified rem  counter and an ionization chamber 
(NMX+IC), the ACREM instrument, a large volume 
TEPC and the LUIN99 calculations. Data where given 
for magnetic latitude Bm above 60° N and Bm between –
30° and +30° in the equator region. 
Fig.A10. 9: Dependence of the dose equivalent 
rate for a combination of a lead modified rem   
counter and an ionization chamber (NMX+IC), the 
ACREM instrument, a large volume TEPC and the 
LUIN99 results in terms of Effective dose of the 
geomagnetic latitude for FL  350, i.e. 10.7  km 
(35,000 ft) 
 
A 10.4 Monte Carlo simulations of the TEPC reference instrument 
A Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (TEPC) is a standard instrument for measurements in a 
mixed radiation field. Particular in aircrew radiation dosimetry the TEPC is of major interest for usage 
as reference instrument [ROS94], [SIM95], [BEC99]. It measures the microdosimetric distribution of 
absorbed dose as a function of the lineal energy y over several order of magnitude and for different 
kind of nuclear particles. Folding this distribution with the quality function, dose equivalent is 
provided. Numerical simulations are necessary to understand the instrument response to unknown 
sources and to evaluate the relation between different dosimetric quantities such as absorbed dose, 
ambient dose equivalent and effective dose. For this purpose, the Fluka code [FAS01] is used to 
simulate the energy deposition and particles fluence rate inside a TEPC [BEC03]. Fluka is a Monte 
162Carlo code able to simulate transport and interaction of electromagnetic and hadronic particles in any 
target material over a wide energy range (from 20 TeV down to 1 keV for all particles and down to 
thermal energy for neutrons). Fluka is widely used for both basic research and applications in radiation 
protection and dosimetry, radiobiology, radiotherapy and cosmic ray calculations. 
TEPC Simulation with Fluka 
The geometrical model simulated with Fluka consists of a 3-D structure centered in the TEPC which 
takes into account the Hawk assembly. The TEPC detector is supposed to be irradiated by different 
kind of particles and energies, impinging on the lateral wall and transported through all the structure. 
The average energy deposition, and hence absorbed dose, from the source particles is calculated inside 
the gas. 
The low pressure of the gas requires large numbers of MC calculations to achieve a reasonably 
statistic accuracy for the simulation results. The analysis of at least 10 different runs with 10
6-10
7 
source particles is used to estimate the different moments in order to assess the statistical convergence. 
The uncertainty of the total absorbed dose in the gas is about 1%. That requires around 10-15 hours of 
CPU time for each calculation on a dual Intel Xeon, 1.8 GHz processor with 1GB RAM based on a 
Linux operating system. The lower energy cut-off used for electrons and photons is 1 keV. Neutrons 
are transported down to thermal energies, using a multigroup cross-sections data set appositely 
selected for FLUKA from the most recent evaluations. 
The total energy deposited inside the TEPC gas is a small fraction (e.g. 10
-6) of the incoming photon 
energy. A careful check of the sensitivity of the calculations to different instrument parameters has 
been done [BEC03]. In particular, it has been found out, that the energy spectrum of the source, the 
gas composition and the structure around the TEPC have most influence on the final results. Beside 
average quantities, Fluka has the unique capability to score energy deposition on an event by event 
basis between given energy limits distributed over e.g. 1024 channels. This provides the lineal energy 
distribution.  
Microdosimetric spectra 
Fluka calculates the deposited energy in a given energy range as a function of the energy channel. 
Each channel has a lower and upper energy limit, from which the average energy can be calculated. 
The corresponding lineal energy y is given dividing the average deposited energy in each channel by 
the mean chord length of the microdosimetric volume. In Fig.A10.11 a comparison of the dose 
distribution yd(y) simulated with Fluka and measured with two different Hawk systems is shown for a 
60Co source. The distribution shows a range of the lineal energy from 10
-2 to 10
3 keV/µm. As expected 
for a low-LET radiation, the main part of the contribution is below 10keV/µm. While the lower 
threshold of the measurements seems to be at 0.5 keV/µm, the simulation calculates values below this 
threshold. It has been published that some other TEPC systems are also able to measure below a 
threshold of 0.5 keV/µm i.e. 0,1 keV/µm [TAY02]. To take into account this missing part of the 
spectra, the measurements are usually presented with a linear interpolation below the threshold (shown 
as a dashed line in the figure.  To correct this missing part for calculation of the absorbed dose values 
an extrapolation with a 
60Co spectra has been applied. 
The same comparison is done for a neutron source of 0.5 MeV, shown in Fig.A10.12. For neutrons the 
microdosimetric spectrum shows that the dose contribution comes mostly for lineal energy larger than 
10keV/µm (called high-LET).  
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Fig.A10.11: Microdosimetric spectra yd(y) vs. y for 
a 
60Co source. Comparison between simulation and 
measurements 
Fig.A10.12: Microdosimetric spectra for a 0.5 
MeV neutron source. Comparison between 
simulation and measurements 
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Fig. A10.13:  Microdosimetric spectra for an 
241AmBe source. Comparison between simulation 
and measurements. 
Fig. A10.14: Microdosimetric spectra for the 
CERF-facility. Comparison between simulation 
and measurements 
 
A comparison for an 
241AmBe source, without any lead cap, is shown in Fig.A10.13. In these spectra 
both the neutron and photon components are clearly discernible.  
Since Fluka can handle high energy radiation, the simulation of the microdosimetric spectra expected 
in the CERF facility [MIT02] was also carried out. The measurement with the ARCS-TEPC was done 
on top of the concrete roof-shield, in position CT10 [AUT03]. For the simulation the spectral fluence 
rate for neutrons and photons were considered at the same position. It has been taken into account that 
the photon fluence is about a factor of two higher than the neutron one on the concrete roof shield due 
to (n,γ) reactions. Fig.A10.15 shows the comparison of the simulated microdosimetric spectrum by 
Fluka and ARCS-TEPC measurements. The figure distinguishes also the contribution from neutrons 
(green dots) and photons (black dots) calculated with FLUKA. It should be pointed out that some 
additional components are not taken into account in the simulation: Such as muon coming from 
secondary beams in neighbouring beam lines and not under direct control of the experiment. However, 
the simulated and measured spectra are in good agreement [ROL04]. 
TEPC response to cosmic ray field 
The main components of the radiation field at civil aviation altitude have been calculated using the 
Monte Carlo transport code FLUKA as described in detail in [FER01] .The energy spectra for 
neutrons, protons, photons, electrons, positrons and muons in free atmosphere were calculated at 
10580 m altitude. Some of these spectra are shown in Figures (15-18)a. The primary spectra entered in 
164the simulations correspond to a solar deceleration potential (SDP) of 465 MV and to a vertical cut-off 
rigidity rc= 0.4 GV. 
These spectra have been used as sources for the irradiation of the TEPC as described before The 
absorbed dose distribution is calculated as a function of lineal energy inside the TEPC for all the 
different kinds of particles and spectral energies distributions and is shown in Figures 15-18b.  The 
corresponding input fluence rate and energy distribution is shown in figure 15-18a. All figures are 
normalized to one source particle. As expected, the bulk of the distribution for high LET particles, 
such as neutron, appears mainly above y = 10 keV·µm-1. The distribution of low LET particles, such 
as electrons, photons and positrons, is very similar and below y = 10 keV·µm-1. The charged pions 
and muons distribution is below 100 keV·µm-1. The total absorbed dose distribution is computed 
summing up the contribution of each particle weighted with its relative fluence value in Fig.A10.19.  
 
 
Fig. A10.15a: Spectral neutron fluence as calculated 
by FLUKA 
 
 
Fig.A10.15b: Microdosimetric neutron spectra y·d(y) 
as seen by the FLUKA simulated TEPC 
 
Fig. A10.16a: Spectral proton fluence as calculated by 
FLUKA. 
 
Fig.A10.16b: Microdosimetric proton spectra y·d(y) 
as seen by the FLUKA simulated TEPC. 
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Fig. A10.17a: Spectral photon fluence as calculated by 
FLUKA. 
 
Fig.A10.17b: Microdosimetric photon spectra y·d(y) 
as seen by the FLUKA simulated TEPC 
 
Fig. A10.18a: Spectral electron and positron fluence 
as calculated by FLUKA. 
 
Fig. A10.18b: Microdosimetric electron and 
positron spectra y·d(y) as seen by the FLUKA 
simulated TEPC 
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Fig. A10.19:  Measured microdosimetric spectrum for all the particles. The total 
absorbed dose distribution is computed summing up the contribution of each particle 
weighted with its relative fluence value. 
 
For all of them the corresponding ambient dose equivalent distribution is calculated folding the 
absorbed dose rate with the ICRP-74 quality factor as a function of linear energy transfer.  
For example, in Fig.A10.20 the absorbed dose distribution (black) is shown together with the red 
curve resulting from the multiplication of the region above 10 keV/µ with the Q factor. The integral 
below the two curves is the dose equivalent. The average Q calculated over all the spectral distribution 
is 2.  
   
Fig.A10.20: Simulated absorbed dose (black) and 
dose equivalent (black+red) distribution for protons 
Fig. A10.21: Microdosimetric spectra y·h(y) due to all 
particles as seen by the FLUKA simulated TEPC 
compared to the measured one, normalized to the 
absolute fluence 
 
167A comparison of the simulated and measured ambient dose equivalent rate distributions is shown in 
Figure 21, for a measurement time of one hour. The HAWK was installed on board of a Lufthansa 
aircraft A340 flying between Frankfurt and Vancouver on March the 10th, 2003. The instrument was 
positioned in the business class on a left window seat, row 12, close to two passengers. Both curves 
are normalized to the absolute values of the ambient dose equivalent. The measurements onboard the 
aircraft show a good agreement with the simulation in free atmosphere for the low LET part. For the 
high LET region a significant reduction can be observed [BEC04]. 
Conclusions on TEPC Simulation of reference instruments and on-board measurements 
The comparisons between the simulated and measured microdosimetric spectra in photons, neutrons 
and mixed radiation fields are in good agreement. It has also been used to calculate the radiation field 
at aircraft altitudes to simulate the TEPC response to this field. The microdosimetric spectra were 
calculated in the free atmosphere for each kind of particle produced during the atmospheric shower. 
TEPC simulation have been compared with TEPC in-flight measurements done at the same 
geographical position, altitude and same solar condition. TEPC measurements within the aircraft show 
an reduced ambient dose equivalent rate of about 25% compared to calculations in free atmosphere. 
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A 11. Passive Multidetector system -  (ANPA-stack) 
 
A 11.1 New Detection Principles of the ANPA-stack 
Passive detectors are very attractive for in-flight measurements, because of their small size, low weight, lack 
of need of electrical power and of the stringent requirements for the environmental parameters (temperature, 
vibration and interference with the on-board instrumentation). 
A passive multidetector stack was developed at the Italian National Agency for Environmental Protection 
(ANPA-stack), which makes it possible  to measure directly-ionizing radiations, low- and high-energy 
neutrons, and HZE particles (1,2). 
The stack consists of several types of passive devices, namely recoil- and fission-track detectors, bubble 
detectors,  thermo-luminescent dosemeters, and an electronic personal dosemeter. Most of these detectors 
have been used on earth for the assessment of the occupational exposure (3), or in outer space for cosmic-ray 
physics and/or for the assessment of the dose received by astronauts (4-6). 
A great deal of efforts and new developments have been required to make these detectors useful for in-flight 
measurements (7-9) with special regards to the use of large-area detector stacks. 
Even though this multidetector system presents the complexity typical of cosmic ray stacks, the scanning of 
many different types of detectors is relatively simple and rapid, as required for dosimetric applications. 
In particular, a simple microfiche reader can be useful to scan large areas of different types of neutron 
detectors for the counting of both fission-induced aluminum  spots or electrochemically etched recoil tracks. 
For all these techniques, the detection principle is based on  high-LET particle-induced avalanche processes, 
which greatly  facilitate the registration of tracks. 
These avalanche processes are based on bubble formation, electrical breakdowns in thin film capacitors, 
spark- or electrochemical-breakdown induction at track sites (3,10). 
A major drawback of damage-track detectors is their large and unpredictable background. This problem has 
been finally solved by using the detection principle of counting coincidence-track events on matched-pair of 
detectors, not only for long-range particles but also for very short tracks induced by neutron recoils (7-9,11-
14). 
Fig.A.11.1 illustrates the different types of coincident events which may be induced with particle 
tracks. In Fig.A.11.1a, the etched range of the particles is so long that it may cross different track detectors in 
a stack. This coincidence method has been successfully exploited for the registration of high energy charged 
particles-HZE in cosmic rays since the early discovery of damage track detectors (4). This same coincidence 
method  can be applied for short-range particles, provided that the paired detectors are thin enough to be 
crossed by the etchable range of the charged particles. In the past, this method (Fig.A.11.1b) has been 
successfully exploited with such short range particles as fission fragments crossing two thin polyester films 
(7,12,15). Coincident spots are observed on geometrically matched Al replicas obtained after spark counting 
etched-track holes in thin plastic films irradiated under the pair configuration. Similar coincident spots can 
be produced by neutron-recoils in matched pair of 12 m-thick cellulose nitrate films (2). 
Another novel coincidence method is proposed in Fig.A.11.1c, where the etchable track ranges are 
so short that they do not cross any of the detectors, but they just penetrate both of the matched detector 
surfaces. These tracks are typically produced by neutron-induced recoils in polycarbonate and CR-39 
detectors (7-8). The only way to produce coincident spots with these tracks is through the electrochemical 
etching-(ECE) processes. For short range tracks, this type of etching can be considered just the converse of 
the chemical etching, since the short-range recoil tracks keep enlarging under ECE processes, while they 
may disappear from view under chemical etching (10). 
         Fig.A.11.2 shows coincidence events produced by ECE spots on two paired polycarbonate detectors. 
As it can be easily seen, the identification of coincidence events is very simple, in spite of the poor  image of 
the microfiche reader. 
169When compared with the responses of detectors based on counting tracks on a single surface, the 
response of the detectors based on the coincidence-method present the following advantages: 
(i) consistently low background 
(ii) relatively flat response 
(iii) detector with different neutron-energy thresholds. 
In order to obtain  these novel detectors, tens of man-years of research and development  have been required 
(1,7-9,11-16). 
To conclude: different new detectors have been developed thanks to the novel strategy described above, 
which exploits some of the most successful principles of radiation detection (with particular regard to the 
detection of cosmic rays) such as: 
-the use of avalanche processes to facilitate the registration of nuclear tracks; 
-the use of coincidence-counting to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The ANPA-stack is formed by replicates of so many different types of passive detectors that by  appropriate 
choices of the particular  detectors to be used, it is possible to obtain ad-hoc stacks for a variety of different 
applications. In the following,  only those stacks, which have been extensively applied in the past, will be 
described, such as the stack for: 
      -    the measurement of HZE particles with Z>10 
-  the spectrometry of low-and high-energy neutrons 
-  the evaluation of the hardness ratios of neutron-spectra 
-  the dosimetry of the galactic cosmic radiations. 
 
A 11.2 Stack for HZE-particle measurement. 
Measurements of HZE particles are complex and time-consuming especially because of the presence on the 
detector surface of a large track density due to the interaction of neutrons with the detector material. These 
tracks have a length typically less than 100 µm and can be differentiated from those due to HZE particles, 
which have usually a length >> 100 µm. This discrimination can be achieved by using a stack of 12 µm thick 
cellulose nitrate (LR-115 from Kodak) and 20 µm thick polycarbonate films. After exposure, the thin films 
are etched and spark counted (17). Coincidence counting in several different thin-film detectors can be easily 
carried out by shining light through the stack of properly matched large area replicas, induced on the sparked 
thin-aluminum  electrode (2). 
This registration method makes it easy to identify particles with Z > 10 over large detector surfaces. The 
ANPA-stack has been exposed for 50 hours at 40 km altitude on a balloon (2), for 350 hours on the 
Concorde and for about 1000 hours on the route Milan-Los Angeles (18,19) 
In the case of the balloon exposure, 50 particles with Z>10  on a detector area of 225 cm
2 have been 
registered, while on the Concorde, only one single event has been detected on the same area. None of these 
particles has been registered on the subsonic flights. For what concerns the measurements of particles with Z 
< 10 it is necessary to use the method employed at the Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies- DIAS (2,6), 
which is by far less rapid but relatively much more sensitive and accurate. 
 
A 11.3 Stack for  neutron spectrometry 
The basic requirements for a stack for neutron spectrometry (based on the unfolding procedures) is to have 
different detectors, which have a known response as a function of the neutron energy and chosen in such a 
way that all the parts of the expected energy range are included. In order to cover both the low-and the high-
energy range of neutrons, two categories of detectors have been chosen which are based respectively on the 
registration of neutron-induced particle-tracks in organic materials and neutron-induced  fission fragments 
in heavy elements (7-8). The other spectrometer available, which make it possible to cover both the low- 
and the high-energy range of neutrons consists of multisphere hydrogenous moderators, supplemented by 
different thickness of lead shielding to extend the response to high energy neutrons (20,21).  
This multisphere system (upper part of Fig. A.11.3) is not convenient for on-board neutron spectrometry 
because of the limited room available in passenger aircraft. 
However, this spectrometer has been  used on dedicated flights made available by the NASA under the High-
Speed Research Program (21,22). 
When compared with the multisphere spectrometer, the passive ANPA-stack (lower part of Fig. A.11.3)  is 
compact like a portable computer and does not require any technical assistance for on-board measurements.  
Fig.A.11.4 shows the responses versus the neutron energy of 8 different neutron detectors contained in the 
ANPA-stack. They can be divided in the two following categories (1,7-9,13-14): 
170(I) known detectors such as bubble detectors (BD-100R) and recoil-track detectors based on counting track-
spots on a single surface (CR-39-1, PC-1, and LR-115-1). 
(II) new detectors based on coincidence counting of paired spots CR-39-2, PC-2, LR-115-2, and bismuth. 
Because of its simplicity and compactness, the ANPA-stack has been exposed on passenger aircrafts simply 
by asking pilots to take the stack on board. 
In Fig. A.11.5, the spectrum taken with the passive stack spectrometer flown along the Milan-Los Angeles 
route (23,24) is compared with those taken on the top of the concrete reference radiation  facility at CERN 
(25) and at high-altitude at 0.8 GV geomagnetic cutoff rigidity (22). This figure shows that the in-flight 
spectrum measured by Golhagen at al. (22) by a multisphere spectrometer does not have as large a high-
energy peak as that obtained at CERN (25). It is clear from Fig.A.11.5 that the spectra obtained by the 
multisphere spectrometer have different shapes and they are also different from that obtained by the ANPA-
stack. In this last spectrum, the peak at high neutron energies is clearly located at about 300 MeV instead of 
100 MeV as for the other two spectra. This 300 MeV peak-energy is consistent with the minimum of the 
neutron cross sections of O, C, and N (26). As an aside, it is  also important to mention that the proton 
fluence at aviation altitudes is peaked around a few hundreds of MeV (27). Incidentally, the spectrum 
obtained with the ANPA-stack has not been corrected for the proton component of the cosmic ray field as 
for the Goldhagen spectrum (22). In order to improve the knowledge of the high-energy part of the neutron 
spectrum, new investigations have been undertaken to develop detectors for high energy neutrons based on 
fission reactions. 
In particular, these fission detectors make it possible to evaluate the spectrum hardness which, in case of 
neutron dosimetry, represents a simple alternative to neutron spectrometry. 
 
 
A 11.4  Stack for the evaluation of the hardness ratio of neutron spectra 
Neutron induced fission cross-sections for some heavy nuclei (
235U, 
238U, 
232Th, 
209Bi) are internationally 
recommended as secondary standards for neutron flux monitoring in the energy region above 20 MeV 
(28,29). Extensive investigations have been carried out in the 1990s to study the response of the Bi-fission 
detectors for the measurement of high energy neutrons (9,11,12,16).  
In addition to bismuth, other heavy nuclei such as gold and tantalum have been studied for the detection of 
high energy neutrons through fission-induced reactions (13). In spite of the low fission cross-sections of 
these materials, sufficiently high sensitivity was achieved with the multi-detector stack developed at ANPA. 
These achievements are important, since these detectors make it possible to exploit the excellent 
characteristics of the fission reactions in bismuth, gold and tantalum for the measurements of high energy 
neutrons, such as: 
-excitation functions well above 20 MeV which eliminate the influences of low energy neutrons, 
-smooth variation of the cross-section with neutron energy, 
-mono-isotopic and non-radioactive materials, which make them easy to transport and handle. 
However, in order to cover both the low- and high-energy range with the same detecting method, it was 
decided to use neutron-induced fission reactions in thorium. 
232Th fissile radiators can be safely handled at 
accelerator facilities but its use outside laboratories is hampered by its radioactivity. For in-flight 
measurements, it could be possible to use thin films of the alloy made by manganese and only a small 
percentage of thorium (2-4%), such as that used in the past for aircraft engine parts. A radiator with only a 
small percentage of thorium could indeed be used thanks to the large signal-to-noise ratio of the ANPA 
stack. 
  The response of these detectors has been extensively investigated at the quasi-monoenergetic neutron 
beam facility at The Svedberg Laboratory of the Uppsala University in cooperation with the Khlopin Radium 
Institute (KRI). This cooperation was facilitated by the fact that the V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute (KRI) 
and Uppsala University (UU) were carrying out a joint program of (n,f) cross-section measurements in the  
energy region between 30 and 180 MeV (30). The cooperation between ANPA, the Svedberg laboratory and 
the KRI group, even though it was just  accidental, made it possible to measure neutron induced fissions in 
bismuth, gold, tantalum by two different techniques (namely the spark counting of etched through holes (17) 
and the thin film breakdown counter (31,32)), by which accurate calibrations of different detectors   have 
been obtained. The accurate knowledge of the detector response in the neutron energy range from 30 MeV to 
180 MeV is very important because the prediction power of available nuclear reaction models and codes (for 
these neutron energies) is yet not reliable (30) and because the peak of cascade neutrons falls within this 
energy range. 
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the detector responses from  the extensive  data-base available on  protons (13,33). 
Fig. A.11.6  shows the fission-cross section of bismuth, gold, tantalum, and thorium obtained with the 
procedures described above. The response of fission-fragment track detectors for  neutrons of different 
energies is proportional to the product of the fission cross-sections, σ(n,f), and the fluence at the same 
energy. For this reason, the response ratio for any given detector can be easily calculated if both the neutron 
spectrum and the cross-sections are known. These detector ratios have been calculated for most of the high-
energy spectra available respectively at CERN, high-altitude mountains and at civil aviation altitudes, as 
reported in Table A.11.1. All these spectra can be divided in two broad categories formed respectively by 
spectra (with number from 1 to 8) with the evaporation peak larger than that at high-energy (such as in the 
spectrum obtained by Goldhagen et al.
(22)) and vice-versa (such as the spectrum obtained at the CERN 
facility by Mares and Schraube
(25)). Table A.11.1  reports the values of the hardness ratios of these two 
categories of spectra.  
Extensive measurements have been carried out at CERN on the high-energy field
 (32) with the ANPA-stack 
containing all the fission-fragment detectors described above (13-14). The ratios of the track densities for 
different detector combinations have resulted in the following: Th/Bi=4.3±0.4; Bi/Au=13±1 and 
Th/Au=56±7.  These values are reported in the last row of table A.11.1. It is clear from this table  that the 
two categories of spectra have two different sets of values for the above hardness ratios. In particular, the 
experimentally measured ratio of Bi/Au at the CERN facility is the same as those calculated for the facility 
from the two spectra available (number 9, 10) but it is different from those evaluated for the spectra with 
numbers from 1 to 8.  The other two experimental ratios at the CERN facility (i.e. Th/Bi and Th/Au), which 
are representative of the spectrum hardness, are closer to those evaluated from the spectra with number from 
1 to 8 than to those calculated from the CERN type of spectra (number 9-12).   
From these data it appears that the low-energy part of the spectrum on the top of the concrete facility at 
CERN is similar to that of the  atmospheric spectra (no 1-8), while the high energy part of the CERN 
spectrum is different from that of the atmospheric spectra. In particular, the data seem to indicate that the 
true shape of the cosmic-ray-neutron spectrum is closer to that of the Goldhagen spectrum (22). The 
difference between the Goldhagen spectrum and that obtained with the ANPA-stack could be explained by 
the fact that the latter has not been corrected for the proton component of the cosmic ray field. 
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Table A 11.1  Hardness ratios for spectra respectively with a larger peak at low-energy (1-8) and a larger peak at high-
energy (9-12). Last row: Hardness ratios measured at CERN with the ANPA-stack. 
 
Spectrum 
number 
  Bi/Au Th/Bi  Th/Au 
1  Calculated spectrum at altitude 17.5 km 
(Merker, 1973)
 (34) 
3.8 13  49 
2  Calculated spectrum at depth 50g.cm
-2 
(Armstrong et al., 1973) 
(35) 
3.7 12  44 
3  Calculated spectrum at 23.5 km 
(Hajnal, 1991)
(36) 
3.5 10  35 
4  Measured spectrum at Milan-Los Angeles route 
(Tommasino,  1999)
 (23) 
3.6 9.4  33.8 
5  Measured spectrum at chacaltaya mountain-altitude 
(Zanini et al.,2001)
(24) 
3.7 11  41 
6  Calculated spectrum at 200 g.cm
-2, 4.6 GV cutoff 
(Roesler et al., 1998)
(37) 
3.6 11  40 
7  Calculated spectrum at 56 g.cm
-2, 20 km altitude 
(Goldhagen et al., 2002)
 (22) 
3.7 11  41 
8  Calculated spectrum at 10580 m 
(Ferrari et al., 2001)
(38) 
3.7 11  41 
Mean  3.7±0.1 11±1 41±5 
9  Calculated spectrum at CERN top concrete 
(Heinrich et al., 1999)
 (27) 
4.2 17  70 
10  Measured spectrum at CERN top concrete 
(Mares and Schraube, 1997) 
(25) 
4.7 18  84 
11  Measured spectrum at Zugspitze mountain-altitude 
(Schraube et al, 1997)
(20) 
4.5 18  83 
12  Measured spectrum at PTB site, 1025 g.cm
-2 
(Kurochkin et al., 1999)
(39) 
4.7 19  87 
Mean  4.5±0.2 18±1 81±8 
Measured values at CERN  4.3±0.4 13±1 56±7 
 
 
 
A 11.5 Stack for the dosimetry of the galactic cosmic rays. 
The most convenient dosimeters of the stack for the assessment of the in-flight exposure are respectively 
(18,19): 
-The bubble dosimeters  and the bismuth-fission detectors for the assessment of the dose of  low- and high-
energy neutrons respectively. 
-The TLD detectors for the dosimetry of the non-neutron component (40). 
The simplicity and the compactness of these detectors make them particularly convenient for repeated 
measurements in given routes, as needed for the study of the reproducibility of route doses. For high energy 
neutrons, this dosimetric system makes use of the bismuth fission track detectors. With the bismuth stack, 
typically used at present, it is possible to measure the flux of cosmic ray neutrons with energy greater than 50 
MeV for a single long-haul flight  with a standard deviation better than 20%. In practice, this is the only 
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selective measurements of the dose of high energy neutrons is of interest, specially because they produce 
nuclear disintegrations (stars) in tissue. The selective monitoring of the dose due to star-producing radiations 
should be considered a minimum course of action, because of the limited knowledge  of the radiobiological 
effects of this radiation (41). 
The  dosimetric ANPA-stack has been developed with the specific goal in mind to make use of a system 
which does not require any technical assistance both on earth and on-board. Some problems may arise when 
using TLD detectors (sensitive to the terrestrial radiation and to the X-ray from the security scanning system) 
and thermal neutron detectors (because of their abundance at sea level). Detectors of thermal neutrons are not 
included in the dosimetric ANPA-stack simply because the exposure to thermal neutrons at flight altitude is 
negligible (22,41). 
To overcome the problem of the TLD exposures to terrestrial gamma radiation, the ANPA-stack has been 
supplemented by an electronic personal dosemeter, which makes it possible to differentiate the in-flight 
exposure from that received on earth. 
The neutron-dosimetry response of the ANPA-stack has been studied with mono-energetic beams of low- 
and high-energy neutrons at different facilities within Europe and North-America (18). 
 Inter-comparisons exercises  have been carried out  at the CERN-high-energy neutron-beam facility (18) 
using  the ANPA-stack together  with the CR-39 stack  from the Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies – 
(DIAS-stack) and  two tissue-equivalent proportional counters from the University of Saarland–(USAAR 
HANDI). The response of all these neutron dosimeters is sensitive to both low and high energy neutrons. 
Table A.11.2 reports the responses of these dosimeters relative to the CERN tissue-equivalent proportional 
counter - (CERN-TEPC).  
It appears clear from this table that there is a good agreement between the responses of all four  dosimeters 
with that of the TEPC from CERN. 
 
 
Table A.11.2  Response of different neutron dosemeters relative to that of CERN-TEPC 
 
USAAR-HANDI/CERN-TEPC         0.88 
USAAR-HANDI/CERN-TEPC 1.02 
ANPA-stack/CERN-TEPC  0.95 ± 0.1 
DIAS-stack/CERN-TEPC  1.18 ± 0.12 
 
 
On-board comparison of measurements have been made with the same dosimetric systems, once both 
ANPA-stack and the DIAS-stack have been supplemented with TLDs dosimeters for the measurements of 
the non-neutron response (18,19).  
For this comparison, correction has been made for the exposure of the stack below 8 km, where the real-time 
instrumentation was switched off. 
The average values of the total ambient dose equivalent rates along the three different routes for both passive 
and real-time instrumentation are reported in Table A.11.3 
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DOSIMETRIC SYSTEM    AMBIENT DOSE 
EQUIVALENT RATE 
(µSv/h) 
 MILAN  -  TOKYO 
(8 return flights) 
 
TEPC (USAAR)    4.7  ±  0.4 
STACK (ANPA)    4.7  ±  0.4 
STACK (DIAS)    4.9  ±  0.6 
   
  ROME - RIO DE JANEIRO 
(18 return flights) 
 
TEPC (USAAR)    2.3  ±  0.3 
STACK (ANPA)    2.1  ±  0.2 
STACK (DIAS)    2.4  ±  0.3 
   
  MILAN - LOS ANGELES 
(10 return flights) 
 
TEPC (USAAR)    4.7  ±  0.6 
STACK (ANPA)    4.7  ±  0.5 
STACK (DIAS)    4.8  ±  0.6 
   
 
The values obtained with three different dosimetric systems are highly consistent. The total agreement 
among values obtained with very different dosimetric systems is of particular significance. Within one 
standard deviation all the measured values are the same. The dose rates are mean values over many repeated  
measurements for the same route and the same aircraft. 
The standard deviation includes both the uncertainty of the measurements and the variation of the route 
among the many different flights. Since one standard deviation is only about 10% of the mean measured 
value, it is safe to conclude that the route doses are highly reproducible.  
From the extensive investigations carried out in the past, the dosimetric stack has been used on 107 long-haul 
flights. For a given route such as Rome-Tokyo, all the data (in terms of the ambient dose equivalent) per 
flight   at different phases of the solar cycle, for two different aircrafts (Boeing 747 and 767), at different 
locations within the 767 aircraft are the same within less  than 20%. 
When these data are compared with those obtained in the 1970s, they are 40% higher (19).  According to all 
the data gathered so far, it is safe to state that most of the 40% difference is due to the different dosimetric 
quantities used and to the fact that the contribute to the total dose from high energy neutrons was missing in 
the earlier measurements. 
 
 
A 11.6. Solar flares: retrospective or  prospective dosimetry 
The investigations on the aircrew exposure carried out to date by most of the laboratories are dealing with 
the galactic cosmic radiations, which represent a radiation source always  available and  relatively constant. 
By contrast with galactic cosmic rays, solar flares radiation is totally unpredictable and extremely variable in 
terms of energy spectrum, intensity, direction, and duration. 
Most of the dosimetric systems used on-board so far for the galactic cosmic rays may not be appropriate for 
the solar cosmic rays dosimetry, which requires: 
-the estimate of low-and high-energy neutron-dose in an unknown spectrum, 
-the knowledge of the field geometry to evaluate the effective dose, E,  
- the simplicity,  the reliability, the roughness, the low cost of both the detectors and their maintenance i.e. all 
the requirements typical of a  detector system which should be operated for decades prior to the detection of 
an extremely rare event. The last requirements are very important since solar flares, which may cause a 
significant increase of exposure at flight altitudes , may occur decades apart. The most suitable detectors for 
solar cosmic rays are those based on the registration of neutron-induced particle tracks in plastics, the  
responses of which have been extended to energies above 200 MeV by using monoenergetic protons beams 
from different accelerator facilities from PSI, TSL, DUBNA,  etc.(14).  Fig. A.11.7 shows all the responses 
175obtained to-date (14)  for detectors based neutron-induced particles in  three different track detectors (CR-39, 
PC, LR-115). The data shown in Fig.A.11.7 are consistent with those obtained by Spurny (42). As already 
observed by Spurny (42), there is a good continuity among the neutron- and proton-data, which justifies the 
calibration approach adopted. 
Among all the detectors reported in Fig. A.11.7,  the simultaneous use of  the CR-39 and polycarbonate 
detectors (8) appears to be  the best choice for the assessment of the neutron dose due to solar flare radiation 
respectively because of: 
-the low background when counting coincident track spots in matched surfaces of paired detectors, 
-the possibility to measure the neutron incident angle with these detectors (43), 
-the large decrease in the response ratios between CR-39 and polycarbonate versus the neutron energy, 
which may be useful to estimate the neutron energy. 
Another important characteristic of these two detectors is that they can be both found as consumer products 
in aircraft and could be used for retrospective dosimetry. Indeed, in passenger aircrafts, it is possible to find 
two different types of neutron detectors and/or dosemeters formed respectively by polycarbonate and CR-39 
plastic materials. While the CR-39 may be  found essentially in eyeglass lenses (44-46), the polycarbonate, 
in addition to eyeglass lenses, can be found in different consumer products such as bottles, plastic cups for 
soft drinks, and CD-ROMs (47-49).  
An interesting retrospective polycarbonate dosimeter which can be found on-board is the CD-ROM used for 
music or video (47-49). Some preliminary data have been already gathered with these devices by exposing 
them at CERN (50). However with the CD-ROMs it is not possible to measure the radiation incident angle 
and to ensure that they will survive (as consumer products) long-enough to be exposed to any of the 
extremely rare solar events. 
 In the past, simple systems for the electrochemical etching of test tubes, small bottles, cups, Petri dishes, 
and/or any container have been developed (43,51), which make it possible to use polycarbonate products 
with different shapes as retrospective neutron dosimeter. 
 In particular, polycarbonate bottles have been extensively investigated (43), which are typically used as 
containers of the bubble detectors (52).  The Polycarbonate bottles  can be very useful as back-up detectors 
for the bubble neutron dosimeters in case they happen to be used on board during a large solar flare event, 
which may be large enough to saturate the response of the bubble detectors. Incidentally, the counting of 
electrochemically etched tracks is very similar to that of counting bubbles and the same automatic systems 
can be used to count both devices. 
For what concerns the use of these polycarbonate detectors for retrospective dosimetry, an attractive solution 
could be that to find polycarbonate cups, typically used for soft drinks.  
To date,  it was not possible to find these types of  plastic cups on-board and the simplest way to make them 
available would be to convince the flight companies to use these cups on-board instead of those used at 
present. Unfortunately, these arrangements would be more close to prospective dosimetry than to the 
retrospective one. Moreover, even under these arrangements, we also need to carry out the dosimetry of the 
non neutron-component of the solar cosmic rays. To our knowledge, the retrospective assessment of the total 
exposure to solar cosmic rays can hardly be achieved with the limited number of items that it is possible to 
find on-board. 
The only way to obtain the measurements of this exposure is through prospective dosimetry which, in 
addition to polycarbonate- and CR-39-detectors, requires TLDs and one electronic personal dosimeter, as for 
the stack for galactic cosmic rays. 
Other important requirements for solar flare dosimeter based on CR-39 and polycarbonate detectors is to 
have a sufficiently high response to measure a total dose of about 100 µSv  within 20%. This dose is only 5% 
of the dose of 2 mSv that aircrew typically receive on long-haul flights. Sufficiently large response can be 
achieved not only with CR-39 but also with polycarbonate through the use of large area detectors. To obtain 
information of the geometry of the radiation field which is needed, it is possible to take advantage of the 
strong angular dependence of both CR-39 and polycarbonate on the neutron incident angle (43). 
To this end, tens of polycarbonate foils (characterized by a negligible cost)  with 10cmx10cm areas  can be 
placed at the 6 different surfaces of a cube.  CR-39 is needed in relatively small quantities, since it is 
relatively more sensitive. For this reason, only 2 paired detectors can be placed on 3 mutually orthogonal 
stacks of  the cube. Inside this cube there is enough room to keep the dosimeters mentioned above for the 
non-neutron component: the TLDs plus one electronic personal dosimeter. 
The stack for the dosimetry of solar cosmic rays  has more stringent requirements than that for galactic 
cosmic rays. For these reasons, the former stack can be also conveniently  used for the galactic cosmic rays 
176dosimetry, which is needed for the evaluation of computer-evaluated doses. However, the stack for solar 
cosmic rays shows promise for application in space dosimetry, where solar flares are very frequent events. 
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Figure A 11.1 Different Types of coincident events 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A 11.2 Coincident events produced by neutron-recoil tracks in electrochemically etched polycarbonate 
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Figure A 11.3 Two different neutron spectrometers used for on-board measurements 
(20, 23) 
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Figure A 11.4 Responses vs neutron energy of the different detectors of the 
ANPA-Stack 
 
 
 
 
Figure A 11.5 Different neutron spectra obtained respectively with ANPA-stack on the route Milan-Los Angeles (23), 
with the multisphere spectrometer both at the CERN top of concrete facility (25) and on the NASA ER-2 high-altitude 
aircraft (22). 
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Figure A 11.6  The neutron fission cross-section, (￿(n,f)), of 
232Th, 
209Bi, 
197Au and 
181Ta versus the neutron energy. 
The right hand ordinate is scaled for the thorium cross-section (13). 
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Figure A 11.7   Different detector responses versus the  neutron energy 
184A12    Amira – Aviation  Radiobiological Institute University of Munich 
 
A.12.1             General description of amira – aviation 
The instrument amira-aviation is specifically designed for aviation dosimetry. It 
consists of the prototype version of the active dosemeter amira (active monitoring in 
mixed radiation fields) combined with a mini PC and rechargeable batteries for 
extended power supply of both instruments. The instrument is sized 330mm, 225mm 
and 70mm, and its weight is 5.4kg. It can operate for about 150 hours without the 
need to recharge the batteries. 
 
   amira aviation             |⎯⎯⎯⎯|  10cm 
          
 
A.12.1.1 Amira  dosemeter: 
Amira is an active dosemeter for radiation-protection purposes. It employs a tissue 
equivalent proportional counter, and is, therefore, well suited for measurements in 
mixed radiation fields including a neutron component (size: 148mm x 104mm x 
42mm).  
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185A.12.1.2  TEPC modul of amira dosemeter: 
The instrument employs a simple geometry and a modular design of the detector 
which consists of a stack of three identical A-150 slices with half cylindrical grooves 
on each side. The slices are produced by a moulding technique. The sensitive volume 
of the detector comprises 24 cylindrical TEPC elements of 60mm length and 3mm 
diameter each, arranged in two layers. This permits a flat and compact design of the 
entire detector is attained. The large elongation of the cylinders reduces considerably 
the complexity of the design, the fabrication, and the use of the detector. Neither field 
tubes nor helices are necessary (see assessment of resolution). Because of the small 
diameter of the cylinders, the gas pressure inside the detector needs to be 
comparatively high - it is adjusted to simulate a diameter of 1µm in tissue - which 
reduces problems of counting-gas purity. 
 
 
Diagram of the TEPC-modul; size of the detector module (95mm x 70mm x 16mm).  
 
A.12.1.3  Signal processing of amira dosemeter: 
The miniaturized electronics has been developed by members of the Zentrum for 
Biophysik, Universität des Saarlands, this group had already developed, in the early 
1990s, the well known HANDI system. The electronic system includes high voltage 
supply, charge sensitive preamplifier, quasi-logarithmic amplifier (four decades), 
filter, peak detector, A/D converter, data processing, display, computer interface, and 
power supply (rechargeable batteries). All components are optimised towards 
minimum power consumption. The measured absorbed dose and equivalent dose and 
the corresponding rates are calculated and displayed every five seconds, and an alarm 
function with readily set dose-rate threshold is provided. The accumulated single 
event spectrum can be transferred to a computer to be displayed and analysed in 
detail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SBI / LMU
amira
186A.12.1.4  Assessment of resolution of amira dosemeter: 
 
Microdosimetric distribution of  
37Ar admixed to the gas filling of the detector 
module. The resolution is close to the optimal resolution achieveable with 
proportional counters. 
 
 
A.12.1.5  Performance of amira dosemeter: 
In calibration measurements at PTB in monoenergetic neutron fields the dosemeter 
was found to underestimate for AP-exposure H* (10) at low neutron energies by up to 
34% and to overestimate it by up to 82% for higher neutron energies up to 60MeV 
and at perpendicular inci- 
dence (see fig. below).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Equivalent dose response, RH, of detector module relative to H*(10) of the 
reference field in its dependence on neutron energy (AP-exposure to 
monoenergetic neutrons). 
 
In typical radiation protection situations low or very low doses need to be determined 
where  
the relative accuracy of the equivalent dose measurements is limited by poor statistics. 
With a series of short measurements - at dose rate roughly 1mSv/h - the relative 
accuracy of the determination of 10µSv in a neutron field from a bare 
252Cf-source 
was found to be better than 10% (standard deviation). 
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A.12.1.5  Major characteristics of amira dosemeter: 
lineal energy range 0.2keV/µm ... 2000keV/µm 
display  equivalent dose, equivalent dose rate, measurement time 
alarms  build in alarm levels for dose equivalent rate 
operating time  70h (4 NiMH batteries) 
computer interface RS232 
weight 0.7  kg     
size  l48mm x  l04mm x 42mm 
 
 
A.12.3     Operation and calibration of amira – aviation: 
For repeated measurements during flights amira aviation is controlled by a mini PC. 
Each 30 minutes the measurement is interrupted, the accumulated single event 
spectrum is stored on a flash memory card, and  a new measurement cycle is started. 
 
The assembled amira-aviation instrument has been calibrated in the 
137Cs photon field 
of a secondary standard laboratory and the calibration has been checked in the neutron 
field of a  
241Am-Be neutron source. 
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A.13    In-flight experiments conducted by the GSF during and after the maximum 
of solar cycle 22  
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Germany 
 
 
A.13.1    Introduction 
When the radiation exposure to air crew received a renewed attention by the ICRP, the GSF started an 
experimental program to determine the dose rate caused by cosmic radiation inside airplanes by mid of 
1990. A total number of 23 flights were conducted, Deutsche Lufthansa Airlines did the flight 
organisation and the supply of the airplanes, and organisation support was received from the German 
Occupational Insurance Association (BG). Two flights were very short distance connecting flights and not 
considered. Three flight routes had a total dose of less than 10 µSv; the other flights were on medium and 
long distance destinations. Two series of flights were done with slightly different experimental equipment: 
the first one during mid of 1990 to early 1991, the second one from mid 1992 to early 1993. The latter one 
included two routes of specific interest: One over the geomagnetic North Pole and one over the South 
Atlantic in the region of the geomagnetic anomaly. All flights but one were passenger flights; the 
exception was a taxi flight with a B747 without passengers and even without the seat assembly. During 
nearly all flights the experimental devices were arranged in the upper deck of the aircraft (see Figure 
A.13.1). More details on the flight and experimental conditions are given elsewhere [1,2]. 
 
A.13.2     Experimental equipment and calibration 
During the flights a number experimental devices was employed, which are described shortly as far as 
their data are presented here: 
 
1. Two neutron monitors of type NE-NM2B 
a. One of these was with the original moderator of Anderson 
and Braun [3] design (AB-counter). The second one was equipped with an additional lead converter and a 
modified outer moderator (ABH-counter
b). This moderator arrangement is similar to that proposed by 
Birattari et al.[4], and described and the response characteristics determined by Mares et al. [5]. The 
reading device of booth monitors was the original NE-NM2B instrument. The integration time was 
approximately 6 min in the most sensitive range 0 to 100 µSv/h, which was used throughout all flights. 
 
The calibration of the neutron devices was conducted face on, following the method of ISO-8529-2 [6] 
(clause 6.3.4) using an AmBe-source, which was calibrated against the PTB standard. Additionally, the 
original, unmodified NM2B was calibrated at the PTB. 
 
2. Two photon dosemeters of type DLM7908 
c. These counters with polyvenyltoluen-scintillators of 
75 mm diameter x 75 mm length are commercially available dosemeters designed for low level ambient 
doserate measurements with a nominal range of 0.03 to 100  µSv/h. Calibration of the scintillation 
detectors were done under secondary laboratory conditions at Cs
137 and Co
60 sources at the GSF. 
                                                           
a Nuclear Enterprises Technology, Ltd., Benham, Reading , Berkshire, UK 
b Commercially available as NM500x from Fa.MAB-Münchener Apparatebau, D-82008 Unterhaching,  
c Fa.Halle, Braunschweig, Germany 
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Figure A.13.1 Arrangement of experimental devices on the upper deck of a B747-400 during the measuring 
campaign of the GSF in 1992/93. 
 
 
A.13.3    Data collection and evaluation 
All data were collected and documented manually; for the flights 17 to 21, the data were taken after every 
integration period. For the earlier flights the reading intervals had to be extended due to the larger number 
of instruments to be observed by each of the attending scientists. The pilots provided geographic flight 
positions at reasonable time intervals, from which an interpolation could be done in the longitude-latitude 
domain with sufficient precision. 
 
For the data evaluation the following procedures were applied: 
 
1. For the neutron data corrections were applied to each reading of the to allow for the angular and energy 
response of the device, taking into account the spectral neutron fluence of both the calibration source and 
the cosmic neutron field at flight altitude. The corresponding correction factor, kS, to be used for 
measurements in the cosmic radiation survey field is given by 
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where  n E  is the neutron energy,  ) E ( n E
C Φ  and  ) E ( n E
S Φ  are the spectral fluence (rates) in the calibration 
(C) 
field and in the survey 
(S) field;  ) E ( R n Φ is the energy dependence of response of the instrument, and 
) E ( h n Φ  the coefficients to convert neutron fluence into ambient dose equivalent [7,8]. 
The energy range considered was 10
-3eV to 10 GeV, the response data taken from the literature [5] cited 
(see Figure A.13.2). For the direction of incidence it was assumed that the neutrons of the calibration field 
were incident to the detector front, while the cosmic radiation field in the aircraft was assumed as isotropic 
incident. Experimental and calculated neutron spectra were available from different sources [9-12] . The 
contribution of the reading due to protons is not corrected here to facilitate comparison with other 
measurements of the same type. 
 
2. For the scintillation detectors, in some sections of the flights, one of the detectors showed inexplicable 
outliers of the reading. Due to the redundant devices available, the suspect values could be sorted out. 
The responses of the scintillation detectors are not yet available in the full range of energies and particles 
encountered at flight altitudes; therefore, corrections to the readings are not possible at the time. However, 
qualitative considerations can be made: The contribution of neutrons to ambient dose equivalent is around 
50% for flights at moderate latitudes (see, e.g. figure IV.3.3). To the remaining dose due to ionising 
radiation electrons contribute around 50%, protons (plus pions) 25%, muons and photons 12%, each. 
Protons and muons are sufficiently energetic to lose only part of their energy inside the scintillator (see 
chapter B.2). Electrons with a maximum of the energy spectrum at around 30 MeV will loose most of 
their energy or will even be stopped. Photons have their main energy range between 0.1 and 1 MeV and 
will be measured correctly, only the part in excess of a few MeV will possibly be slightly overestimated.  
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Figure A.13.2  Calculated neutron responses of the AB and ABH rem counters for lateral and isotropic irradiation, 
and for protons and pions at lateral incidence [5]. 
 
191A.13.4   Results at flight and under laboratory conditions 
In Figures A.13.3 and A.13.4, a specific aspect of the results obtained during the flights and under 
laboratory conditions is considered: The ratio of the both neutron detectors, which exhibit a considerably 
different response at energies in excess of 10 MeV, serves as a means to indicate spectral characteristic. A 
comparison of the in-flight data with those obtained in the (concrete shielded) CERN-fields [13] indicates 
a good similarity between the neutron fluence spectra. For the airborne experiments it appears that within 
the statistical uncertainty, there is no significant change in spectral shape, neither with changing altitude in 
the range 10700 m to 12500 m, nor with changing geomagnetic latitude from around 40° to 90°. The 
results at ground and mountain altitudes suggest that, here, the spectral shapes are slightly “harder”, i.e. 
that the fluence contribution below around 10 MeV is somewhat less than inside the aircraft at flight 
altitudes. 
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Figure A.13.3  Ratio M2/M1 of the reading of ABH- and AB-counter obtained during the 1992/93 flight 
campaign, for FL350 - FL410.  
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Figure A.13.4  Summary of ratios M2/M1 obtained at the CERF with , at ground- and mountain altitudes, and at 
the four flight levels [10]. 
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The MSSL/VAA/NPL/CAA collaboration has been collecting in-flight measurements of 
cosmic radiation doses with TEPCs since January 2000. By Summer 2003, data has been 
collected from over 700 flights, including well over 100 from Air New Zealand (ANZ). 
Unfortunately the analysis, particularly of the flight profile information, is lagging behind. 
 
The instruments used in this study are commercial Hawk TEPCs (funded by a PIPSS Grant 
from PPARC, the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council), together with a 
prototype Hawk TEPC, obtained from Far West Technology, Goleta, California, USA. 
 
The data offered for inclusion in this study were measured using the prototype TEPC (VAA 
flights) and commercial Hawk #006 (ANZ flights). The calibration of the prototype Hawk 
instrument is discussed elsewhere
[1]. But to summarise, the prototype has been calibrated in 
NPL neutron and photon fields, and at the CERF high energy reference field facility. The 
calibration factor assumed for this instrument was 0.77, i.e. that it over-read by a factor of 
1.3, and represents the calibration factor determined in the CERF field, having corrected for 
the muon background. It must be borne in mind, however, that there is an uncertainty 
associated with the CERF high energy field of approximately ±10%. The commercial Hawk 
has, thus far, not had a successful measurement run at CERF, despite several attempts. This is 
due to failings in both the available beam and the instrument itself. Consequently, the 
measurements are reliant on four cross calibration flights, performed in September 2001: one 
return flight from London to San Francisco and one return flight from London to Toronto. 
From this data the calibration factor for the commercial Hawk (relative to the prototype 
Hawk) was found to be 1.00 ± 0.02. This is discussed in detail elsewhere
[2]. 
 
The prototype instrument’s over-read of 30% is broadly in agreement with low energy 
neutron studies performed at NPL. Calculations have shown that a ‘typical’ TEPC over-reads 
by as much as 30% for a neutron energy of 2.5 MeV: this compares to 1.62 measured with 
the prototype TEPC (1.24 times the value for a ‘typical’ TEPC). Similar values have been 
obtained for 1.2 MeV (1.32 times the ‘typical’ value) and for 565 keV (1.28 times the 
‘typical’ value). 
 
This is further backed up by scaling the calculations of Alexeev et al.
[3] to fit the response of 
the prototype in the MeV region, folding this with the neutron spectrum for the CERF field 
and comparing that to the H*(10) response (extrapolated from ICRP 74 using the (scaled) 
data of Sannikov reported in reference [2]) also folded with the same spectrum. This gave a 
theoretical over-read of x1.25. Given the approximations involved, this was only taken as 
being indicative of the TEPC’s response. More significantly, the same process was repeated 
using the calculated neutron spectrum for an altitude of 35,000 feet rather than that of the 
CERF field, and yielded an over-read of x1.25. 
 
194Although the Hawk instrument uses a 5-inch TEPC, there is still a significant statistical 
uncertainty on the dose equivalent data collected. This is typically ±2% for complete long 
haul flights and ±4% for complete short haul flights.  
 
All uncertainties stated above are quoted at the 68% confidence level. 
 
The data provided for this report was taken from just 8 of the 700 flights performed by this 
collaboration, which is due to finish in November 2004.  A comprehensive report will follow 
shortly thereafter. 
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A .15.I.  Background 
The investigations have been performed within the project “Study of Radiation Fields and Dosimetry at 
Aviation Altitudes” initiated and supported by the Commission of the European Community and attended 
scientifically by H.-G. Menzel. In this project participated Irish, Italian, German, Swedish and English 
teams and a team of CERN in Geneva. The project was coordinated by D. O`Sullivan from the Dublin 
Institute for Advanced Studies.
1 Included in this project was the Italian National Survey of Aircrew 
Exposure
2 performed under the responsibility of L. Tomassino from the Italian National Agency for 
Environmental Protection. For this survey the ALITALIA airline provided numerous free flights on the 
routes Milan-Los Angeles, Rome-Rio de Janeiro and Milan-Tokyo. (Table 1) The measurements reported 
here have been carried out within the frame of the Italian National Survey in close collaboration with 
teams of Italian scientists using different types of active and passive dose meters as well as particle 
detectors. 
 
Table 1. Flight Routes and Number of Return- Flights 
 
Flight-Route  No.of Flights    No.of Measm. 
Milan – L A          10        ca. 650 
Rome – Rio          18        ca. 300 
Milan – Tokyo            8        ca. 550 
 
 
A.15.2   Measuring device and principles 
The measurements of dose and dose equivalent reported here have been performed using two hand held 
dosemeters (called HANDI), conceived and constructed by H.-G. Menzel et al.
3;4. The systems are based 
on microdosimetric principles, equipped with low pressure tissue equivalent proportional counters
5. 
Applying these principles the contribution of any single radiation event to absorbed dose is measured in a 
small volume of tissue equivalent material (simulating a diameter of about 1￿m). Simultaneously the 
lineal energy of the traversing secondary particle is also determined as a measure of LET, so that the 
contribution of this event to dose equivalent can be calculated. Absorbed dose, dose equivalent, dose rates 
and measuring time can be read on a built-in display and can be transmitted to a PC. The microprocessor 
supported electronic system of the measuring device is able to record and to indicate the dose distribution 
(probability density of dose d(y)) produced by the radiation field, on dependence of the lineal energy (y), 
the so called lineal energy spectrum (Figure 2).  
 
A.15.3    Measuring procedure 
In order to get dose profiles of satisfying re-solution for the local positions of the aircraft and dose rates of 
sufficient accuracy (which is limited by the sensitivity of the detector) a compromise had to be found 
concerning the measuring time for a single measurement. Considering the expected dose rates and the 
sensitivity of the detectors it was decided, to set it to 30 minutes on the north atlantic route and on the 
route from Milan to Tokyo. On the route from Rome to Rio across the equator, where a smaller dose rate 
was expected, the measuring time was increased to 60 minutes. The total number of measurements during 
196a flight was determined by the measuring time and the duration of the flight. All instruments used by the 
Italian National Survey had been fixed on a board which was brought into the aircraft and fastened on the 
bottom of the passenger cabin in the aircraft. 
 
A.15.4  Results 
An Example of a dose profile (depending on the geomagnetic location and the flight altitude  of the 
aircraft) measured on a flight from Milan to LA is given in Figure 1 indicating dose equivalent rates 
between 4 and about 8 µSv/h. 
Figure 1. Dose profile on a flight from Milan to Los Angeles. 
 
An excerpt of all 1500 pairs of absorbed dose and dose equivalent values is given in Table 2. As has been 
expected, the mean dose rates of the two flight routes across the northern hemisphere (geomagnetic 
latitude of at least 45
o) are about the same whereas the dose rates on the route across the equator (where 
the magnetic shielding against cosmic rays is stronger) is significantly lower by a factor of about 1/2 . The 
mean radiation quality factor, indicating the contribution of high densely ionizing radiation to dose is also 
lower by a factor of 2/3 at the southern route. (The experimental standard deviation, s, of the dose rates is 
about 10% of the mean values.) 
 
Table 2. Mean Values of Dose Rates and of Radiation Quality Factors 
 
Flight Route  Mean 
Dose 
Rate 
 
(µGy/h)
Mean 
Dose 
Equivalent
Rate 
(µSv/h) 
Mean 
Quality 
Factor 
Milan↔LA  2.15 4.82  2.24 
Milan ↔Tokyo 2.10 4.70  2.23 
Rom↔Rio  1.28 2.39  1.86 
 
In figure 2 three microdosimetric spectra are shown. Two of them are measured at the same range of 
geomagnetic latitude above 60
o north but at different altitudes (green: 8840 m, black: 11280 m). No real 
differences are to observe. The third one has been obtained at a flight across the equator(red:10670 m). A 
significant difference due to a lower contribution to dose at high LET values (leading to an increase of 
dose equivalent) is evident.  
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Figure 2. Lineal energy spectra of absorbed dose measured at different routes. 
 
As already mentioned, not for all 1500 dose measurements (Table 1) the corresponding flight data are 
available. Results with varying cruising altitude during measurement have not been included in the 
evaluation. In total 956 single measurements could be related to cruising altitude and to geomagnetic 
position. These data are used to construct the dose rate dependence on altitude at a given small range of 
geomagnetic altitude and vice versa the dose rate dependence on geomagnetic latitude at a given altitude. 
Using the data the following regressions were found for a range of validity of 8.5 -11.6 km altitude and 
12- 70
0 geomagnetic latitude (95% confidence intervals for parameters shown in parentheses): 
(i)  Dose rate (µGy/h) = a + b 
. Altitude (km) + c 
. (Geomagnetic Latitude (
0))
2,  
a =  -2.9 [ -3.1;  -2.7 ]; b =   0.41 [ 0.39;  0.43 ]; c =   2.64 
.10
-4 [ 2.5
.10
-4;  2.7
.10
-4] 
(ii)  Dose equivalent rate (µSv/h) = a′  + b′ 
. Altitude (km) + c′ 
. (Geomagnetic Latitude (
0))
2,  
a′ = -6.4 [-7.0;  -5.8]; b′ =  0.86 [0.81; 0.92]; c′ =  7.2
.10
-4 [7.0
.10
-4; 7.5
.10
-4] 
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A 16.1  Introduction 
 
During the EC project ACREM (Air Crew Radiation Exposure Monitoring) the PTB neutron 
dosimetry group measured for one specific flight route (Frankfurt – Fairbanks – Seoul / Seoul 
– Fairbanks – Frankfurt on June 14 to 19, 1998) neutron fluence rate spectra, averaged 
typically over 30 to 60 minutes. The ambient dose equivalent rates dH
*(10)/dt were derived 
from the fluence spectra by applying the fluence-to-ambient dose equivalent conversion 
coefficients according to ICRP74. The non-neutron component was determined with an 
ionization chamber as described in Appendix A 9. 
 
The neutron measurements were performed with a subset of the PTB Bonner sphere 
spectrometer (BSS) plus a spherical lead-modified survey meter LINUS. This spectrometer 
was not meant to be used as routine instrument but to demonstrate the capability of the BSS to 
determine spectrometric information as a basis of the dosimetric quantities even in such 
difficult environments.  
 
 
A 16.2  Instrumentation and response functions 
 
The PTB Bonner sphere spectrometer (BSS) consists of 12 polyethylene spheres with 
diameters from 7.62 cm (3") to 45.72 cm (18") and a 
3He-filled spherical proportional counter 
(type SP9, Centronic Ltd, UK) used as central thermal-neutron-sensitive detector, but also as 
bare or cadmium-shielded detector. The fluence response matrix of this BSS is mainly based 
on experimental calibration data obtained with thermal neutrons, with monoenergetic neutrons 
at 12  energies between 1.17  keV and 14.8  MeV, and with 55  MeV quasi-monoenergetic 
neutrons, Ref. [1] and references therein. The complete response matrix, covering the neutron 
energy range from 10
-3 eV to 10
10 eV, was obtained using calculated response functions for 
inter- and extrapolations [1].  
 
Essential for the series of measurements presented here was the necessity to measure with all 
spheres used simultaneously. This implied the necessity to dispose of a large number of 
relatively calibrated SP9 counters and, for each of them, adequate electronics. 
 
In order to establish a reduced but consistent set of Bonner spheres, optimised for the 
experiment in view, computational simulations of the measurements in aircraft were 
performed considering the neutron fields at flight altitudes to be similar to some other fields 
investigated by us, namely the cosmic-ray induced neutron natural background measured on 
the PTB site in Braunschweig [2] or high-energy calibration fields produced at CERN [3]. 
This resulted in the decision to use seven members of the PTB “C” BSS, namely the bare 
counter, 3", 4", 5", 6", 8" and 12", although the simulations have shown that the information 
brought by the 4" sphere is redundant. In spite of this redundancy the seven spheres chosen 
200are not able to obtain reliable spectral information above about 10 MeV, and for this reason 
the system was completed with a spherical, lead-modified neutron survey meter LINUS [4] 
routinely used at CERN. The fluence responses of the selected eight spheres are shown in 
Figure A 16.1. For better comparison of the response shapes in the high-energy part, the 
response of the spherical LINUS was magnified by a factor of four. The response function of 
the LINUS was calculated for a PTB SP9 counter as central detector on relative basis only. 
The absolute values being determined through supplementary calibrations. The calibrations 
were performed in the PTB bunker [5] with a bare 
252Cf source and a 
241AmBe source. 
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Figure A 16.1: The fluence responses of the eight detectors used aboard the Lufthansa Cargo 
flight. For better comparison of the responses, the response of the spherical LINUS was 
magnified by a factor of four. 
 
 
A 16.3  Electronics 
 
The electronics used for measurements in aircraft must fulfil some special requirements. First 
of all, this electronics must avoid any electromagnetic interference with the board 
instrumentation of the air plane. Also it is very convenient for the experiment to have at least 
the most sensitive parts of the analogue electronics used independent from the power supplied 
by the air plane. The use of compact and light instrumentation brings also important 
advantages. 
 
As it was necessary in the present experiment to store simultaneously eight pulse height 
spectra, using eight analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) and eight multi-channel analysers, 
we used also eight analogue processors [6], small-sized, with low power consumption and 
specially built for such kind of experiments. Each of this analogue processors (AP) contains 
201the high-voltage supply for the detector, a charge-sensitive preamplifier, an internal pulse 
generator, a shaping amplifier with buffer and two discriminators. Four “A”-sized batteries 
placed inside the AP case ensure an autonomous operation of at least 120 hours. The multi-
channel analysis was ensured by two 7074-Quad ADCs coupled each to a MCD4LAP-
Multichannel-Analyser PC card (all produced by FAST ComTec, Germany). 
 
 
A 16.4  Experimental arrangement 
 
It was a new experience to simultaneously measure with eight detectors which had to be 
placed rather close together (close enough in order to occupy very similar positions with 
respect to the neutron field investigated, but far enough in order to avoid reciprocal 
perturbations like in-scattering or shadowing). In our compromise arrangement the eight 
detectors were installed in four aluminium cases, 100*50*50 cm
3, two in each case, together 
with the corresponding analogue processors. Each detector was placed at the centre of its 
“half-case” with the help of light materials. The smallest detectors (up to 6") were 
“suspended” in air by means of small aluminium rings and thin steel wires. The four 
aluminium cases were organised as follows: A) bare counter & 3" sphere, B) 5" & 6" spheres, 
C) 8" sphere & LINUS, D) 4" & 12" spheres, see Figure A.16.2.  
 
 
Figure A 16.2: The set up of the four aluminium cases aboard the Lufthansa Cargo flight, 
each containing two detectors.  
 
As concerns the arrangement in the case “D”, it is quite sure that the 4" sphere (500g of 
polyethylene) has no influence on the reading of the 12" sphere. On the contrary, if there is an 
important reciprocal influence between various detectors, then the influence of the largest 
sphere used in the experiment, 12" (14 kg polyethylene), on the reading of the 4" sphere 
202should be the largest. Taking into account that the information brought by the 4" sphere is 
redundant, this influence can be quantified in a proper way.  
 
The pulse height spectra from all eight detectors used were stored with integration periods of 
30 to 60 minutes. This time interval was long enough to ensure a good statistical significance 
of the results, and short enough to let us consider that the flight parameters (altitude, 
geomagnetic latitude) did not change considerably during the measurement. In cases in which 
the air plane changed flight levels (FL), a new measurement was started before the altitude 
change and again after the new FL was reached.  
 
With the Bonner sphere spectrometer we did not measure the non-neutron component. The 
dosimetric results of this component was taken from the measurements with an ionization 
chamber operated by our PTB colleague Ulrich Schrewe. For details of this instrument and 
the data analysis please see Appendix A 9. 
 
 
A 16.5  Spectrometric and dosimetric results 
 
There were all together 43 sets of measurements obtained during four flight legs. There were 
15 sets of measurements obtained during a flight from Frankfurt to Fairbanks (denoted and 
numbered from FrFa01 to FrFa15), 13 sets from Fairbanks to Seoul (FaSe02 to FaSe14), eight 
sets from Seoul to Fairbanks (SeFa02 to SeFa09) and seven sets from Fairbanks to Frankfurt 
(FaFr02 to FaFr08). 
 
 
Figure A 16.3: The spectral distribution of the neutron fluence, in lethargy representation, 
obtained from the FaFr07 data set, and typical for all spectral shapes obtained in this work. 
 
The analysis of the pulse-height spectra allowed us to extract the events due to neutrons and 
to establish the count rates for each detector. The unfolding of the data obtained in various 
203sets of measurements produced very similar results as concerns the shape of the resulting 
spectral distribution of the neutron fluence (a possible influence of the charged hadrons from 
the cosmic radiation was not considered).  
 
As an example, Figure A 16.3 presents, in lethargy representation (areas below histogram 
proportional to neutron fluence), the neutron spectrum obtained from the FaFr07 data 
(measurement No. 7 during the flight from Fairbanks to Frankfurt at 10 km altitude, 80°N 
geomagnetic latitude). Some important integral quantities resulting from the spectrum, 
integral fluence rate, ambient dose equivalent rates and mean conversions factors (in terms of 
H*(10) according to ICRP74 [7]) are given numerically.  
 
The result shows an important contribution of high-energy neutrons (energy region IV, above 
10 MeV,  named  h-e) followed with decreasing energy by an “evaporation” distribution 
(region III, between 100 keV and 10 MeV, named fast), then slowed-down neutrons (region 
II, between 0.5 eV and 100 keV, named intermediate), and finally a small contribution below 
0.5 eV (region I, named thermal) due to thermal and slowed-down neutrons.  
 
A check of the solution spectrum for compatibility with the measurements is mandatory. Such 
a check, for the spectrum FaFr07, is given in Figure A 16.4. When the solution spectrum is 
folded with the fluence response matrix, the calculated readings, Cd, are obtained, and in 
addition, the ratios rd = Md / Cd, where Md are the experimental readings. The deviations of 
the rd values from unity should be comparable with their uncertainties, resulting in a reduced 
chi-squared value near unity.  
 
 
Figure A 16.4: The ratios (rd) of measured (Md) to calculated (Cd) readings of the detectors 
used to measure the spectrum shown in Figure A 16.3. The point with the abscissa 15" is due 
in fact to the spherical LINUS. 
204The uncertainty bars associated to the points in Figure  A 16.4 represent the statistical 
uncertainties (left bars) and the total uncertainties (right bars) which include those of the 
fluence responses used in folding and unfolding. The point with the abscissa 15" is due in fact 
to the spherical LINUS and indicates the highest uncertainties from all detectors used, the 
statistical due to low counting rates (similar to the bare counter) and the total due to higher 
uncertainties estimated for the fluence response available. 
 
Figure A 16.4 shows good agreement between the solution spectrum from Figure A 16.3 and 
the measured readings of all detectors, except for the reading of the 4" sphere. This reading, 
which was not used to produce the result from Figure A 16.3, is by about 7% lower than a 
value consistent with the spectrum established in agreement with all other detectors. The 
situation shown in Figure A 16.4 is representative for all results obtained from the 43 sets of 
measurements which indicate a systematic influence of the vicinity of the 12" sphere on the 
readings of the 4" sphere. 
 
The neutron spectrum from Figure A 16.3 is shown once more in Figure A 16.5, which uses a 
logarithmic scaling of the ordinate, under the name of FAI-FRA. For comparison, Figure A 
16.5 shows also a spectrum named SEL-FAI which resulted from the SeFa04 set of 
measurements also performed at 10 km altitude, 3 flight hours north of Seoul, at a 
geomagnetic latitude of 36°N. The two aircraft neutron spectra differ in absolute fluence by 
about a factor of two, but their shapes are very similar. This statement is valid for all neutron 
spectra resulted from this series of measurements. 
 
 
 
Figure A 16.5: High-energy neutron spectra measured with the PTB “C” BSS. For the 
natural background [2] and aircraft spectra (FAI-FRA and SEL-FAI) the fluence rates are 
given per minute, for the two CERN spectra [3] the fluence rates are given per monitor (PIC) 
pulse. FLUKA calculations of the CERN spectra [8] are indicated by symbols. 
 
 
205For further comparison, a few other high-energy neutron spectra measured with the PTB “C” 
BSS are given in Figure A 16.5. The cosmic-ray induced natural background measured on the 
PTB area [2] and, two neutron spectra measured in high-energy calibration fields produced at 
CERN [3], one behind concrete shielding, the other behind iron shielding. The CERN spectra 
are also compared with FLUKA calculations [8], indicating “reasonable” agreement 
especially for the concrete shielding. For the natural background and aircraft spectra the 
fluence rates are given per minute, for the two CERN spectra the fluence rates are given per 
monitor (Precision Ionisation Chamber, PIC) pulse. 
 
From a comparison of the shapes of the spectra in Figure A 16.5 it may be concluded that the 
CERN concrete field is adequate for the calibration of dosimetric instrumentation used for 
monitoring the exposure to cosmic-ray-induced neutrons. 
 
 
Figure A 16.6: The ratios of the group fluences to total fluences for all four energy groups 
indicated in Figure A 16.3 and for all 43 measured spectra. 
 
Although the shapes of all neutron spectra obtained in this work are very similar, we have 
proceeded to a more detailed analysis of them. This analysis is shown in Figure A 16.6 were 
the ratios of the group fluences to total fluences are given, for all four energy groups indicated 
in Figure A 16.3 and for all 43 measured spectra. In order to obtain distinguishable plots, the 
ratios intermediate/total were reduced by a factor two. While the ratios implying the thermal 
and intermediate regions show rather small fluctuations and variations, the ratios implying 
the fast and high-energy regions present not only some higher fluctuation, but also a trend of 
being systematically lower (fast/tot) or systematically higher (h-e/tot) in the spectra 
measured in the vicinity of Seoul (lowest values of the geomagnetic latitude encountered in 
this work).  
 
206The tendency seen in Figure A 16.6 is even more visible in Figure A 16.7 where the group-
fluence ratios h-e/fast are plotted, together with the mean conversion factors, <h74>, 
calculated for the spectral distributions obtained. While the typical value of the h-e/fast ratio 
is about 120%-125%, in the vicinity of Seoul the ratio “jumps” to values of about 150%. Also 
the values of the mean conversion factor, <h74>, show a light increase in the vicinity of 
Seoul.  
 
 
Figure A 16.7. The group-fluence ratios h-e/fast, given in percent, and the mean conversion 
factors, <h74>, in pSv·cm
2, calculated for the spectral distributions obtained. 
 
The values we obtain for the h-e/fast ratio, give answer to a very controversial question, 
namely which of the components h-e or fast is larger. Even if we assume uncertainties up to 
±20% for the fluence response of the LINUS in the high-energy range, our data clearly 
indicate the h-e component to be the larger one. As concerns the further increase of the h-e 
contribution in the vicinity of the equator, this relative effect is evident independently of the 
accuracy of the fluence response of the LINUS. 
 
Figure A 16.8 shows the integral fluence rates, in cm
-2/minute and the integral ambient dose 
equivalent rates (according to ICRP74), in units of 10
-8 Sv/hour, as resulted from the 43 
neutron spectra. As practically all measurements took place at 10 km altitude, or slightly 
higher, the large decrease in magnitude of neutron fluence rate and dose equivalent rate are 
due to low geomagnetic latitude values in the vicinity of Seoul. The only exceptions are the 
results of two measurements made after the take-off from Fairbanks, FaFr02 and FaFr03, 
before the flight altitude of 10 km was attained.  
 
Most data given in this appendix were already published in Ref. [9].  
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Figure A  16.8: The  integral fluence rates, in cm
-2/minute and the integral ambient dose 
equivalent rates (according to ICRP74), in units of 10
-8Sv/hour, as resulted from the 43 
neutron spectra 
 
 
A 16.6  Comparison with dosimetric measurements 
 
Two „classical“ survey meter, SNOOPY (produced by TRACELAB, USA) and LB6411 
(produced by EG&G-Berthold, Germany), a cylindrical LINUS (cyLINUS) (Münchener 
Apparatebau, Germany) survey meter (a modified Anderson&Braun by adding an internal led 
shell to enhance the response at high energies) and its spherical version, a spherical LINUS 
(sphLINUS) were used simultaneously with the BSS to perform dosimetric measurements in 
terms of ambient dose equivalent rate according to ICRP74 (meaning also calibrations with 
241AmBe source). 
 
The comparison of the survey meter readings with the BSS results is shown in Figure A 16.9 
which displays the ratios survey meter reading to BSS result, in percent, for all four survey 
meters mentioned, and for all sets of measurement where they were used.  
 
The agreement between the two variants of LINUS, i.e. the two instruments with enhanced 
responses to high-energy neutrons, and the BSS, is realised practically within ±10%. The 
“classical” survey meters, which give good results in neutron fields with energies below 10 
MeV, show in this series of measurements under-estimations by roughly a factor of two. This 
result is perfectly understandable, taking into account that these instruments are practically 
not sensitive at all to the high-energy component which is very significant in the neutron 
fields investigated in the present work.  
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Figure A 16.9: The ratios survey meter reading to ambient dose equivalent (BSS result), in 
percent, for all four survey meters used during this flight. 
 
 
A 16.7  Conclusion 
 
During the EC project ACREM the PTB neutron dosimetry group used a Bonner sphere 
spectrometer (BSS) plus a spherical lead-modified survey meter LINUS to measure neutron 
fluence rate spectra for one specific flight route (Frankfurt – Fairbanks – Seoul / Seoul – 
Fairbanks – Frankfurt on June 14 to 19, 1998). With this flight path an altitude range from 
9.5 km to 12 km and a range in geomagnetic latitudes between 26°N and 86°N were covered. 
For a total of 43 individual measurements, with measuring times between 30 and 60 minutes, 
the neutron fluence rate distributions were obtained from unfolding of the count rates of the 
eight detectors of the spectrometer.  
 
It was shown that the measurements along the flight path produced very similar results as 
concerns the shape of the resulting spectral distribution of the neutron fluence. A more 
detailed analysis of the fluence rates in the fast and the h-e (high-energy) region shows slight 
changes in the shape of the spectra which are understood if one uses the appropriate flight 
parameters, namely altitude, longitude and geomagnetic latitude. For practical radiation 
protection dosimetry this slight change in the mean fluence-to-ambient dose equivalent 
conversion factors, <h74>, is negligible. However, as was demonstrated by the comparison of 
the dose rates derived from the Bonner sphere data and the conventional survey meters it is 
important to know the energy region in which the survey meter is sensitive to neutrons. 
 
These spectrometric results can be used to justify the now common procedure to calculate 
route doses for the air crew personnel: a standard spectral shape of the neutron fluence is 
scaled by the according flight parameters and an appropriate monitor of the primary cosmic 
radiation and is integrated along the flight path. 
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B 1.1    Description of the SIEVERT calculation system 
Due to their professional activity, flight crews may receive a dose of some mSv within one 
year. This is why the European regulations adopted in 1996 require the aircraft operators to 
monitor the exposure of their flight crews. In France, the Government delivered the SIEVERT 
system to employers: this dose assessment tool was developed by the French General 
Directorate of Civil Aviation (DGAC) and partners: the Institut de Radioprotection et de 
Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN), the Paris Observatory and The French Institute for Polar Research 
and Technology (IFRTP). 
In France, the Computerized System for Flight Assessment of Exposure to Cosmic Radiation 
in Air Transport, or “SIEVERT”, is delivered to airlines for assisting them in the application 
of article 42 of the European Directive. This professional service is available on an Internet 
server accessible only to companies that applied for it to DGAC. However, a public section 
enables passengers to assess the dose received during a flight.  
The system provides doses that consider the routes flown by aircraft. These values are 
calculated using models verified over several tens of flights with a satisfactory uncertainty 
margin. Also, in case of solar flare, the SIEVERT system allows assessing the impact with 
regard to the dose received. 
SIEVERT is a tool suited for flight crew dosimetry for cosmic radiation. It requires no 
specific skill with regard to radioprotection within the airline. It generates no operating 
requirements for the personnel, as this is the case for personal dosemeters. 
SIEVERT should provides a correct application of the regulation for at least three reasons. 
First, the results obtained are close enough to reality to avoid under-estimating the doses 
received by the personnel. Second, the radiation dose assessment mode is the same for all 
airlines. Third, if checks become required in the future, retrospective dose calculations might 
always be performed. 
 
 
B 1.2    SIEVERT Operating Principle 
The SIEVERT operating principle is simple. The company prepares a file of completed or 
planned flights and files it to the SIEVERT Internet address. The system then completes the 
file by adding the dose received during each flight. Doses are calculated, depending on flight 
characteristics, using IRSN-validated dosimetry data. The more detailed information with 
regard to the flown route, the more reliable the dose value. If the information is minimum, the 
dose is assessed from a standard route. At this stage, data is not nominal and the file of doses 
per flight can be stored for subsequent checks. The employers then have to total the doses 
received during routes flown by each crew member. This information is delivered to the 
individual concerned and communicated to the occupational physician and to IRSN. 
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B 1.3    Dose Calculation with SIEVERT 
Within SIEVERT, the airspace, divided into altitude, longitude and latitude areas, generates a 
265,000-mesh cartography. Each mesh is assigned with a dose rate value. The SIEVERT 
computer assesses the time spent by the aircraft in each mesh and derives the dose received. 
The cumulative total of doses received in each mesh gives the dose received during the flight. 
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B 1.4    Validation of Dosimetry Data 
Every month, IRSN calculates and validates the dose rate cartography. For this purpose, this 
Body is provided with various facilities. First, calculation allows to globally complete each 
mesh of the air space in a predictive manner, incorporating the sun activity cycles (the FAA 
software, CARI 6, is currently in use and the European EPCARD software might be used in 
the future). Radiation measurements, via dosemeters installed on ground and onboard aircraft, 
then allow confirming and, if required, correcting the values thus obtained. In case of 
noticeable solar flare, a specific cartography is created, then validated. The Paris Observatory 
astrophysicists are then called in support to estimate the flare impact. The time required to 
conduct this complex survey is long. It is thus necessary to wait for some weeks before 
calculating the doses received in flight during the flare. 
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B.2.1   Introduction 
Galactic cosmic rays create secondary charged and uncharged particles in the Earth's atmosphere 
which are responsible for the radiation doses to individuals in airplanes. The dose rates and relative 
contribution of the single particles (neutrons, protons, pions, electrons, muons and photons) depend on 
the solar activity ("solar shielding"), the geographic position ("geomagnetic shielding") and on the 
flight altitude ("shielding effect of the atmospheric layer").  
 
The routine determination of radiation doses to air crew requires the following scientific, numerical 
and administrative steps:: 
1. Calculation of particle fluence rates in the atmosphere at all solar and geomagnetic conditions as 
well as flight altitudes, 
2. Final definition of quantities, quality factors and/or radiation weighting factors, and subsequent 
calculation of generally agreed fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients, 
3. Consolidation of the calculated database and experimental validation, 
4. General approval by national and international commissions, 
5. Provision of a personal dose service which is subject to regular quality control. For this step the 
same requirements of precision of dose determination and record keeping apply as for any 
dosimetry service for occupationally radiation exposed individuals. 
 
The basic physical processes and radiation components have been studied previously, however, the 
determination of dose quantities requires more physical information: Both operational (ambient dose 
equivalent) and risk related quantities (effective dose) contain non-physical information related to the 
radiation detriment to cells and organs. This is described by quality and radiation weighting factors, 
respectively. Therefore, the quantities can not be measured by direct dosimetric methods, though 
satisfying approaches are possible. 
 
We have developed the computer program, EPCARD, for this purpose. It is a tool to calculate the 
radiation dose obtained by individuals along any aviation route at flight altitudes between 5000 m and 
25000 m, both in terms of "ambient dose equivalent" and "effective dose". An extension of the flight 
levels is possible, if required. Dose rates and simulated instrument readings at any point in the 
atmosphere may be calculated for comparison with verification experiments. 
 
EPCARD is based on the results of Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations which take into 
account all the physical processes and effects in detail. State of the art models are used to describe the 
flux of primary cosmic rays impinging at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere (NASA model of 
Badhwar, see below) and to the describe the  nuclear reactions in the atmosphere (FLUKA Monte 
Carlo code, originally developed at CERN and lately extended considerably at INFN, details are given 
below). The fundamental knowledge gathered in different fields of physics is combined and used to 
make numerical predictions of particle fluence rates and energy spectra in the atmosphere without 
adjusting any parameters or boundary conditions.  
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The radiation transport calculations have shown that at commercial flight altitudes the spectral shapes 
of the particle fluences are essentially invariable. This permits the use of calculated conversion 
coefficients to determine the dose quantities from the calculated and experimental spectral data. This 
appears necessary especially for those radiation components whose dose contribution can not be 
experimentally separated, but may considerably contribute to the effective dose considering the 
radiation weighting factors required by the European Council [1], e.g. for protons. 
 
B.2.2     Strategy 
The strategy followed in developing EPCARD contains basically two steps (Figure B.2.1):  
 
First, to establish the particle fluence rates in the Earth's atmosphere by Monte Carlo calculation. The 
most recent information on galactic cosmic rays described in reference [2] and by the NASA model 
(details are given below) is used as GCR-particle input. The calculations are conducted under all 
possible physical circumstances, i.e. solar modulation (solar minimum, solar maximum and reversals) 
and geomagnetic shielding conditions (between 0 and 17 GV cut-off rigidity). For the particle 
transport the most recent nuclear reaction models and cross section data are employed in FLUKA. All 
particles are treated separately.  
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Figure B.2.1: Scheme of the data flow in EPCARD to calculate air crew doses 
 
Secondly,  to calculate fluence rates, dose rates and integral doses obtained by air crew along specific 
flight routes. For this purpose the fluence rates of all particles are systematically reduced to a matrix 
which fully describes the field conditions between the top of the atmosphere and ground level in 
physical parameters. For the determination of dose rates at specific places in the atmosphere, the cut-
off rigidity is calculated for the respective geographic position from the data set of Shea and Smart 
(details are given below) to include important fine structures of the  geomagnetic field.  From the date 
and the Climax monitor reading (with a time delay of three months) the solar deceleration potential is 
derived. The flight altitudes of a certain flight profile are used to determine the respective depths in the 
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atmosphere. Between an arbitrary number of way points of a flight route, great circle navigation is 
assumed. A set of conversion factors for the respective particle type of interest is employed. These 
factors were derived in advance using the spectral shape obtained from the FLUKA calculations and 
energy dependent fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients (details are given below). As dose 
quantities, both "ambient dose equivalent" and "effective dose" (European Directive 96/29) are used. 
The set of conversion factors is assumed to be invariable within the required overall uncertainty of the 
calculation process. An option is prepared to employ a set of altitude-variable conversion factors. 
Finally, a set of mean instrument responses for each particle type may be used to derive simulated 
instrument responses which may serve for experimental verification. 
 
B.2.3     Spectra of Primary Cosmic Rays  
More than 80% of the dose at aircraft altitudes is caused by primary cosmic rays with energies below 
100 GeV. In this energy range data from several independent direct measurements of the proton and 
helium spectra exist which were obtained with balloon-borne spectrometers [3-6]. More recently, 
spectra measured with the AMS detector on the Space Shuttle [7, 8] have also become available. At 
higher energies further direct and indirect measurements have provided information on the primary 
spectra which approximately follow a E
-α-behaviour with a constant exponent α up to about 1000 
TeV/nucleus. Compilations of these high-energy data as well as parameter-fits can be found, for 
example, in [9, 10]. 
 
Figure B.2.2 shows a summary of measured primary proton spectra (taken from [2] ). All data were 
multiplied by E
2.7 in order to emphasise the spectral shape above 50 GeV/n which is not affected by 
solar modulation. As can be seen, the experimental data are consistent with each other and with the 
high-energy fits within approximately 25% for protons.  The primary spectra used in the present 
calculations are shown in Figure B.2.2 as solid curves for the condition of the BESS experiment. They 
are based on spectra by Badhwar [11] which were scaled to match the recent experimental data. 
Recently, Badhwar [12] have provided us with updated spectra which are essentially in agreement 
with those used in the calculations. The spectra of heavier cosmic ray nuclei were also obtained from 
[11]. 
 
 
Figure B.2.2: Summary of direct measurements of the cosmic ray proton spectrum on top of the atmosphere 
(symbols). Dashed and dotted lines represent two fits to the data at higher energies. In addition, the spectrum 
used in the FLUKA calculations and as modulated for the condition of BESS experiment is shown (labelled 
”TOA (BESS)“). All spectra are multiplied by E
2.7 in order to emphasise the high-energy part. 
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Solar modulation of the primary spectra is described in the framework of a diffusion-convection model 
[11]. Within this model the modulation strength at a time is controlled by a single parameter φ (in 
MV), the so-called deceleration potential. This parameter is assumed to depend linearly on the Climax 
neutron-monitor count rate (prescaled by a time shift of 100 days). 
 
 
Figure B.2.3: Summary of measured proton spectra. Data as in Figure B.2.2 (symbols). Here, all spectra are 
multiplied by E
2 in order to emphasise the medium and low-energy part. The spectra used in the calculation and 
as modulated for the five measurement conditions are shown as curves. 
Solar modulation affects the low energy part of the primary spectra for which data from balloon-borne 
and Space Shuttle measurements exist. Figure B.2.3 shows the measured proton spectra together with 
the spectra used in the calculation modulated with the dates and locations of these measurements [2]. 
The spectra are multiplied by E
2 so that equal areas on a semi logarithmic plot correspond to equal 
contributions to the energy fluence of cosmic radiation. Whereas good agreement is found for the 
IMAX- and CAPRICE-data the proton spectrum measured by MASS is underestimated by up to 30% 
below 20 GeV. This example demonstrates the uncertainty of the present knowledge of primary 
cosmic ray spectra, which is still one of the dominating uncertainties for the determination of doses at 
air flight level by model calculations. 
 
The geomagnetic field acts as a shield against low-energy primary protons and nuclei. The rigidity cut-
off below which protons and nuclei are deflected such that they are not able to enter the atmosphere 
depends on the location and direction of incidence on top of the atmosphere. The cut-off for vertical 
incidence is obtained from an one-by-one degree world grid of trajectory-determined cut-offs [13, 14]. 
These cut-offs are based on the 1990 International Geomagnetic Reference Field. Values range from 
zero at the geomagnetic poles to 17.6 GV at the geomagnetic equator. A dipole model of the Earth‘s 
magnetic field is used to correct these cut-offs for non-vertical directions (see [15] for further details). 
Figure B.2.4 shows the total nucleon spectrum for a solar modulation parameter of 465 MV, i.e. close 
to solar minimum, and different vertical rigidity cut-offs [2]. Note, that the rigidity cut-off translates 
into a kinetic energy cut-off which depends on the charge-to-mass ratio of the primary. This results in 
lower cut-offs for nuclei than for protons explaining the two-component structure in the nucleon 
spectra close to cut-off. In addition a spectrum for solar maximum and zero cut-off is shown. As can 
be expected already from this figure, the higher the rigidity cut-off is the lower is the effect of solar 
modulation on the radiation field in the atmosphere. 
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Figure B.2.4: Total nucleon flux for solar minimum modulation (465 MV) and different vertical rigidity cut-
offs. In addition, the flux at solar maximum modulation (1440 MV) is shown.  
 
B.2.4     Radiation Transport Calculations 
The transport calculations of the primary GCR into the Earth's atmosphere were conducted by 
employing the transport code FLUKA. This is a multipurpose particle interaction and transport 
program with applications as diverse as proton and electron accelerator shielding, calorimetry, medical 
physics, beam design, high and low energy dosimetry, isotope production, etc. [16-18]. Recently, it 
has also been used successfully in space and cosmic ray studies [19, 15, 20-26]. 
 
In FLUKA, different physical models, or event generators, are responsible for the various aspects of 
particle production at different energies. These theoretical models have been directly tested against a 
large amount of nuclear experimental data, and have also been indirectly validated by comparisons 
with shower measurements, obtained both at accelerators [27-29] and in cosmic ray experiments [30, 
31, 15, 32, 33]. 
 
Using FLUKA the spectral fluence rates for neutrons, protons, charged pions, electrons, photons and 
muons in the atmosphere have been calculated [34] for the following conditions which span 
approximately the extreme conditions for civil flight routes including the flight level: 
 
- solar minimum, no geomagnetic shielding (cut-off rigidity of 0 GV), flight altitude of 15.3 km, 
- solar minimum, highest geomagnetic shielding (cut-off rigidity of 17 GV), flight altitude of 9.6 km, 
- solar maximum, highest geomagnetic shielding (cut-off rigidity of 17 GV),  flight altitude of 9.6 km, 
- solar maximum, no geomagnetic shielding (cut-off rigidity of 0 GV),  flight altitude of 15.3 km. 
 
The results are depicted in Figures B.2.5 through B.2.10 in the following way: The spectral particle 
fluence rates d
2Φ/dt⋅dE (cm
-2 s
-1 GeV
-1), i.e. particle fluence per time interval dt and energy interval 
dE, are multiplied with the energy E, and divided by the energy integrated fluence rates (the 
normalisation factor is given in each figure for the respective curves). It can be seen in Figure B.2.5 
and B.2.9 that the independence of the spectral shape on the flight conditions is almost perfect for 
neutrons and photons. Some differences can be observed for the charged particles (Figures B.2.6-8 and 
10), however these differences are small. Based on this observation, constant conversion factors can be 
used to convert particle fluences into health physics dose quantities.  
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Figure B.2.5:   Normalised spectral fluence rate of 
neutrons. 
 
Figure B.2.6:   Normalised spectral fluence rate of 
protons. 
 
 
Figure B.2.7:   Normalised spectral fluence rate of 
charged pions.  
 
Figure B.2.8:   Normalised spectral fluence rate of 
electrons. 
 
The calculated fluence rates, integrated over the particle spectra, for all particles with exception of 
charged pions are presented in Figures B.2.12 to B.2.17, after conversion of atmospheric depth into 
flight altitudes. It was observed that the shape of the primary GCR spectra does influence to some 
extent the particle fluence with depth in the atmosphere, and the relative contribution of each specific 
component to the total particle fluence at a specified point. The uncertainties can be overcome by a 
comparison of calculated fluences or doses to experimentally ones for those components which are 
accessible with experimental means. The figures refer to solar minimum activity. Additionally, for 
neutrons the fluence rates at solar maximum activity are partly presented as well (Figure B.2.13). It 
should be emphasised again that the conditions are extreme ones, also with respect to solar activity 
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and geomagnetic shielding. The majority of flights are somewhere in between 3 and 10 GV 
geomagnetic shielding and for less extreme solar modulation conditions. 
 
 
 
Figure B.2.9:   Normalised spectral fluence rate of 
photons. 
 
 
Figure B.2.10:  Normalised spectral fluence rate of 
muons. 
The FLUKA calculations are performed in air without the presence of an aircraft, i.e. at a point in the 
homogeneous medium air under particle equilibrium conditions, which may be assumed below the 
Pfotzer maximum [22]. Aircrafts have a wall thickness of several g/cm
2. If it is assumed that the 
chemical composition is not too far from air, i.e. aluminium instead of oxygen and nitrogen, then the 
effect of the wall would be equivalent to a somewhat lower flight altitude, approximately by 100 m, 
and a dose rate reduced accordingly. 
 
 
B.2.5   Dose  Calculation 
Two health physics quantities are of interest in the context of the determination of the natural radiation 
exposure in the atmosphere: 
i)  The protection quantity effective dose which should give an estimate for the radiation risk. Its 
numerical values depend on radiation type and energy, and the irradiation geometry.  
ii) The simplifying operational quantity ambient dose equivalent which is defined to be independent 
on the angle of radiation incidence, and additive with respect to any radiation component. Both 
quantities are described by conversion coefficients which are to be determined by radiation transport 
calculations for the respective phantom, for each of the six essential radiation components, and 
irradiation geometry. 
 
The ICRU [35, 36] and the ICRP[37] have defined quality factors for secondary charged particles for 
the calculation of the ambient dose equivalent as operational quantity. On the other hand, for the 
determination of the effective dose the ICRP has recommended radiation weighting factors for the 
radiation components incident on the body. For both concepts, coefficients to convert particle fluence 
into the dose quantities may be found in the literature. For radiation energies below approximately 
20 MeV, the data are well established [36]. In the high energy range, the INFN has published a series 
of data, and made them available on the WWW [38], but they require partly confirmation and 
amendments [39, 40] (see also [41, 42], where the data for H*(10) are discussed). 
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Table B.2.1: Averaged conversion coefficients for ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), and effective 
dose, E, used in EPCARD v3.0, v3.1(Dec. 2000) and v3.2 (Febr.2002)
1). 
particle H*(10)  /  Φ 
(pSv cm
2) 
Eiso / Φ 
(pSv cm
2) 
neutrons 242  207 
protons 919  3000 
charged pions  799  1043 
electrons 249  116 
photons 2.70  6.02 
muons 328  338 
1) The uncertainties of the conversion coefficients are estimated to ± 10%. 
 
As concluded above, the energy distribution of the relevant particles is essentially invariable for the 
flight altitudes considered here, i.e. in the range from 8000 m to 15000 m, and for all latitudes. Thus, 
one set of conversion factors for one quantity is sufficient for all altitudes and latitudes. 
 
Using the energy dependent conversion coefficients, the conversion factors averaged over all spectra 
in Figure B.2.5 through B.2.10 were calculated. The results are listed in Table B.2.1 (taken from [46]). 
The data show that for neutrons the mean conversion coefficients of a number of experimental spectra 
with considerable high energetic components are practically the same as those for the calculated 
spectra of Figure B.2.5. It is also seen that the ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), exceeds somewhat the 
effective dose, E, for isotropic (ISO) and rotational (ROT) radiation incidence to the body, i.e. it 
appears to be a good and conservative estimate for the irradiation conditions expected in airplanes for 
the neutron component, which was also suggested earlier [42]. 
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Figure B.2.11: Relative contribution to ambient dose equivalent from the six particle types at 
flight altitudes of 10, 12 and 14 km at 0, 4 and 17  GV cut-off rigidity and 
minimum solar activity. 
 
The data of Table B.2.1 may be employed to convert the fluence rate data in Figures B.2.12 through 
17 into dose rate data. This was done for flight altitudes between 10 and 14 km, minimum solar 
activity and for 0, 4 and 17 GV cut-off rigidity. The results in Figure B.2.11 exhibits the relative 
ambient dose equivalent of each of the radiation components. The contribution of charged pions is 
small (and disappears between the bars for protons and electrons in Figure B.2.11). With increasing 
latitude (0 GV is in the magnetic polar region), the relative neutron and proton contribution increases.  
The effective dose would be essentially determined by the neutron and proton components essentially 
because of the radiation weighting factor of 5 for protons other than recoil protons with energies in 
excess of 2 MeV, as proposed by the ICRP [37]. This is currently being reconsidered by the ICRP and 
by a number of other scientific institutions. The result of the international effort is expected in the near 
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future. As the computer programme EPCARD makes use of particle fluence matrices with a set of 
conversion factors, any essential and serious change in quality factors and/or radiation weighting 
factors for defined radiation components may be incorporated into the conversion data set without 
changing the whole data base from the scratch. 
 
 
Figure B.2.12: Fluence rate as a function of atmospheric depth for neutrons at solar minimum 
activity and cut-off rigidities of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15 and 17 GV (from top to 
bottom). 
 
 
Figure B.2.13: Fluence rate as a function of atmospheric depth for neutrons at solar maximum 
activity, and at minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) cut-off rigidities. 
 
 
Figure B.2.14: Fluence rate as a function of atmospheric depth for protons at solar minimum 
activity, and different cut-off rigidities as in Figure B.2.12. 
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Figure B.2.15: Fluence rate as a function of atmospheric depth for electrons at solar minimum 
activity, and different cut-off rigidities as in Figure B.2.12. 
 
 
Figure B.2.16: Fluence rate as a function of atmospheric depth for muons at solar minimum 
activity, and different cut-off rigidities as in Figure B.2.12. 
 
 
Figure B.2.17: Fluence rate as a function of atmospheric depth for photons at solar minimum 
activity, and different cut-off rigidities as in Figure B.2.12. 
 
B.2.6    Discussion of the Reference Doses 
We would like to refer to a recent publication [44] and discuss to some extent the problem of the 
quantities to be used. There are two motivations to use ambient dose equivalent, H*(d), as the 
operational quantity also for air flight conditions.  
 
The first one is that this quantity - together with the personal dose equivalent, Hp(d) - is the operational 
quantity to be determined under ground level conditions, i.e. at places where survey and personal 
dosimetry is mandatory. The ICRU found the depth d=10 mm as a good approach for these conditions. 
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H*(10) is well established in the system of radiation quantities of the ICRU, and has been introduced 
into most national regulations. It would be logical to keep this system for all occupationally radiation 
exposed individuals in an uniform way, if serious reasons do not contradict. One reason, of course, 
would be that the radiation exposure as a whole or for essential radiation components is not 
sufficiently assessed by the operational quantity. 
 
The second motivation is more serious. As said above, all calculations (the analytical approaches as 
well as the MC-calculations) require experimental control and verification. Most devices are 
constructed to measure H*(10), or an approach to it with acceptable uncertainties, and are calibrated in 
terms of H*(10) under laboratory (reference) conditions. Therefore, most experimentalists do deliver 
their results in terms of H*(10). It is possible, of course, to transpose ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), 
into effective dose, E, and vice versa, by the relation 
,
dE /dE d ) / * H (
dE /dE d ) / E (
) 10 ( * H E
p p p
p p p
⋅ Φ ⋅ Φ
⋅ Φ ⋅ Φ
⋅ =
∫
∫  
where dΦp/dEp is the spectral fluence (rate) of the particle type, p, considered. H*(10) exhibits, for 
instance, the experimentally determined result for the specific particle or radiation type, if a 
discrimination against other radiation or appropriate corrections during the experiments were possible 
at all. (E/Φ) and (H*/Φ) are the conversion coefficients as function of particle energy, Ep. These, and 
the spectral fluence (rates), dΦp/dEp, (see Figures B.2.5 through 10) have to be known explicitly with 
sufficient precision before the equation is employed. Part of the discussion on the conservative 
estimation by H*(10) suffers from the fact that data are available, but their uncertainties are not 
known.  
 
In contrast to H*, the effective dose, E, is not a "receptor free quantity", but its numerical values 
depend on the orientation of the receptor (anthropomorphic phantom) in the field and on the direction 
distribution of the radiation field. Generally, it would be no problem to define one of the respective 
conversion functions for the effective dose, e.g. for isotropic incidence, as the "reference operational 
quantity" for flight conditions. The experimental devices have then to be calibrated in terms of this 
quantity, or the measurements have to be interpreted in the way described by the above equation. But 
this has to be agreed upon in the scientific and radiation administrative community.  
 
B.2.7   Practical  Aspects 
As air crews are considered as occupationally radiation exposed persons by the European Directive, in 
principle the same requirements apply as for any other personnel to be surveyed by dosimetry services, 
e.g. in medical radiation diagnostic and therapy, and in nuclear industry: Precision of dose 
determination and quality assurance of the dose results, easy access to data listings for authorised 
people, easy recognition of excess of dose limits, evaluation of integrated personal doses during 
individual professional history, long term data maintenance, data protection (against unauthorised 
access) and data security (against loss). The only difference to the performance of standard routine 
service is that for air crews the doses are calculated for each flight segment, rather than measured 
during a time period. The responsibilities between dosimetry services and air companies could be 
divided by in the following way: 
The air carrier(s) would be responsible for: i) delivering and up-date of the personal data, and 
delivering the personnel flight lists in time intervals as appropriate, ii) recalling the dose-lists, e.g. 
monthly, and taking care for the proper work plans and other measures required in Article 42. 
 
The Personal Dose Service would be responsible for: i) maintenance of EPCARD, including up-dates 
of the physical data base, ii) taking care for a 24h world-wide access to the system, iii) providing all 
necessary measures for long term record keeping and data security. 
 
The fluence or dose distribution of particles in the atmosphere which are produced by solar flare 
events have so far not been considered. Solar flares are extra-ordinary statistically observed radiation 
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events which may occur during certain periods of the solar cycle. In some of these events particle 
fluxes and particle energies may be high enough to produce a radiation level at air flight altitudes 
which is significantly increased in comparison to that one caused by the continuous galactic cosmic 
radiation. However, these are rare and transient phenomena for which the respective dose data may 
additionally be evaluated and recorded, as soon as accepted approaches for the dose description are 
available. This problem is currently treated by the 5th EU frame program. Any information on solar 
flares could then automatically be attributed to the individual members of the dose records if they were 
on-flight during that period of time. 
  
B.2.8    Summary and Conclusions 
The routine determination of doses to which air crews are exposed due to natural penetrating radiation 
requires to be based on the same principles as for any other occupationally radiation exposed 
individual. The calculations using the NASA model of primary cosmic radiation and Monte Carlo 
code FLUKA for description of particle interactions in the atmosphere deliver the basic information 
with respect to particle spectra, from which the averaged dose conversion factors are calculated, and 
with respect to particle fluence rate from which the numerical values of the dose quantities are derived 
for any depth in the atmosphere. The situation is somewhat facilitated as the spectral shapes do not 
change much at the flight levels considered, and a constant conversion factor may be used for every 
particle type which contributes to the total radiation dose.  
 
Also the introduction of an altitude dependent conversion factor would be no problem, if higher than 
present standard altitudes were considered, or lower uncertainties required. Recently, it was found that 
this dependence of the conversion factors, H*(10)/Φ, is rather small and their values may change up to 
about ±10% in the range of civil flight altitudes, i.e. between 5 and 15  km, with respect to an 
arbitrarily chosen reference altitude of 11.4 km. The mean conversion factors, E/Φ, vary within ±12% 
for neutrons, protons and photons, but about ±20% for electrons [45]. 
 
Conversion factors for anthropomorphic phantoms to determine the effective dose, and the ICRU 
sphere phantom to determine ambient dose equivalent are not yet fully established. Especially, the 
radiation weighting factor for energetic protons requires further scientific consideration. 
 
The precision of the dose calculation depends on the information of the primary galactic cosmic rays, 
on the modelling of the atmosphere and on the model for description of particle interactions in the 
atmosphere. Experimental data may be used to adjust the calculated ones. However, not all radiation 
components are accessible to direct measurements or are distinguishable against other particle types. 
EPCARD is the tool which permits to calculate the aviation route doses from the consolidated data 
matrix with calculated and experimental data which come from a number of internationally recognised 
institutes. It is designed in such a way that any interested air carrier may make use of it in the near 
future for dosimetry routine for his employees.  
 
B.2.9   Technical  Realisation 
EPCARD version 3.2 [46], running as DOS-program on the lowest level standard PC at that time, was 
available to the members of the working group during their studies and data preparation for this 
EURADOS report. 
 
In meantime, legal requirements became effective in some European member states. Consequently, a 
new version was developed, which takes into account specifically the requirements of the German 
Aviation Authorities and the German National Metrology Institute. This version 3.3 runs on 
MSWindows 98, 2000, NT and XP. An example of the input mask for the manual input, is given in 
Figure B.2.18. In dosimetry routine, the file input option of EPCARD for a large number of flights is 
preferable. The version 3.34, was approved by the German Authorities for the routine dose 
determination of the German undertakings operating aircraft in November 2003. 
 
Both versions EPCARDv3.2 and v3.3x are identical as far as the physical content is considered, with 
exception of a minor data printing error in v3.2. 
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Figure B.2.18: Manual input window of EPCARDv3.3x with a flight example 
containing several waypoints. 
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Using the data in Section A 1, as measured by the Royal Military College (RMC) with a 
tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC), a model was derived to allow for the 
interpolation of the dose rate for any global position, altitude and date. Through integration of 
the dose-rate function over a great circle flight path or between various waypoints, a 
Predictive Code for AIrcrew Radiation Exposure (PCAIRE) was then developed to provide an 
estimate of the total dose equivalent on any route worldwide at any period in the solar cycle.  
 
B.3.1.   Model  Derivation 
The raw TEPC output from the flights can be processed to provide a dose equivalent rate 
(every minute).  These data can be summed over five-minute intervals and then smoothed 
using a Savitzky and Golay method to reduce the relative error in the data to approximately 
18%.  This method of data treatment was applied to the TEPC spectral data obtained over the 
solar cycle.  For instance, 36 flights were obtained near solar minimum conditions (i.e., at an 
average heliocentric potential (U) or deceleration potential (Φ) of 650 MV) and 14 flights 
were carried out near solar maximum conditions (i.e., at U = 870 MV and Φ = 970 MV).  
These data were used specifically for model derivation.  This analysis resulted in the dose 
equivalent rate data plotted as a function of altitude and geomagnetic latitude as shown, for 
example, in Fig. B.3.1 (i.e., at U = Φ = 650 MV).  This figure shows a consistent symmetry 
between altitude curves, which is due to the shielding effect of the atmosphere.  The altitude 
A (in km) can also be related to an atmospheric depth h (in g/cm
2) (or atmospheric pressure p 
(in mbar)) in accordance with the relation: 
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Figure B.3.1.  Experimental dose rate data versus geomagnetic 
latitude for various altitudes. (The curves are displaced for improved 
clarity by the values given in the figure).  The data correspond to a 
measurement period where on average U = Φ = 650 MV.   
Figure B.3. 2.  Plot of ln(H & ) versus 
atmospheric depth at various global positions. 
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230where po = 1013.25 mbar.  In fact, if the dose equivalent rate data are plotted in a semi-
logarithmic fashion versus the atmospheric depth, h, a linear relationship results (see Fig. 
B.3.2).  The slope of the resulting line corresponds to an effective relaxation length for the 
given particles in the atmosphere, ξs.  An average slope of the resulting lines yields a value of 
ξs  =  0.0068 cm
2/g, which is in excellent agreement with other literature values.
1,2  The 
parameter, ξs can be further refined as a function of the vertical cutoff rigidity Rc (in GV) 
using summed ambient dose equivalents from a lead-modified neutron rem counter (NMX) 
and an ionization chamber such that:
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At altitudes below 7.62 km (25 000 feet), the relaxation length, ξs, is reduced as follows: 
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This relaxation length can be used to normalize the data in Fig. B.3.1 to a specific altitude.  In 
particular, the dose rate at 10.6 km (i.e., ho = 243 g/cm
2) can be derived from the dose rate at 
any atmospheric depth according to the scaling function: 
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[3] 
Normalizing all data in Fig. 1, for example, from various altitudes to 10.6 km in this manner 
yields Fig.B.3.3. 
  
 
 
 
 
Unfortunately, Eq. (3) cannot be extrapolated to altitudes near or above ~20 km because of 
the effect of secondary particle buildup.  However, a more general function can be derived 
from mass balance considerations for the loss of primary particles and the formation of 
secondary particles in the atmosphere, such that:
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Figure B.3.3.  Dose rate (normalized to 10.6 km) versus geomagnetic latitude. 
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Here the parameter ko accounts for the attenuation of primary particles in the atmosphere 
which is fitted to provide a maximum value of the function at the Pfotzer maximum.  Based 
on FLUKA calculations, the altitude at which the Pfotzer maximum occurs will change with 
the latitude; for example, near the equator at Rc = 17.6 GV, the Pfotzer maximum is predicted 
to occur at 16.5 km, but shifts to a slightly higher altitude of 19 km at Rc = 0.7 GV nearer to 
the poles.  To account for this effect, the attenuation coefficient for the primary particles is 
taken as ko ~ 0.016 cm
2/g, which, with Eq. (2a) yields a Pfotzer maximum at the correct 
position as determined with Eq. (4).  In Eq. (4), β is an effective proportionality constant for 
the production of secondary particles from primary-particle interactions.  The parameter β ~ 3 
as evaluated with a fitting of Eq. (4) to high-altitude data obtained with a TEPC on 
collaborative balloon-borne flights with the Italian Space Agency (Fig. 4(a)). This experiment 
was conducted on July 14 and July 23, 2001 at a geographical latitude and longitude of ~38°N 
and ~13°E (Rc ~ 8.3 GV) with a balloon ascent to 32 km. The first term in Eq. (4) (as 
previously proposed in Ref. 4) accounts for the buildup of secondary particles, whereas the 
second term is a correction for the contribution of primary particles to the dose equivalent, 
which is only important at high altitudes (i.e., > 20 km). Equations (3) and (4) are compared 
in Fig. 4(b), which reveals a simple exponential behaviour over the range of atmospheric 
depths in Fig. 2.  Thus, Eq. (4) is able to account for the secondary particles including a 
maximum due to their buildup and an approximate exponential loss in the lower part of the 
atmosphere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On further examination of the symmetry around the equator in Fig. 3 (with a mirroring of 
data), it was seen that the north to south symmetry was not exact.  This lack of symmetry is 
due in part to the 10.7° offset of the spin axis of the Earth with respect to the magnetic dipole 
axis, which gives rise to deviations in the magnetic field (in particular, the South Atlantic 
Anomaly).  As well, the collected data do not span the full range of geomagnetic coordinates, 
which limits the ability of the correlation as a reliable method for interpolating the dose rate 
for any flight worldwide.  To allow for the asymmetries of the magnetic field, the data can be 
plotted instead as a function of the vertical cutoff rigidity (Rc) (Fig. 5).  The data in Fig. 5 in 
fact cover the full range of vertical cutoff rigidity of the Earth’s field.  A correlation of the 
global dose rate as a function of Rc is therefore possible for a given global position for 
different periods within the solar cycle.  Symmetry was verified by differentiating data 
collected north of the equator with that south of the equator where such data indeed overlap.  
A best-fit polynomial to the data in Fig. B.5 provides the normalized dose rate fi (in µSv/h) (at 
10.6 km) as a function of Rc (in GV): 
Figure B.3. 4.  Comparison of: (a)  Eq. (4) to measured TEPC dose rates obtained from balloon-
borne experiments, (b) altitude correction function given in Eqs. (3) and (4). 
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[5] 
The fitting parameters of the fi function are tabulated in Table 1 for the two periods of the 
solar cycle. 
  
Table B.3.1:  Fitting Parameters for Dose Rate Function fi 
Fitting 
Parameters 
i=1  
(U = 650 MV and Φ = 650 MV) 
i=2  
(U = 870 MV and Φ = 970 MV) 
ai 
bi 
ci 
di 
2.0643 
4.5105 
5.0016 
2.7047 
1.1744 
3.6392 
6.4170 
2.3073 
 
 
 
In the original PCAIRE model of Ref. 4, in order to account for solar cycle effects, a 
normalizing function for the heliocentric potential was found based on theoretical 
considerations using the CARI 5E  code.  About 1350 CARI 5E runs were compiled for 23 
flights worldwide at six-month intervals over a 28-year period at 10.6 km.  The effective dose 
of each flight was normalized to a solar modulation potential of U = 650 MV.  A correlation 
was developed to allow for interpolation of U for values from 400 to 1500 MV, where it is 
observed that there is also a slight dependence on the geomagnetic latitude Bm (in degrees) 
(which is more pronounced at higher latitudes), such that:
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where g1 and g2 are explicit linear functions of U (in MV): 
Figure B.3.5.  Plot of ambient total dose equivalent rate (normalized to 10.6 km) versus vertical cutoff rigidity at 
U = 870 MV and Φ = 970 MV (near solar maximum conditions), and U = 650 MV and Φ = 650 
MV (near solar minimum conditions).  
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Here fHelio (as well g1 and g2) are normalized to a value of unity at 650 MV.  Thus, to account 
for solar cycle effects, the normalized dose rate can be written as:
 
Helio
U
o f f H ⋅ = 1 &   [7] 
where f1 is the function shown in Fig. 5 at U = Φ = 650 MV.  However, with the more 
complete set of measurements in Fig. 5 over the solar cycle, an experimental correlation is 
possible.  For instance, using fi as defined by Eq. (5) and Table 1, Eq. (7) can be replaced by 
the following equation, which is capable of employing the solar modulation model of either 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (via the heliocentric potential U) or the Johnson 
Space Centre (JSC) (via the deceleration parameter Φ) such that: 
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[8b] 
Note that Eqs. (8a) and (8b) and Eq. (7) (as used in the original model) are identical at U = Φ 
= 650 MV. 
 
Thus, Eq. (8) is used for the code development to allow for dose rate prediction for any global 
position and period in the solar cycle (with an appropriate choice of solar modulation model), 
with a correction for the effect of altitude via Eq. (4).  Hence, it can generally be written: 
Alt
U
o c f H U h R H ⋅ = Φ
Φ or    ) , ; , ( & &   [9] 
The dose rate in Eq. (9) can be suitably integrated over a great circle path or between various 
way points for route dose prediction. 
 
  
B.3.2.    Comparison of RMC Model to Other Experimental Work 
At the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Germany, measurements have also 
been conducted.  In the PTB analysis, measurements with a neutron monitor and an ionization 
chamber were summed to produce a total dose equivalent rate.  The instrumentation was 
flown on 39 flights worldwide.
3,6,7  The PTB data can be compared to the RMC data/model by 
similarly normalizing the former data to 10.6 km and plotting the dose equivalent rate versus 
Rc.   From Fig. 1 of Section C.1, both studies were found to be in excellent agreement at U  = 
Φ = 650 MV where the best-fit curves for each of the data sets agree within 5%.   
 
B.3.3.    Code Development and Validation 
The PCAIRE code was developed in a Visual C++ platform from the data analysis and the 
equations produced therein.  This code was written to be user-friendly and requires minimal 
time for data input, calculation and data storage (Fig. 6).  The code requires the user to input 
the date of the flight, the origin and destination airports, the altitudes and times flown at those 
altitudes.  Look-up tables produce the latitude and longitudes of origin and destination, as 
well as the solar modulation potential.  A great circle route is produced between the two 
airports, and the latitude and longitude are calculated for every minute of the flight.
  The 
vertical cutoff rigidity is calculated for a 3-epoch average based on the Shea et al. model in 
Ref. 8 or interpolated from IGRF-1995 tabulated data for the given geographical coordinates 
234along the flight path.
4  The at-altitude dose equivalent rate is then integrated along the great 
circle path at one minute intervals using the model of Eq. (9), which is based on the 
normalized correlations in Eq. (5) (or Fig. 5), and unfolded to the actual altitude flown (Eq. 
(4)) and the solar modulation potential for the date of the flight (i.e., Eq (8)).  The user also 
inputs an ascent time, ta, and descent time, td, from which the dose equivalent accumulated 
during ascent, Ha, and the dose equivalent accumulating during descent, Hd, can be calculated 
according to the equation: 
⎟ ⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜ ⎜
⎝
⎛
⋅ =
Φ
2
, or   
, ,
d a U
f i d a
t
H H &   [10] 
In this case, 
Φ or    U
i H & indicates the dose equivalent rate calculated from Eq. (9) at the initial 
altitude over the originating airport and 
Φ or    U
f H & indicates the dose equivalent rate calculated 
at the final altitude over the destination airport.  The Ha and Hd are added to the at-altitude 
dose equivalent (integrated over a great circle path as described above) in order to provide an 
output of the ambient dose equivalent for the total flight.  Using the conversion factors 
described in Section B.3.4, the code is also able to provide the effective dose for the total 
flight route.  In addition, the code has the ability to model the routes via waypoints (where a 
great circle path is assumed between the given waypoints) or in a batch mode.  
The PCAIRE code was validated against TEPC data obtained at jet altitudes during different 
periods of the solar cycle. Figure 7(a) illustrates the predictive capabilities of PCAIRE under 
solar minimum conditions using an independent 26-flight TEPC data set which was collected 
in 1999 (i.e., these validation data were not part of the 36-flight data set used for model 
development in Fig. 5).  Figure 7(b) shows PCAIRE predictions of the route dose equivalent 
for 16 flights measured close to solar maximum. As shown in the figures, the PCAIRE 
predictions of the validation flights are in good agreement with the TEPC measurements.  
Here the measured TEPC data have a relative error of ~18%, while the code has a predictive 
error of about 20% (which accounts for the uncertainty due to deviations in the flight path 
from a great circle route as well as uncertainties in the scaling functions for the altitude and 
solar modulation). 
Figure 6.    User interface for Visual PCAIRE. 
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Figure 7.  Plot of measured TEPC results versus PCAIRE code prediction of route dose 
equivalent using both solar modulation models for data obtained in (a) 1999 
and (b) 2001. 
B.3.4.    Effective Dose Estimation 
The PCAIRE code provides a route dose in units of ambient dose equivalent, whereas legal 
regulation limits are generally given in terms of effective dose.  For typical terrestrial 
situations, the ambient dose equivalent is a reasonable surrogate for the effective dose since it 
is a more conservative quantity.  However, the ambient dose equivalent is no longer a 
conservative estimate of the effective dose for the complex high-energy cosmic spectrum, 
primarily due to the enhanced weighting factor of five for the protons.
9  This result can be 
clearly seen in Fig. 8(a), where the ratio of effective dose (E) to ambient dose equivalent 
(H*(10)) is greater than unity based on transport code calculations with FLUKA.
9  On the 
other hand, the transport code calculations with LUIN in Fig. 8(b) suggest that E/H*(10) is 
typically closer to unity.  Consequently, in the PCAIRE code, an effective dose calculation is 
performed where the user has a choice of scaling function.  Thus, utilizing a linear 
interpolation of the given functions in Figs. 8(a) and (b):
5 
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[11a] 
where f1(A) = 0.97972 + 9.4307×10
-3A + 1.3634×10
-3A
2, f2(A) = 1.0169 + 9.7771×10
-3A + 
9.2095×10
-4A
2 and f3(A) = 1.0822 + 3.7872×10
-4A + 9.1674×10
-4A
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where f1(A) = 0.84508 + 3.1555×10
-2A – 2.4026×10
-3A
2 + 8.1873×10
-5A
3, f2(A) = 0.88288 + 
3.4036×10
-2A – 2.6953×10
-3A
2 + 7.7963×10
-5A
3 and f3(A) = 0.90765 + 4.1680×10
-2A – 
3.4292×10
-3A
2 + 9.3997×10
-5A
3. 
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Figure B.3.8.  Conversion factor from ambient dose equivalent to effective dose as derived from (a) 
FLUKA and (b) LUIN calculations. 
 
In Eqs. (11a) and (11b), A is the altitude in km and Rc is the vertical cutoff rigidity in GV.  
These correlations correspond to conditions near a solar minimum; however, the effect of the 
solar cycle on the E/H*(10) ratio is small (i.e., typically within a few percent) especially at 
subsonic altitudes.
10  Thus, the ambient dose equivalent rate in Eq. (9) is multiplied by the 
chosen conversion function in Eqs. (11a) or (11b) to yield an effective dose, where Eq. (11a) 
will yield the more conservative estimate (i.e., by ~20% at subsonic altitudes).  Hence, 
although the ambient dose equivalent estimates of FLUKA and LUIN do not vary 
significantly (see Fig. 1 of Section C.1), further investigation is clearly warranted to improve 
upon the effective dose calculation in order to reduce the observed discrepancy in Fig. 8 
between the two transport codes.  This discrepancy arises from the use of different 
environmental models, fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients and model approximations.  In 
particular, the given result is principally due to a factor of two difference in the proton fluence 
rate.
4  Thus, a further investigation is important since an overly conservative estimate of 
effective dose could result in undue restrictions if such theoretically-based tools are used to 
manage the aircrew exposure. 
 
B.3.5.    Commercial Airline Application 
As the PCAIRE model is comprised of simple correlations (e.g., Eqs. (2) and (4) to (11)), it 
can be readily employed as a kernel into an employee flight frequency database as needed for 
routine application to manage commercial aircrew exposure for a large number of personnel 
and flights (Fig. 9).  As such, a PCAIREsys code has been developed that is comprised of an 
underlying kernel model (written in VisualBasic) and a wrapper employing the structure 
queried language (SQL) of ORACLE.  This code is therefore able to provide a secure 
interface with an airline database so that it can query the crew exposure in terms of such 
parameters as flight, date, crewmember and occupation (Fig. 9).  This wrapper also permits 
data entry in batch mode or with waypoints for routine aircrew exposure assessment.   Thus, 
the system is available on several platforms for use as: (i) a standalone application via desk 
top or web (individual users); (ii) a kernel incorporated into an airline’s human resources 
system and flight database; and (iii) for Web/LAN batch-file processing as a separate data 
treatment centre. 
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B.4.1   INTRODUCTION 
CARI-6 is the latest in a series of computer codes designed to calculate the radiation dose 
accrued during aircraft flight.  The primary differences between CARI-6 and its immediate 
predecessor, CARI-5, are a re-analysis of the primary spectrum and the expansion of the 
geomagnetic field models to include the IGRF 1995 field.
1  
 
B.4.2     CARI-6 DESCRIPTION 
The CARI-6 computer program calculates the effective dose of galactic cosmic radiation 
received by air travelers on the shortest path (great circle route) between origin and 
destination airports.  The path is the geodesic calculated by the computer program INVERSE, 
which takes into account the differences between the shape of the Earth and a perfect sphere.
2 
CARI-6 relies on a database obtained by running LUIN99 at a variety of altitudes, latitudes, 
longitudes, and geomagnetic conditions, for dates back to January 1958.  The physics of 
CARI-6 is the physics of LUIN99
3,4,5,6 (LUIN2000, the most recent version of LUIN, is a 
more user-friendly version of LUIN99; the results are the same). 
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B 5 – 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to the European Union Directive 96/29/EURATOM airlines belonging to the EU 
Member States are required to assess and limit their aircrews exposure. To support the 
air carriers to implement this legislative the flight-code FREE
1 was developed. Since 
in some Member States relative rigid Quality Assurance procedures were adopted, it 
was designed to take into account every relevant aspect of computational Aircrew 
Dosimetry. 
FREE is the central piece within a series of professional commercial available 
Aircrew Dosimetry products. 
 
B 5 - 2 OVERVIEW 
 
FREE is a flight-code. A flight-code allows the direct introduction of an aircraft 
flight-trajectory by summing up the dose rates over a flight route and giving the 
complete dose for the whole flight. While the base-codes PLOTINUS and the SOLAR 
SUITE (see below) are comparatively slow and have a rather intricate format, FREE 
runs quickly by virtue of using an ultrafast access mechanism to its base-code results. 
Because of being targeted for professional application FREE takes into account every 
relevant aspect of computational aircrew dose assessment: The flight-trajectory is 
taken into account in considerable detail, the modulation of the galactic cosmic ray 
(GCR) radiation field induced by the solar wind over the solar activity cycle (SAC) is 
handled correctly. Short term variations (Solar Particle Events, SPEs and Forbush 
Decreases, FDs respectively and other fast decreases in cosmic ray intensity) in the 
radiation field are also taken into account. FREE includes a database for calculating 
the complete radiation field in the atmosphere (of course with all transient effects) 
from the beginning of SAC 20 (November 1964) up to now. 
FREE is designed and implemented on an modern component based Software 
Architecture (Zerbe, 1997, Schäpers, 1998). It consists of three main software 
modules: The flight-trajectory generator, the calculation engines (GCR incl. 
FDs/SPEs components) and an update possibility (see Figure B 5 - 1). 
 
                                                           
1 Acronym for: Flight Route Effective Dose Estimation 
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Figure B 5 - 1: FREE Main Software Modules 
The central calculation engines, GCR and SPEs component, which perform the main 
dose calculations, are built upon high sophisticated cosmic ray transport-codes, which 
we denote here as so called base-codes. 
 
B 5 - 3 THE BASE-CODES 
 
Base-codes are the physical foundation of the FREE flight-code calculation 
components. Their results are built directly into the flight-code calculation engines 
(and approximate models), which integrate these data over the total flight-trajectory. 
In contrast to the Monte-Carlo method deterministic analytical base-codes are used in 
our approach to enable extensive worldwide calculations in reasonable time frames 
without introducing of approximations, which effects are not exactly known. In the 
case of changed definitions of quantities or theory upgrades, the backend base-codes 
databases are simply completely recalculated. 
 
•  B 5 – 3 - 1 PLOTINUS
2 
 
PLOTINUS handles spatial variations of the radiation field induced by GCR and its 
variation in time with the Solar Cycle, but not SPEs. Its results have been 
demonstrated very good agreement with a large amount of in situ measurements. 
The theory of PLOTINUS is described completely and in detail in O’Brien (2002a), 
therefore we present here only an short overview of the principle main parts. 
 
The Primary Spectrum 
 
The primary cosmic-ray spectrum used in the calculations described below is divided 
into twelve groups: 
                                                           
2 Acronym for: Programmed Linear Operator for the Transport of Nuclear Showers 
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•  The protons in the hydrogen flux, the unbound or free protons, and  
•  Eleven groups of primary nuclei. 
 
Cosmic-ray proton spectra below 10 GeV are represented by the equation (Garcia-
Muñoz, et al., 1975) 
 
  [ ]
65 . 2 4 4 ) 10 5 . 2 exp( 780 10 9 . 9
− − × − + × = E ϕ  (1) 
 
where E is in MeV/nucleon. 
 
The cosmic-ray spectra above 10 GeV are represented by Peters’ model 
 
( ) [ ] { ( ) ( )( ) [ ]} E E a + + + + + + − = 7 . 1 / E 1.7 log 11.9 0.0990 log 7 . 1 log 9 . 11 0495 . 0 log
2 ϕ (2) 
 
The eleven groups of nuclei plus hydrogen are obtained by normalizing each of these 
equations to the data of Gaisser and Stanev (1998). 
 
The  shape of the attenuation of the vertical muon flux underground depends 
sensitively on the shape of the primary spectrum. Represent the primary cosmic-ray 
spectrum by 
 
 
γ φ
− ∝ E  (3) 
 
where  () E γ γ = .  The vertical muon flux then below ground depends on the values of 
γ . The magnitude of the cosmic-ray flux has already been determined by the 
normalization at 10.6 GeV. 
In a gas such as air, the density-effect parameter,  ( ) E δ , in the muon stopping power 
is negligibly small.  In solid matter, it has a magnitude and energy dependence such 
that the ionization loss is nearly constant as a function of energy and the stopping 
power can be represented  accurately by 
 
  () ( ) ( )
7 2 7 10 26 . 4 / 10 34 . 7 / 76 . 3
− − × + × + = A Z A Z E Sµ  (4) 
 
When dealing with muon fluxes underground, data are reduced to depth in “standard 
rock” which has a density of 2.65 g/cm
2, a mean atomic number of 11, a mean atomic 
weight of 22 and an ionization potential of 124 eV. In that case the muon stopping 
power is 
 
  () E E S
6 10 463 . 4 88 . 1
− × + = µ  (5) 
 
243At low energies then,  () 88 . 1 = E Sµ , a constant, and it can be shown that at first the 
vertical muon spectrum attenuates as 
 
  ( ) ( ) 1 + − ∝
γ
µ φ x x  (6) 
 
where x is the vertical depth in standard rock. 
 
At high energies and therefore, great depths,  ( ) bE E S = µ . This yields for the shape of 
the muon attenuation curve, 
 
  ( ) ( ) bx F x γ φµ − ∝ exp  (7) 
 
where the constant  93 . 0 = F accounts for muon straggling. 
 
Equations 6 and 7 are model-independent. Therefore, in that sense, they define the 
shape of the primary spectrum. Using Equations. 1 and 2, in combination with the 
data of Gaisser and Stanev (1998) to represent the primary spectrum yields the results 
shown in Figure B 5 - 2. Agreement is excellent. 
 
 
Figure B 5 - 2. Calculated and measured vertical muon intensity with depth 
                         underground. The points are from the world-wide depth intensity  
                         study of Larson (1968) 
 
244These boundary conditions when used in PLOTINUS work well throughout the whole 
atmosphere and at great depths below the surface of the earth. Equations 6 and 7  are 
independent of the form of the solution of the Boltzmann equation and of 
PLOTINUS. The chosen boundary condition works and works well as a function of 
latitude, altitude and solar activity. 
 
PLOTINUS has the capability of adding a sheet of aluminum or aluminum-equivalent 
material between air-crew and the incident cosmic rays.  As cosmic-rays are quite 
penetrating, it has not been felt necessary to use this feature.  However, at great flight 
levels, above FL 500, say, it might have a significant effect on the incident complex 
nuclei which are more quickly attenuated than the incident nucleons and their 
secondaries. 
 
Solar Modulation 
 
Gleeson and Axford
 (1967) have shown theoretically that the effect on the galactic 
cosmic-ray spectrum of passage through the interplanetary medium is approximately 
the same as would be produced by a heliocentric potential with a magnitude at the 
earth’s orbit equal to the energy lost per unit charge to that point by interacting with 
the solar wind. 
This heliocentric potential model, being completely local, correctly describes the 
current state of the radiation field in the atmosphere as given by neutron monitor rates 
at the time of the flight, during the duration of the flight. Because of not being a 
forecast model, the heliocentric potential has now-cast capability (which is in use 
within FREE) and will correctly treat both Forbush decreases and fast decreases (See 
Section B 5 - 4 - 2). 
 
Radiation Transport 
 
PLOTINUS is based on an analytical theory of the transport of high-energy radiation 
through the earth’s atmosphere. The transport of primary and secondary particles is 
described by a solution of the Boltzmann transport equation. The transport of 
secondary particles is based on a solution of the Boltzmann equation separable into 
longitudinal and transverse components, applicable to high-energy hadron-nucleus 
collisions.  The longitudinal component is based on work by Passow (1962)  and 
reported by Alsmiller (1965), and the tranverse component on the work of Elliott 
(1955) and Williams (1966). All secondary particles other than hadrons are mediated 
by meson production and decay. Cosmic rays consist of atomic nuclei ranging from 
hydrogen to nickel. PLOTINUS properly transports the primary nuclei. The breakup 
of primary nuclei as a result of collisions with atoms of air is treated by means of a 
generalized Rudstam
 (1966) formula. Thus the superposition approximation, which 
treats the incident nuclei as separate neutrons and protons, is not used in this code. 
Therefore an possibly important source of uncertainty - Kurochin, et al., (1999) 
estimate the relative uncertainty of the superposition approach in the order of 20-25% 
at the maximum of the cascade - is eliminated in this code.  
The theory on which PLOTINUS is based has also been applied to the atmospheres of 
other solar system bodies, e.g. Molina-Cuberos, et al., (1999). 
245The Geomagnetic Field 
 
A particle entering the earth’s magnetic field must have sufficient momentum per unit 
charge, or rigidity to penetrate the earth’s magnetic field and collide with air nuclei 
and produce atmospheric cosmic rays.  That rigidity, a function of the particle’s 
charge, and the zenith and azimuthal angles it makes with the earth’s surface is called 
the “cutoff” rigidity and is expressed in GV (GeV/c per unit charge). Accurate vertical 
geomagnetic cutoff rigidities can be obtained by the numerical integration of cosmic-
ray trajectories using mathematical models of the geomagnetic field. In PLOTINUS, 
the newest vertical cutoffs values as calculated from the International Geomagnetic 
Reference Field (IGRF) 95 coefficients are used (Shea, 2000). 
Furthermore the entire cutoff distribution is used: all azimuths and zeniths for each 
location on the surface of the earth, not just the single vertical cutoff as do most other 
treatments
3. The vertical cutoff distributions calculated by Shea (2000) include dipole 
and higher pole contributions to the geomagnetic field. However, the non-vertical 
cutoffs (Heinrich and Spill, 1979) (Roesler, 1998), assume the geomagnetic field is 
locally dipole. 
 
Dosimetry of Cosmic Rays 
 
Both effective dose and ambient dose equivalent are obtained from a simple 
convolution equation. Let  ( ) γ µ π φ , , , , , ,
± ± ± = e n p i i  be the angular cosmic-ray fluxes 
calculated during a particular flight. Then the dose obtained during a flight is 
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where X is either ED
4 or H*(10),  θ  is the angle the angular flux makes with the 
zenith, ω  the angle the angular flux makes with the geographic pole, E, the kinetic 
energy of particles of type i, τ is the total time of the flight, t, a given time during the 
flight,  () t x
r
 is the location of the aircraft at a time t (latitude, longitude, altitude ( ( ) t x
r
 
is the flight path of the aircraft),  ( ) E K j  is the conversion factor from flux to dose 
rate, either ambient dose equivalent rate or effective dose rate (Pelliccioni, 1999, 
2000). 
 
•  B 5 – 3 - 2 THE SOLAR SUITE 
 
High-energy solar particles, produced in association with solar flares and coronal 
mass ejections, occasionally bombard the earth’s atmosphere, resulting in radiation 
intensities additional to the already-present cosmic-radiation. These solar fluxes are 
also often distributed non-uniformly in space, so that fluxes measured by satellites at 
great distances from the earth and which sample large volumes of space around the 
earth do not alone accurately predict fluxes locally at the earth’s surface. 
                                                           
3 The complete cutoff-distribution is also taken into account within the flight-code FREE (see section 
B-5-4-2 The calculation engines) 
4 While the standard notation for effective dose is E rather than ED, the standard notation for energy is 
also E. To use E for both would create an ambiguity here. 
 
246When the earth is intercepted by a shock or other interplanetary disturbance, the 
induced current in the magnetosphere affects the geomagnetic field in a complex 
manner, changing the distribution of cutoff rigidities and usually reducing them. 
Consequently, access of these particles to the earth's vicinity during times of 
geomagnetic disturbance are not adequately described by using static geomagnetic 
field models. 
Further, the flux may be distributed non-uniformly over the earth's surface. These 
factors make a straightforward calculation of the resulting radiation distributions from 
satellite data alone, or from the data obtained from a single high-latitude neutron 
monitor alone. 
 
The SOLAR SUITE (O’Brien, 2000, 2002b) uses ground-level neutron monitor 
counting rates as adjoint sources of the flux in the atmosphere immediately above 
them in combination with the satellite data, to obtain solar-particle dose rates as a 
function of position over the earth’s surface. The transport calculations were executed 
using PLOTINUS q.v.. This approach is a “first principles” approach. Aircraft fly 
within, at most, a few km of the ground where the neutron monitors are located. The 
monitor response reflects the fluxes actually impinging on them. Thus they reflect the 
local solar-particle environment. The monitor network of approximately 30 stations 
covers the globe from pole to pole. 
The satellite particle energy spectra used by the SOLAR SUITE are obtained from 
data obtained  by particle detectors aboard GOES satellites maintained by the NOAA 
Space Environment Center. These detectors measure the flux of energetic protons at 
geostationary orbit  from energies of 600 keV to greater than 700 MeV (or momenta 
of 330 MeV/c to greater than 1300 MeV/c) in 11 discrete channels.  The principal 
correction that had been applied to those data was a correction for the HEPAD 
response to backward fluxes through it, and subtraction of the background counting 
rates in each channel due primarily to galactic cosmic rays, their progeny, and to a 
lesser extent, instrument noise.  
 
B 5 - 4 FREE FLIGHT-CODE IMPLEMENTATION 
 
In general the physical base-codes do not fulfill the necessary requirements 
concerning calculation speed and ease of usage for routine operational application. 
Futhermore base-codes usually give only answers for point calculations for specific 
conditions and not provide integrated results along a flight-trajectory. 
To meet all these requirements the introduction of a flight-code is necessary. The 
three main modules of the flight-code FREE are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
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•  B 5 - 4 - 1 FLIGHT-TRAJECTORY GENERATOR 
 
The flight-trajectory in space and time is the dosemeter of computational aircrew 
dosimetry (see Figure B - 5 - 3). The accuracy of the final results depends 
significantly on how precise this information could be introduced into the 
calculations. Dose variations of flights on the same flight route in the range of more 
than a factor of two are possible and furthermore systematic effects (e.g. reduction of 
general flight-trajectories to a simplified model, e.g. great circle calculation) can 
introduce errors in the range of up to 30 per cent (Felsberger, et al., 2000). Therefore 
precise consideration of the flight-trajectory in time and space is absolutely crucial to 
reach good quality final results. FREE takes this importance into account by the 
flight-trajectory generator component. 
 
conventional occupational dosimetry
personal dosemeter
(TLD)
evaluation unit
(TLD-reader)
flight-code
(e.g. FREE)
computational aircrew dosimetry
flight-trajectory
(space & time)
 
Figure B 5 - 3: Correspondence conventional occupational/computational  
                          Aircrew Dosimetry 
 
The flight-trajectory generator reconstructs standard flight-trajectories from different 
input possibilities (see Figure B 5 – 4). The resulting flight-trajectories consist of a 
series of complete flight-trajectory points having a standard time binning of at least 
one minute. Available point information is correctly interpolated: altitude profiles 
linear, flight-leg points along great circle segments. Due to this open architecture any 
non standard flight-trajectories are supported easily. 
When a flight profile is unavailable, an advanced model is used, which is aircraft-type 
dependent, and can generate flight time and flight-path information. 
These existing flight-trajectory generation possibilities may be extended in the future. 
Any special data demands are coupled to FREE by means of an user specific 
converter program. These modules form FREE standard flight-trajectories from any 
available proprietary airline specific data.  
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Possibility 1: Generation from complete flight-trajectory points in space and   
                          time 
flight-trajectory
point
flight-trajectory
points
flight-trajectory
date-time
longitude
latitude
altitude
 
 
Possibility 2:Generation from flight-leg and altitude profile 
 
•  Flight-leg: 
flight-leg
flight-leg
points
flight-leg
point
longitude
latitude
 
•  Altitude profile: (Alternative: Flight-time/aircrafttype dependend model) 
altitude profile
altitude profile
points
altitude profile
point
date-time
altitude
 
Figure B 5 - 4: Object model
5 of different flight-trajectory generation 
                                   possibilities 
 
•  B 5 - 4 - 2 THE CALCULATION ENGINES 
 
The calculation engines are the central dose assessment modules within FREE. They 
provide an ultrafast access mechanism to base-code results and approximate models 
respectively, which is definitely required for operational usage. 
                                                           
5 The shadowed objects denote a collection/series. 
249Calculation engines give worldwide answers (every longitude/latitude, up to high 
altitudes) in the terms of dose rates
6 for either any solar activity or the duration of the 
special event in the case of short term variations.  
Final flight-doses result from integration
7 of this time differential data over the 
complete flight-trajectory. 
 
o  CGR COMPONENT 
 
The GCR component supplies the resulting radiation dose resulting from GCR 
impinging on the atmosphere and its variation with time in ultrafast access. Results 
can be given worldwide, up to 80 000 feets/24,4 km and for any solar conditions. 
The GCR component obtains the necessary dose rate data from its base-code 
PLOTINUS. The ultrafast access mechanism is created by applying the “brute force 
method”, also known as precalculation to the base-code PLOTINUS and reducing 
these results to a numerical function. 
The radiation field in flight altitudes depends on altitude, the position within the earth 
magnetic field (latitude, longitude) and solar activity, hence the parameter space that 
is needed to be covered by precalculation is four dimensional. This parameter space 
was triangulated properly as follows: 
The tridimensional spatial space was appropriately triangulated in altitude, latitude 
and longitude. The grid in altitude was created by dividing the altitude range from 0 
until 80000 feet/24,4 km into some equally spaced atmospheric depth
8 regions. 
Additionally, to achieve very good precision for operational usage all common flight 
levels from 250 to 450 have been introduced separately as grid points. The complete 
altitude gridding was designed to achieve results that are within one per cent 
compared with the original base-code results of PLOTINUS. 
The stronger dependency on latitude was taken into account by refining the grid in the 
meridional direction by a factor of three compared to its zonal subdivisions.  
FREE takes into account the fact that there is not a 1-1 correspondence between the 
vertical cut-off and the radiation field below it, but that the radiation field is 
dependent on latitude and longitude (see section B 5 – 3 –1). The effect of this so 
called “yield approximation” is significant in flight altitudes, especially at low 
geomagnetic latitudes. 
The final dataset in space consists of about 75000 single data points in three 
dimensions. To create continous access to the spatial parameter space this discrete 
dataset has been interpolated with advanced multivariate B-Spline methods (De Boor, 
1972, 1978, 1979) (Visual Numerics, 2003). 
 
Trivariate tensor product spline interpolation in space 
 
The trivariate  tensor-product spline interpolant to data (xi, yj, zk, fijk), has the form: 
 
                                                           
6 Except for the approximate FOA (First Order Approximation) method many physical quantities were 
calculated (scalar fluxes, absorbed/effective doses, ambient dose equivalents, ionizations) and are 
provided resolved for each particle type and other criteria. 
7 An efficient integration routine for integration of tabular data is used. 
8 The quantity atmospheric depth removes much of the complexity of dealing with the physics of a 
material which has a constantly changing density and is defined as the amount of absorbing mass of air 
per unit area above the point of interest. It is therefore equivalent to the quantity grammage often used 
in radiation physics. 
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where kx, ky, and kz are the orders of the splines, tx, ty, and tz are the corresponding 
knot sequences and cnlm the tensor-product B-spline coefficients. 
Tensor-product spline interpolants can be computed quite efficiently by solving 
repeatedly three univariate interpolation problems, that can be reduced to the well 
known bivariate tensor-product problem (De Boor, 1978, page 347). 
The value of the resulting trivariate tensor-product spline (represented as a linear 
combination of tensor-product B-splines) at a given point is finally represented as: 
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Linear interpolation in solar activity (time) 
 
Solar activity is varies with the about 11 years solar cycle. However the simple model 
of an uniform smooth sinusoidal solar cycle is inappropriate. Furthermore during the 
last 50 year solar activity has been steadily increasing. All these difficulties are taken 
into account into FREE’s solar activity handling. 
 
To consider the 4
th dimension of the parameter space, the solar activity, 18 complete 
spatial grids have been precalculated at certain solar conditions. Interpolation is done 
linearly, between the spatial results of the appropriate values of the heliocentric 
potential. 
The gridding in solar activity was constructed non-uniformly to take into account the 
convex dependence of the results from the modulation parameter. It is finer at low 
heliocentric potentials (higher dose rates) and gets larger at high heliocentric 
potentials (lower dose rates), covering an extreme range from 0-3000 MV. (The 
extreme monthly averaged heliocentric potential values over the last three SACs are 
400 MV for solar minimum and 1600 MV for solar maximum respectively.) This 
large range of values has been chosen to be prepared for non uniform solar cycles and 
to take large Forbush Decreases into account correctly (see Section B – 5-4-2, 
Forbush Decrease Model). 
The final calculation is even not restricted to that (large) range, since values out of 
this range (0-3000 MV) are extrapolated, so the component works for any possible 
solar activity. 
 
FREE GCR results have been compared sucessfully with a large amount of available 
experimental data. 
 
o  TRANSIENT VARIATIONS OF THE RADIATION FIELD 
 
The radiation field in aircraft altitudes is not constant – it varies in time with the 
progress of the solar cycle. Furthermore transient effects maybe superimposed and 
can significantly modify the radiation field during the course of a flight. They may 
either increase the dose rate (ground level events, or GLEs) or reduce it (Forbush 
decreases (FDs)/fast decreases), see Figure B - 5 - 5.  
251FREE handles also these short term variations without compromises. 
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Figure B 5 - 5: Cosmic ray intensity April 2001, Apatity (2003) 
 
•  SPEs COMPONENT 
 
Solar particle events can significantly enhance the radiation environment at aircraft 
altitudes. During large events additional doses contributions to individual flights for 
near polar subsonic flights of several mSv are possible (Dyer, 2001). Such large 
events are relatively seldom (~ one large event occurs per SAC), but it is important to 
have tools available to correctly take into account such effects. 
The worst case event (GLE 5) from 23.Februray 1956 was even estimated by different 
sources to have very large effects (Armstrong, 1996) (Wilson, 2000). 
 
The significant effect for additional doses in flight altitudes is the so called Ground 
Level Event (GLE). A GLE is a solar-particle-event that has a measurable effect on 
the worldwide neutron monitor network. Usually, an increase of more than two per 
cent count rate observed by at least two neutron monitor stations around the globe is 
regarded as a GLE. Aircrafts are flying near the earth surface, where the neutron 
monitors are located, so the GLE is the effect of choice that should be estimated to 
consider additional doses for the flying personnel. 
Until today only 64 GLEs have been registered – so only a few solar particle events 
can reach aircraft altitudes (~ 1/year). 
 
FREE considers GLEs by the means of two methods: 
 
  Adjoint Method 
 
This method mirrors the approach that is described in Section B 5 – 3 - 2 the SOLAR 
SUITE and O’Brien (2002). The results are obtained by means of an ex-post-facto-
252calculation and are provided with ultrafast access by an sophisticated cache data 
structure. 
The Adjoint approach represents today’s best available technical possibilities. 
We have applied this approach to the series of September/October 1989 (GLE 42-45) 
to obtain the magnitudes of distribution from an representative selection of GLEs. 
Also an estimation of the worst case event (GLE 5) was made. 
The results of these calculations clearly show the effect of the soft particle spectra 
associated with solar particle events, as compared to cosmic ray, resulting in a greater 
sensitivity to the geomagnetic field, and, unlike cosmic rays, the near-absence of a 
“knee” near 60° geomagnetic latitude. 
 
   FOA (First Order Approximation) Method
9 
 
The Adjoint method relies, to be correctly applied, on the availability of neutron 
monitor data, covering the complete geomagnetic field and needs a formidable 
computer time to be calculated. 
However professional operational use needs fast dose estimations. Therefore an 
approximate method called First Order Approximation (FOA) was developed. This 
method is able to act as Now-Cast system, this means it is able to deliver its results in 
near real time. 
This method gives only approximate results and cannot take into account different 
spectral differences and anisotropies. 
 
The FOA-method is based solely on the relative increase over background of a single 
reference neutron monitor station, which is corrected to give finally dose rates: 
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The correction factor C2 is a function of relative increase (RelInc
10), vertical cutoff 
rigidity (Rc) and of altitude (h). It was determined by an sophisticated numerical 
analysis of our Adjoint-Method results of GLE 5 and the series GLE 42-45. These 
events are believed to be a representative GLE series of all possible sizes. 
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C2 factors have been calculated from the Adjoint-Method results and the 
corresponding relative increases over background of the reference neutron monitor 
station according Equation 12 over the complete duration of the events. These results 
have been sorted into a three dimensional grid (with proper averaging). This grid has 
                                                           
9 GLE 60 results of a preliminary FOA version have been used in to construct the solar flare model in 
Lewis, et al., 2002. 
10 Neutron monitor counting rates are taken into account only on a hourly basis, since this time binning 
is a  reasonable granularity for aircrew dosimetry purposes and counting rates of neutron monitor 
stations are often not available in smaller time frames. 
253the dimensions relative increase, vertical cutoff rigidity, both with a suitable 
classification of data, and altitude. 
 
This three dimensional regular data grid was finally numerically fitted with 
multivariate B-Spline methods using tensor-product cubic splines in all variables. 
 
Trivariate tensor product spline fit 
 
The trivariate tensor-product product spline approximant to gridded three dimensional 
data (xi, yj, zk, fijk), specified by the three vectors x, y, z of  length k, l, m respectively, 
to be fit using weighted least squares is given by: 
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where cstu are the tensor-product B-spline coefficients. These coefficients can be 
determined by solving the normal equations in tensor-product form as discussed in de 
Boor (1978, Chapter 17). The final result produces coefficients c minimizing 
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where the function Bstu is the tensor-product of three B-splines of order kx, ky, and 
kz. Specifically, we have 
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The final approximating tensor-product spline, specified by order the orders ki and 
the corresponding knot sequences ti in the variables i (i=x,y,z), is given by: 
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The factor C1 corrects the dose rates by 0,5 of the possible range of dose rates in the 
different relative increase classes in polar regions (which is most the important 
region). This number is nearly independent of altitude and was therefore chosen to be 
constant. So the final FOA results are designed to be rather conservative estimates. 
 
FOA results have been compared very successfully with recent measurements of 
GLE 60 (Spurny, 2001) (Bartlett, et al., 2001). 
 
FOA results of all GLE events from the beginning of SAC 20 until now (GLE 15 – 
GLE 64) are included within FREE. The following references and resources have 
been used to apply the method to available data and were of great help: (Kananen, et 
al., 1991)(Kudela, et al., 1993), (Shea, Smart, 1993), (Apatity, 2003), (Oulu, 2003). 
 
254To validate FOA results in operational use they are checked against the Ajoint 
Method. If the results are not within acceptable error limits, the FOA result is 
corrected by the better Adjoint method. 
 
 
 
 
•  FORBUSH DECREASE MODEL 
 
Solar activity is a slowly varying parameter only on a large time scale, on a daily or 
weekly basis solar activity can fluctuate widely. These are the normal up and downs 
in the solar cycle. The effect is more pronounced at the more disturbed solar 
maximum times. The most obvious effect of this short term changes in solar activity 
is a Forbush decrease (Lockwood, 1971)(Cane 1996, 2000). 
A Forbush decrease is a sudden decline in cosmic ray background intensity due to 
magnetic shielding effects and other interplanetary disturbances. Larger Forbush 
decreases (>4%) occur on average about every two month, more often in solar 
maximum times, more seldom in solar minimum times. 
 
FREE takes Forbush Decreases and other fast changes in solar activity by routine 
application of the completely local heliocentric potential modulation model on a 
hourly basis. In this sense the disturbed conditions within a fast solar activity change 
are described by the usual quiet conditions applied with an different modulation 
parameter. So its easy to take into account all transient variations in cosmic ray 
intensity (except for GLEs, which are correctly described by the SPE component). 
 
Larger Forbush decreases can reduce the doses up to the order of 20%. This FREE 
Forbush decrease model was successfully compared with recent measurements of 
such effects (Kyllönen, et al., 2001)(Schrewe, 1999)(Spurny, 2002). 
 
•  B 5 - 4 - 3 UPATE COMPONENT 
 
FREE is a sophisticated flight code that takes also into account short term variation 
effects. Because of this level of detail it depends strongly on continuous data updates. 
These data updates are managed by the update component, which consist of a server 
and a client part. 
The server part is serviced at IASON, where experts monitor solar activity and 
provide data updates on a daily basis. The client part on user side works either in 
dynamic online mode over an internet communication channel or on request in offline 
mode on a file update basis. 
Data updates consist of two principal parts: 
 
1.) Solar Activity: 
 
The heliocentric potential is obtained from high-latitude neutron monitor counting 
rates. As high-latitude monitors are unaffected by the geomagnetic field (and their 
cutoff is insensitive to magnetic activity), they may be used interchangeably—in case 
one of them should be down during a critical period. The potentials obtained are in 
“real time” and thus may be used immediately; allowing the correct treatment of 
255Forbush decreases and quick decreases which may have a significant effect on the 
cosmic-ray dose rate delivered during the hours of a given aircraft flight.  
We do not depend on a single neutron monitor to determine solar activity level so that 
if one of our monitors is down a critical time, we can easily use another. 
 2.)  GLEs: 
 
Solar activity is monitored continuously. In the case of an GLE , FOA results are 
supplied with the next daily update cycle after the end of the event. FOA results are 
regularly checked against the more sophisticate Adjoint Method of the SOLAR 
SUITE as soon as possible. 
 
•  B 5 – 5 SUMMARY 
 
A flight-code was developed for professional operation usage. It is able to take into 
account every aspect of computational aircrew dosimetry, data updates are provided 
through different update channels in short intervals. 
The possibility of taking account of any shielding effect of the aircraft hull is also 
available. 
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B 6.1 Method of calculation 
 
In order to determine radiation doses at aircraft altitudes, calculations of atmospheric showers 
initiated by the galactic component of cosmic rays were carried out using the Monte Carlo 
transport code FLUKA(1,2).  
  The main elements of atmospheric shower calculation are: 
- primary spectra (protons and ions up to nickel), obtained from a NASA code(3); 
- the superposition model for primary nuclei (since FLUKA did not transport nuclei and 
fragments with A>1 at the time of present calculations); 
- the interplanetary modulation according to the actual solar activity for a given day; 
- the vertical rigidities from NASA compilation interpolated in the Störmer dipole 
approximation. 
  Since the calculations started in the early 1999, the primary spectra entered in the 
simulations are updated to 1998. As an example, Figure B 6.1 shows the primary spectra for 
protons and alpha particles corresponding to a value of the modulation parameter (or 
deceleration potential), Φ equal to 465 MV. 
 
 
 
 
Figure B 6.1. Primary spectra (protons and alpha particles) entered in the calculations for solar 
activity corresponding to Φ =465 MV. 
260  The spherical geometry of Earth and of its atmosphere (as a mixture of N, O and Ar) 
has been properly described. The atmosphere has been divided in 50 layers of different density, 
according to a parameterization of the standard atmosphere, down to about 0.1 g/cm2. 
  The fluences of the secondary particles (neutrons, protons, photons, electrons, positrons, 
muons, charged pions) have been scored at different heights and geomagnetic locations. The 
assessment of the quantities of interest in radiological protection, namely effective dose rate and 
ambient dose equivalent rate, has been obtained by folding the scored particle spectra with 
appropriate sets of conversion coefficients. With the aim of comparing the results with those of 
other authors, the geometrical conditions of irradiation have been assumed to be isotropic. The 
conversion coefficients fluence to effective dose were taken from ICRP Publication 74(4) for 
low energy neutrons (from thermal to 20 MeV) and photons (below 50 keV) and according to 
ref. (5) for other particles and energies (Figure B 6.2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As concerns the ambient dose equivalent, the conversion coefficients for low energy 
neutrons (from thermal to 12 MeV) were taken from ICRP Publication 74. Data for other 
particles and for neutrons of energy in excess of 12 MeV were taken from ref. (5) (Figure B 
6.3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B 6.2. Effective dose per unit of fluence for ISO irradiation as a function of particle energy (from 
ref.5). 
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The simulations were carried out entering primary spectra corresponding to values of Φ 
equal to 465 MV (characteristic for minimum solar activity) and 1440 MV (characteristic for 
maximum solar activity), and for values of vertical cut-off rigidity, Rv, of 0.0, 0.4, 3.0, 6.1, 9.0, 
12.0, 15.0 and 17.6 GV. Further calculations have been performed for values of Φ of 600, 800, 
1000 and 1200 MV, but only for vertical cut-off of  0.4, 3.0 and 6.1 GV. 
  The calculated results as well as the comparison with the results of other codes and 
experimental measurements can be found in refs. (6,7,8). A summary of the calculated results, 
in form of graphical presentation, is given in the next sections.  
 
B 6.2 Results  
 
B 6.2.1 Influence of solar activity and geomagnetic shielding 
 
The influence of solar activity and geomagnetic cut-off on the intensity of the various 
components of the radiation field at aircraft altitudes can be seen in Figures B 6.4 and B 6.5. 
Figures B 6.4 and B 6.5 show the calculated fluence rates of the hadron and the electromagnetic 
and muon components, respectively, as a function of altitude, for extreme values of vertical cut-
off (0.4 and 17.6 GV) and modulation parameter (465 MV and 1440 MV). Since the solar 
modulation has little influence on the primary spectra for high values of the vertical cut-off, 
only the data at Φ 465 MV are plotted for the vertical cut-off of 17.6 GV. Because of lack of 
space the calculated results for positrons are omitted in these Figures.  
 
 
 
 
Figure B 6.3. Ambient dose equivalent per unit of fluence as a function of particle energy (from ref.5). 
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Figure B 6.6 and B 6.7 show the effective dose rate as a function of altitude for several 
values of vertical cut-off rigidity and for the extreme values of the modulation parameter 
investigated (Φ  = 465 and 1440 MV respectively). It is seen that the protection quantity may 
vary within a factor of about 2.0 due to solar modulation and up to a factor 15 due to 
geomagnetic latitude.  
Figure B 6.5 Calculated electron, photon and muon fluence rates as a function of altitude. Key as 
Figure B 6.4. 
Figure B 6.4 Calculated hadron fluence rates as a function of altitude.   RV=0.4 GV, Φ = 465 MV. 
  RV=0.4 GV, Φ =1440 MV. • RV=17.6 GV, Φ =465 MV. 
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Figure B 6.6 Calculated effective dose rate as a function of altitude for several geomagnetic cut-off and Φ =465 
MV.   0.4 GV.   2.0 GV. ∆ 3.0 GV. ◊ 6.1 GV. 99.0 GV. H 12.0 GV. I =15.0 GV. l 17.6 GV. 
 
Figure B 6.7 Calculated effective dose rate as a function of altitude for several geomagnetic cut-off and Φ  = 
1440 MV. Key as Figure B 6.6. 
264B 6.2.2 Contributions of the various components of the radiation field 
  
Figure B 6.8 illustrates, as an example at an altitude of 10580 m, the particle fluence rate for the 
various components of the radiation field, corresponding to Φ = 465 MV, as a function of the 
vertical cut-off rigidity. It can be noted that, in the region between 0 and 3 GV, the fluence rates 
of neutrons and protons are slightly decreasing, while those of other kinds of radiation are 
practically constant. 
 
 
 
 
Figure B 6.8 Calculated particle fluence rate of the various components of the radiation field as a 
function of the vertical cut-off rigidity for an altitude of 10580 m and Φ =465 MV. 
 
In order to highlight the contributions of the various types of secondary particles to the 
doses, Figures B 6.9 and B 6.10 show the effective dose rates and the ambient dose equivalent 
rates corresponding to the fluence rates of Figure B6.8, together with the total doses. 
 
  Figure B 6.9 Contributions of the various types of radiation to the effective dose rate as a function of the 
vertical cut-off rigidity for an altitude of 10580 m and Φ =465 MV. 
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The effective dose rate and the ambient dose equivalent rate in the region 0.0-3.0 GV 
are primarily due to neutrons and protons. For vertical cut-off in excess of 3 GV, the major 
contribution to the ambient dose equivalent rate is due to neutrons and electrons. The neutron 
component varies between 29% and 44% of the total in the case of effective dose, and between 
36% and 64% for the ambient dose equivalent. 
 
The contribution of the individual secondary particles to both the quantities are constant 
up to 3.0 GV in the case of electrons, positrons, photons, muons and charged pions. Conversely, 
in this region, the contributions of neutrons and protons decrease as a function of the vertical 
cut-off at a higher degree than the fluence rates. As a result, the total effective dose rate and 
ambient dose equivalent rate are also slightly decreasing in this region. 
 
B 6.2.3 Dependence of the doses on the various parameters 
 
The calculated effective dose rates at flight altitudes (see Figures B 6.6 and B 6.7) have been 
analyzed with the aim to determine the dependence of the doses on the various parameter 
involved (altitude, vertical rigidity, solar activity). 
 
As an example, Figure B 6.11 shows the calculated effective dose rate as a function of 
vertical cut-off for several flight altitudes ranging from 8270 m to 16360 m and Φ =465 MV. 
Conversely, Figure B 6.12 shows the calculated effective dose rate as a function of altitude up 
to 16360 m for several values of vertical cut-off and Φ =1440 MV.  
Figure B 6.10 Contributions of the various types of radiation to the ambient dose equivalent rate as a 
function of the vertical cut-off rigidity for an altitude of 10580 m and Φ =465 MV. 
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The effective dose rate as a function of vertical rigidity can be approximated with 
polynomials of the third degree and as a function of altitude (from 8270 m to 16360 m) with 
polynomials of second degree. Therefore, simple equations have been proposed in ref. (8), 
giving the effective dose rate as a function of vertical rigidity in the altitude range from about 
8000 m to 16500 m. The dose assessment performed by means of these equations approximate 
the calculated results within 10-15% or better.  
  
For purposes of dose estimates for intermediate levels of solar modulation, Figure B 
6.13 shows the ratio of the effective dose rates calculated for Φ =465 MV and Φ =1440 MV as a 
function of altitude for various vertical cut-off rigidity. It can be seen that ratios significantly 
different from unity are associated only to values of vertical cut-off less than about 9 GV.  
 
Figure B 6.12 Calculated effective dose rate as a function of altitude for various vertical cut-off rigidity 
and Φ =465 MV. l RV=0.0 GV. ◊ RV=0.4 GV.   RV=2.0 GV. s RV=3.0 GV. ∆ RV=6.1 GV. t RV=9.0 
GV. 9 RV=12.0 GV.   RV=15.0 GV.   RV=17.6 GV.  
Figure B 6.11 Calculated effective dose rate as a function of vertical cut-off rigidity for various altitudes 
and Φ =465 MV. ◊ h=8270 m. ￿ h=9000 m. ∆  h=9770 m.   h=10580 m.   h=11430 m. l h=12320 m.   
h=16360 m. 
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Therefore, the dependence of the doses on the values of Φ has been better investigated 
by means of simulations carried out for vertical cut-off between 0.4 and 6.1 GV.  
  Figures B 6.14 shows the calculated effective dose rate as a function of the solar 
modulation parameter for two values of the vertical cut-off rigidity (0.4 and 3.0 GV) and three 
different altitudes. 
 
 
 
 
  The calculated results have shown that the linear dependence proposed in ref. (7) for the 
effective dose rate as a function of Φ can be considered as an acceptable approximation for RV 
Figure B 6.13. Calculated ratio effective dose for Φ =465 MV to effective dose for Φ =1440 MV as a 
function of altitude for various vertical cut-off rigidity. Key as Figure B6.12. 
Figure B 6.14. Calculated effective dose rate as a function of the solar modulation parameter for two 
values of the vertical cut-off rigidity at different civil aviation altitudes. 
268greater than 3.0 GV, and below 3 GV when the altitudes do not exceed 10580 m. However, a 
better approximation of effective dose rate for the vertical cut-off rigidities of 0.4 and 3.0 GV 
can be derived from the plots of Figure B 6.14. 
 
 
B 6.2.4 On the relationship between effective dose and ambient dose equivalent 
 
As far as the ambient dose equivalent rate is concerned, Figure B 6.15 shows the calculated 
results from 9000 m to 25000 m on the sea level as a function of altitude for Φ =465 MV. 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure B 6.16 shows the ratio effective dose to ambient dose equivalent at Φ =465 MV 
as a function of height above sea level for various geomagnetic cut-off. Depending on the 
geographical position and on the altitude, the underestimate of the operational quantity with 
respect to the protection quantity at aircraft altitudes varies up to about 40%. The main reason of 
that is the overestimation of E due to the enhancement of the proton contribution coming from 
an inappropriately high value of the radiation weighting factor recommended by ICRP for 
protons of energy above 10 MeV(9). In order to have the ideal relation between protection and 
operational quantities, it should be enough to assign a value no greater than 2 to this component, 
as shown on Figure 9 of ref. (6). 
Although the underestimate is within 15-20% at the usual flight altitudes, a dose 
evaluation based on H*(10) does not seem to be advisable. Due to legal and psychological 
reasons, in fact, a systematic underestimate of doses received by air crew members can not be 
accepted. However, since most devices are calibrated in terms of H*(10), the operational 
quantity can be useful in order to verify the predictions of Monte Carlo calculations. 
Figure B 6.15 Calculated ambient dose equivalent rate as a function of altitude for different values of the 
vertical cut-off rigidity and Φ =465 MV. Key as figure B6.12. 
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B 6.3 Conclusions 
 
According to ICRP Publication 75(10), the overall uncertainty in the estimation of effective 
dose around the relevant dose limit may well be a factor 1.5 in either direction for photons and 
may be substantially greater for neutrons and for electrons. Greater uncertainties are also 
inevitable at low levels of effective dose for all qualities of radiation. 
The calculated results and the simple equations proposed in ref. (7) allow determining 
the doses at aviation altitudes with a precision acceptable for scopes of individual dosimetry. 
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